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GREAT AMERICAN
BACKYARD

-co/oleil

0rcr our YouR YARo wtTH A
$lt|,t!t|t| BATKYARD MAKEOVER

Using a natural  palet te and textured f in ishes,

gou too can translorm timeworn patio furniture and

accessor ies into a stgl ish outdoor l iv ing space.

5end a 100 word or less creative essag tell ing us

whg gour backgard is the ideal  candidate for  a

makeover .  Inc lude a co lor  photo o f  gour  gard.

[verg entrant receives

a free 0ream 5paces decorating

booklet that wi l l  help gou create

U0ur own makeover. The winner gets a $101000

backgard makeover complete with a prolessional

tr 
resisnconsl]1nt.

HRUi$G,8tEUl,Ut
s t o p p i n g  r u s t  i s  i u s t  t h e  s t a r t l '

No purchase necessarU. [ontest is 0pen from Vl54ill4 -l mlm4
to homeowners age 21 and owrwho arc legal US residents. Inter online
at greal-american-backgard.com or mail photo and essau with full
name, date of birth, address [with zip codef and telephone number lo:
Rust-0leum Grcat American Backgad Contes[ c/o ARS,43 N. hnal
Streeg [hicago l[60606. f ntries must he postmarked Julg]t,2m4.Void
where prohibited. for official rules and iudging cilteria, visit grcat-
american-backgard.roq or send a self-addressed stamped envelope
to: Rust0leum 6reatAmerican Backgard [ontest c/oAR!43 N. hnal
5tree! thicago ll. fl1606.
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air-dried wood:
just as good as kiln-dried?
There's a common woodworking myth that
air-dried wood is more prone

shrinking, or expanding than
Don't believe it-doing so could cost you

serious dough when buying boards.

t happened 15 years ago, but I still
vividly remember the day I passed
up the best lumber deal of

my life. It was at a farm auc-
tion where the entire contents
of a small shed were up for
sale. That shed was stuffed to
its rafters with a thousand or so
board feet of beautiful walnut
planks. They had been carefully stacked
and stickered, appeared completely dry and
flat, and, according to the,auctioneer, had
been sitting there for at least 25 years. All
day long I hadn't found anything at that
auction I wanted, but this pile of walnut
was different. I yearned for it.

As the bidding begar1 I told my compan-
ions (both experienced woodworkers) that I
was ready to make a purchase.

"Be careful," one of them advised. "You
don't know what you'll get with that air-
dried stuff. It might split or warp months
after you build something with it."

"Heck," the other friend said, "I built a
coffee table with air-dried stock and it
exploded right there in my living room!"

I had my doubts about their claims. For
centuries our ancestors made beautiful,
long-lasting furniture from air-dried stock,
and that explosion was probably due to
faulty joinery. But I decided not to take a
chance, and put my auction number card
back into my coat pocket. Big mistake.

The auctioneer started off asking $150
for that wood: about 15 cents per board
foot. And no one would pay it! Apparently,
I was not the only victim who chose to give
in to the myth and avoid taking a chance on
air-dried stock. Eventually, some lucky
soul paid $75 for the entire lode.

Since that day, I've wised up in my
wood-buying ways, and all of my research
tells me that air-dried lumber is no worse

to warping,
kiln-dried wood.

7

This pile of air-dried
V oak (parked where

my wife used to put her van) has supplied the
stock for dozens of projects over the past
couple of years.

than kiln-dried stock, and often better. It's
less likely to have "honeycombing" or the
other defects that can result from hasty kiln
drying, as described in Features Editor
David Stone's report on page 66.

Of course air-drying takes time, typically
G12 months for each inch of thickness.
You need to dry the wood outside, then
restack it inside for the final dry-down.
You'll need a moisture meter to make sure
the wood's moisture content reaches equi-
librium with the relative humidity level in
your shop and home (C11 percent moisture
content depending on where you live).

So why do lumber producers spend big
money on kilns and the energy to run them?
Because time is money and commercial
kilns cut total drying time to about 6 weeks.
Fortunately, few of us hobbyists are under
such time pressures to produce lumber.

To learn more about air-dried stock, see
issue number 59, pages 4Ml, or go to
u'oochla-u117i11. ' . { - l r - i l r  , i I r ' ,  i r ' '  .  You' l l  f ind

everything you need to air-dry your own
stock, or buy it with confidence from some-
one else. Wish I had that information 15
years ago.

3lA{^^Du
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Our bulletin board for letters, comments, and timely updates

Bigger magazines need upsized storage
Thanks for growing the magazine by 3/a" in
width and height (starting with issue 153) to
make space for even more information.

Anyone who stores their back issues in the
magazine boxes shown in issue 108 (page
50), though, has discovered the bigger issues
are just a hair too tall to fit the box design.
When readers make more storage boxes,
they'l l  need to enlarge them accordingly.

Ralph Jones, London, }hio

Here's an updated drawing. lf you'd
like the complete free plan, go to

115/e' 41/z' M 1

41/z' M 1

85/e' M

-Parts initially cut oversize, then ripped to finished width
after cutting box joints, See the instructions.

Materials key: M-mahogany

Sources
Card pulh Solid brass card pull, no. 70763, $9.49 each

Call Rockler, 8001279-4441, or go to rockler.com.

Saw off corner after assemblv.

iur"r"" r.n J
brass wood screw

Article updates
Cat's meow scrollsawn plaque
(issue 154, page 96): Locate the
hole for the cutout block 2sAa" lrom
the left edge of the plaque.
Super-flexible shop storage
(issue 152, page 86): !-ocate the toP
three storage-bin mounting brackets
in the Hardware Cabinet (Drawing
9) with 4t/q" spacing in between, as
shown, below.4

NOTE:  Rip
parts A, B,
and C to f inal

115/a"
@------..-

1

I
I

1 1

)

I
37/a

rop oi@is f lush with the top of @.

r Editorial questions and feedback:
E-mai l  ;
call 800/374-9663 and press option 2; or
write to W00D magazine, 1716 Locust St.,
GA-310, Des Moines, lA 50309-3023.

r Subscription assistance:
To notify us of an address change or to
get help with your subscription, go to

, r ' i ,  i '

800/374-9663 and press option 1; or
write to:W00D magazine, P,0. Box 37439,

Boone, lA 50037-0439. Please enclose your
address label from a recent magazine issue,

r To find past articles:
Go to our continuously updated online index at

r To order past issues and articles:
Order past issues oI W00Da magazine
and our newsstand special issues at

or by call ing
800/346-9663. Be aware that many early issues

are sold out. For reprints, send $5 per article
(no phone orders), including the article name
and issue number, to:W00D Atticle Reprint
Service, P.0. Box 349, Kalona,lA52247;
make check 0r money order payable to
W00D magazine.

r Updates to previously published projects:
For a complete l ist of known changes in
dimensions and buying guide sources
from issue 1 through today, go to
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vvise buys

our editors test

Iananesepdtt savrrs
IYpe Brand, Price

Why buy?
Unlike Western-style handsaws-the style most of us grew up with-a Japanese handsaw
cuts on the pull stroke instead of the push. That makes the saw accurate (it's easier to pull
a blade straight than to push it) and efficient (the thin blade removes less material). lt also
allows the manufacturers to harden the cutting teeth more than on a Western-style saw
(whose teeth must be softer to withstand the impact of a "catch"), meaning they stay sharp
longer. When the saw gets dull, simply replace the blade, We find three styles of pull saws
most useful to woodworkers: For crosscuts, dozuki(doh-200-kee) saws sport a stiffener to
keep their super-thin blades from buckling during the return stroke; the slightly thicker
blades of double-edged ryoba(ree-OH-buh) saws have fine crosscut teeth on one edge and
coarser ripping teeth on the other; and the teeth of a kugihiki(koo-gee-HEE-kee) saw cut
flush to the adjacent workpiece without maning it.

Editor test-drive:

This saw features a fine 25-teeth-per-inch (tpi)
pitch, and produces a pencil{hin kerf (less than
7on" thick). With its rigid back, it tracks true,
although the stiffener limits the depth of cut to
about 2". (When crosscutting, though, I doubled
that capacity by cutting t/+" deep on all four sides
of a thick workpiece, as if defining the shoulders
of a tenon, then completed with full-depth cuts.)

I hand-cut a few drawer dovetails using the
Rockler Dozuki Dovetail Saw and it easilv

stayed on my layout lines, even cutting diagonal
to the grain without wandering. When used to
finetune the fit of some interior millwork. this
saw excelled in both crosscutting and ripping.
And I found I could cut close-fitting notches in the
molding more accurately-and in less time-
than I could using my power jigsaw.

-Tested by David Stone, Features Editor

To learn more:
800 | 27 I -4441, rockler.com

Editor test-drive:

I've used Japanese-style saws for many years,
and frankly, wouldn't own any other kind of
handsaw. This ryoba was extremely sharp out of
the box and, using the 17-teeth-per-inch cross-
cut edge, I crosscut a slab of 3/qx4" hard maple
cleaner and in about one-fourth fewer strokes
than with a fine-tooth miterbox saw. And, cutting
on the pull stroke, I found it much easier to accu-
rately start the cut with the ryoba. Likewise with
using the 8-tpi rip edge: faster, cleaner, and
more accurate.

The handle on the Japan Woodworker ryoba
pivots where it joins the blade so you can swing
it to a more comfortable working position if you
like, or use the saw in a tight spot. Even if you
used only the crosscut edge, this saw would be
well worth its $26 price; the rip edge is just icing
on the cake, A razor-sharp replacement blade
costs only $15.

-Tested by Kevin Boyle, Senior Design Editor

To learn more:
8001537 -7 820, thejapanwoodworker.com

Editor test-drive:

I confess that l've had little luck when using the
kugihiki saw in lhe WO)h magazine shop. In
fact, I'd pretty much written off the "no-marring"
concept of a zero-set saw as overrated until I
tried the Veritas Double-Edge Flush Saw, lts
stiffer blade resists distorting during the cut, but
stillflexes enough to press flat against the work-
piece. And the top-set teeth (the blade warns:
"this side up") cut aggressively to prevent
binding-another problem with other flush saws.

To test this saw, I drilled and dowel-plugged
several holes in easyto-scratch obeche ply-

wood. I quickly trimmed a dozen dowels without
marring the sunounding sudace. lmpressed, I
pulled a piece of polyurethane-finished red oak
from my scrap bin and repeated the test, again
without leaving so much as a scratch in the
finish. This saw cuts equally well left- or right-
handed and far exceeded my expectations. And
although its blade isn't removable, the low price
makes it easy to replace the whole saw.

-Tested by Jan Svec, Projects Editor

To learn more:
800/871 -81 58, leevalley.com
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s.rnding-drum
dust collector
Looking to add even more functionality
to the add-on drill-press table featured
on page 52? Consider this integral
dust-collecting system that channels
fine dust to a vacuum hose during
sanding-drum operations.

hether you add sanding-
drum dust collection to
the add-on drill-press

table in this issue, or to some other
table, here's the lowdown on how
to do it. Before applying the finish
and installing the mini-track, lay out a2Vz"-
wide stopped channel that intersects the
3t/zx3t/z" cutout in the table, where shown
on the drawing, below. (Lay out the
channel to the right or left of the center
cutout, depending on the most convenient
location for your shop vacuum.) Then
adhere scrapwood guides to the table with
double-faced tape, aligning them with the
layout lines. Now rout a sA"-deep channel,
as shown at middle right.
Note: If your table doesn't have a cutout
and insert, drill 3h" corner holes, and jig-
saw a cutout. Then rout a 3/s" rabbet t/t"
deep around its edges for a t/t"-thick insert.

Change to a 3/a" rabbeting bit, and rout a
%"-deep rabbet along the edges of the
center cutout and the channel, as shown at
bottom right. Stop the rabbet where dimen-
sioned on the drawing, below. Cut two
%" hardboard covers to fit the rabbeted
openings, and glue and clamp them in place.
Apply a finish, and install the mini-track.
Using the holes in the shop-vacuum dust
port as guides, drill screw holes, and fasten
it in place. ?

Source
Dust port. Plastic shop vacuum dust port no. 03J61.'10,
$2.15. Lee Valley Tools Ltd. Call 800/871-8158 or go to
leevalley.com.

project builders talk shop

,,t',;

EXPLODED VIEW
(Bottom side of table shown)

Sand radius to match rabbeted corners.

Leave these corners square.

l/a x 31/q x 81/2" hardboard

'-,-..:",: ,.,:.,:"*,
,'a

,"'i"
. ,1 : . '

,i.',1 
''

i '

Using a pattern bit guided by scrapwood
guides, rout a 2Vz"-wide stopped channel
7e" deep in the bottom of the table.

Rout a 7e" rabbet t/e" deep along the edges
of the 3lzx31/2" cutout and the edges of the
2lz"-wide channel, stopping 3" from its end.

';'lt'"'

2 1 / a x 4 1 / + x 4 1 / q "
hardboard

Sand radius to match
rabbeted corners.

Shop vacuum dust port

#6 x 1/2" panhead
SCTEW

#6 flat washer

21/2"

21/2" -wide stopped chan nel
7a" deep, centered on the

3t/z x 3t/2" cutout
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short cuts
News and notes from the woodworking world

A hull of a workshop
Just because you live on water doesn't
mean you can't work with wood. Simply
ask Ron Moreland. His home-a24x55'
houseboat-floats on the tidal waters of the
San Francisco Bay in Sausalito, California.
After retiring two years ago, Ron built a
compact workshop in a 9x15'unfinished
bedroom in the boat's hull, placing the
shop under water, so to speak. "I found
workshop books of little value since none
of them dealt with an area this small,"
claims Ron. "Other than the jointer, I found
I was able to put everything in the shop.
Each tool has its place and must be put
back before using the next one." By
"everything" Ron means a tablesaw, a full
complement of benchtop power tools, and a
total-shop dust-collection system.

Within the depths of this houseboat lies a fully functional workshop where Ron Moreland
builds china cabinets, chests of drawers, and dining tables.

When wood pulp (almost) ruled the seas
Here's a little-known history lesson from
the annals of World War II. Frustrated with
the U-boat threat to shipping, Great Britain,
under the leadership of Winston Churchill,
gave the initial OK to develop a giant
unsinkable 2,000'-long aircraft carrier made
from ice and wood pulp. Pykrete, the brain-
child of Geoffrey Pyke, was a material that
could be hammered and sawn and took for-
ever to melt. Because it consisted of 90 per-
cent frozen water, it resisted sinking if hit.
And it patched easily, since the ship-slated
to be called the HMS Habbakuk-would be

constructed of some 280,000 easily replace-
able Pvkrete cubes.
Naturally, it would be a cold-water ship,

made in Canada by 8,000 workers. Plans
called for a hollowed-out interior featuring
crew quarters, hangars, and a huge refrigera-
tion plant with 50'-thick walls. Propelling
the Habbakuk at a top speed of 10 knots: 26
electric engines powered by a central gener-
ating plant. However, the U-boat threat
declined due to anti-submarine warfare
breakthroughs and codebreaking, melting
away any interest in the costly "berg-ship.

A bit of a stretch
Ever cut a project part too short or worked
hard trying to eke the most from every
board foot of some precious hardwood? Of
course! It's happened to all of us. Here's
how Rod Siminski of Lafayette, Indiana,
solved the short-board dilemma. He calls it
his "wood stretcher." OK, so it doesn't real-
ly work, but it sure looks like it does. Says
Rod, "All my woodworking buddies stare
at it and conclude, 'I've been looking for
one of those."'

# ' e ' . + - '

*;;----

4  - , i - . 4 +

. / - ' +  i ! / -
-ry'.6o

*cfG=l
.<6: *:_jf r+.€f,..-

-i11-E o

An unsinkable giant aircraft carrier made of ice and wood pulp was once on the planning
table to become the pride of the British navy during World War ll.

Rod Siminski's ratcheting wood stretcher
seldom fails to draw a smile from onlook-
ers. Measuring 18" long, it's made of pine,
cherry walnut, padauk, and maple.

Continued on page 20
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short cuts

Test your workshop smarts
Between projects and looking for some
stimulation? Ply your woodworking IQ on
these cerebral challenges. For the answers,
see the next Short Cuts in WOODg maqa-
zine, or go online right now to
u  oo r l r l r . rg l t z  i r t c . c i i i n / c t l r t on  r t i  .

I For what major workshop tool can
we thank the Shakers?

I What clear woodworking finish
among oil or film-forming products
holds up best in direct sunlight?

I Name the wood that for centuries
has been the preferred species of violin
bow makers.

Answers to the questions in issue 155:
I Can you name five woodworking
tools that hail from the Stone Age?
The knife, chisel, auger, adze, and axe
(shown below) were all there at the dawn
of woodworking. Unfortunately for those
early craftsmen, it wasn't until thousands
of years later that WOODo magazine
arrived on the scene.

The auger (1), chisel (2), knife (3), adze (4),
and axe (5).

I Whatts the more common term
for the woodworking process known
as pyrography?
Woodburning. More precisely, the term
pyrography derives from the Greek words
pur (meaning fire) and graphos (meaning
writing). Regardless of the name, the
artistic process dates back tol7th-century
Europe when small woodenware items,

and later furniture, were decorated with

fire-heated iron tips. In creative hands the
end results can prove quite impressive.

Today, woodburning adists use electrically
heated pens and a variety of interchange-
able tips to create designs.

I How do you figure the length for a
bandsaw that doesn't have a blade to
measure from?
If you lost your bandsaw owner's manual
and don't have a blade to measure from,
or if you've added riser blocks, put this
simple mathformula to work to determine
your tool's blade length:
Blade length = (2xA) + (3.l4xB)
Key:
A= distance in inches between bandsaw
wheel centers when the upper wheel is
midway in its adjustment range
B- bandsaw wheel diameter

: Buy a tool, get a free
i education..,and plans
i Here's a heads-up that woodworkers of all
i skill levels will like. From June I through
, July 3l of this year, Delta Machinery will
: run a special promotion for buyers of its
: tools at Lowe's home centers. With the pur-
: chase of any Delta machine, you can buy
r the new Do-It-Yourself Woodworking Kit
, for $19.95, then mail in the tool's rebate
r and be reimbursed for the Kit's full amount.
: What is the "Kit"? It's a CD jam-packed
i with 15 quality project plans fromWOODa
i magazine, and loads of tips and techniques
: by TV's master woodworker Scott Phillips.

i In his presentation, Scott works through
: the machining operations, tune-ups, and
i safe use of six major workshop machines:
, the tablesaw, bandsaw, drill press, thickness

; planer, jointer, and compound mitersaw. He
: tops that with the step-by-step construction
: of a Shaker-style bookcase from the March

2004 issue of WOOD.
In addition, you'll receive

printable drill and screw charts
and articles on shop layout,
dust-collection, finishing, and
more. What if you don't buy
a Delta machine? No prob-
lem. You can still get the CD
for an unrebated $19.95.cF

TV's master craftsman Scott Phillips and
WOOD magazine Editor-in-Chief Bill Krier
pause for a photo during the taping of
Delta's new Do-lt-Yourself Woodworking Kit.

Woodturners,
mark your calendars
On June 10-12,2004, the Utah
Woodturning Symposium will celebrate
its 25th anniversary at Brigham Young
University in Provo. Its biggest event
ever, the UWS plans to include more
than 100 demonstrations by world-class
turners and an exhibition of work that
represents I 30 turners from I 2 coun-
tries. To learn more or register for a
workshop, visit utahwoodturning.com,
or call 8011422-2021.
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great ideas for your shop

portable
glue/paper
trelcenter
Equally at home mounted on a wall
or sitting on your workbench.

To hang the center in a
shop without the cleat
system, eliminate part G.
For use with the Idea
Shop 5 cleat system,
screw the cleat to the
back F with the top edges
ofFandGflush. l

lEcrcnr DETATL
?-3/4'-l

ml
li ioi/,,1
V.'l I
f\l_l
I --;,1--
\ i/Bt-/

F
4',

t
#8xe/q" F.H. /
wood screw 

.-

Tsz" shank hole,
countersunk

WaII
$torage
$ystem

I lung this handy organizer on the

ll Idea Shop 5 cleat system featured
I lon page 86 of the November
2003 issue of WOOb and quickly lift it
off and move it wherever you work. It
keeps your glue and glue clean-up sup-
plies close at hand. For this shop aid, cut
parts A-D fromVz" plywood, part E from

See morc d
the ldea Shop 5 :

wall storage system at
woodmagazine.com/lS5

I exeloDED vrEW

Vq" hndboard, part F from Vz" solid stock,
and part G from 32" stock to the sizes noted
on the drawing below. Cut the dowel groove
in the supports (D) to shape. Cut the dadoes,
rabbets, and grooves, where illustrated, in
parts A, B, and F. Assemble the unit. Cut a
3/q" dowel to fit between the side pieces and
into the dowel groove. ;

rh" groove /+" deep't/q" fiom bottom

#8 x 1" F.H. wood screw -

5...-.-14,---.2

t A x 6 x 1 3 1 / 2 "
hardboard

Project design: Kevin Boyle
?6
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askwood
Answers to your questions from letters, e-mails, and W00D Onlineo

Hqw to cut rabbets on a jointer
n I I have a 6" iointer with a i infeed table that limits cuts to %" or less.

! . rabbeting ledge, but I don't i Most rabbets are deeper than that, so check
understand how to use it to make rab-
bets. What's the proper method?

-Stephen Vallery, Yardville, N.J.

tr 1 You can make perfect rabbets on
I I I your jointer, Stephen, as soon as
you take care of a couple of set-up details.
First, adjust your jointer knives so they
extend t/tt" beyond the front edge of the
outfeed table, as shown in Step 1; this
ensures that your workpiece won't hang up
on the outfeed table while sliding across the
rabbeting arm and ledge. Second, determine
whether your jointer has a depth stop on the

your owner's manual for information about
overriding the depth stop. Many jointers
have a spring-loaded pin on the right side.
Pull out on the pin to disengage it as you
lower the infeed table beyond the normal

l limit. The rabbeting ledge serves as the
, maximum stop at a depth of about %".

. To make a rabbet, remove the guard so
i that it doesn't interfere with the workpiece.
: Note: Removal of this guard calls for extra
: caution during the rabbeting operation. Set
i your jointer fence to establish either the
i width of the rabbet (if you plan to place the
i workpiece facedown on ttt. jointer, as

shown in Step 2) or its depth (with the
workpiece on edge, as shown in Step 3).
A workpiece held on edge rides solely on
the infeed and outfeed tables. Laid on its
face, it receives extra support from the rab-
beting arm, so choose this position when
possible. As indicated on the drawings, tear-
out is most likely on the surface cut by the
ends of the jointer knives.

Finally, adjust the infeed table for a light
cut (approximately Vs" for hardwoods and
Vq" for softwoods), place the workpiece on
the infeed table, and make the first pass.
Form the rabbet with a series of passes,
lowering the infeed table each time and
disengaging the depth stop when necessary.

Choose a vedical orientation if you need to
avoid tear-out on the workpiece face, created
as the knife ends scrape the stock.

For smooth rabbeting results, set all of your
jointer knives so they project t/ez" beyond the
outfeed table.

To make a rabbet, hold your workpiece flat on
the jointer when possible. The rabbeting arm
adds valuable support.

Slqrting a finish with tung oil spells trouble
f| r tJtinisn a solid cherry tablJop, i .-r..,..,.lrnlquzinc.corl finishing forum,

! r I applied a coat of pure tung oil, : strongly recommends using boiled
let it dry for a day, and then followed
with several coats of high-quality water-
base. Three days after the final coat
went on, white patches began to appear
In the finish. What went wrong?

-Tom Lendway, Vadnais Heights, Minn.

tr I Tom, your problem stems from the
I I r tung oil. which needs to cure for
several days before it's ready for a topcoat.
For that reason, Steve Mickley, host of the

linseed oil rather than tung oil when
you want to accentuate figure before
applying a topcoat. After applying
boiled linseed oil, and with tempera-
tures ofat least 65 degrees F and
average indoor humidity, Steve
suggests waiting a week before
topcoating with varnish, lacquer,
polyurethane, or shellac. Lengthen
your wait to 10 days before applying
a water-based topcoat.

lf you apply oil to bare wood and follow too soon
with a water-based topcoat, white spots begin to
appear within a few days. To repair this situation,
strip or sand the piece and start over.

Continued on page 26
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STEVE WALL LUMBER CO.
Quality Hardwoods and Woodworking machinery For The Craltsnan

an d Educ atto n al I nstituttons

A s h  . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 / 4
B a s s w o o d  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 1 4
B i r c h  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 1 4
8 u t t e r n u l  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 1 4
C h e r r y  . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 1 4
H i c k o r y  -  P e c a n  . . . . . . . . . . 4 / 4
Mahogany (Genuine)  . .  4 /4
M a p l e  ( H a r d )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 1 4
M a p l e  ( S o f t )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 1 4
P o p l a r  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 / 4
R e d O a k .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 1 4
W a l n u t  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . 4 / 4
W h i t e  O a k  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 1 4
Cedar (Aromat ic  Red)  .  4 /4
C y p r e s s  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 1 4
W h i t e  P i n e  .  .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 / 4

Select 2.4O
Selec t  1 .95
Select 2.75
1 c  2 . 3 0
Select 4.90
Select 2.85
Select 3.90
Se lec t  3 .1  5
Select 2.30
Se lec t  1 .75
Select 2.50
Select 4.00
Select 2.5O
1C+Bt r .  1 .80
Select 2.40
F . G .  1 . 2 0
Clear  2 .00

.  $100.00

. .  $  96 .00

. .  $  79 .00

. .  $  72 .00

. .  $  88 .00

. . $ 1 0 0 . 0 0

. .  $  88 .00

. .  $  72 .00

.. $ 80.00

. .  $  62 .00
s 74.00Yel low Pine

Above pr ices are lor  100 'quant i t ies of  k i lndr ied Above pr ices are 20 bd.  t t .  bundles of
r o u g h  l u m b e r  s o l d  b y  t h e  B d .  F t .  c l e a r k i l n d r i e d l u m b e r 3 " - 1 0 "  w i d e . 3 ' - 7 '
FOB Mayodan,  NC. long (Random widths & lenglhs)  Sur-
Cal l  for  quant i ty  d iscounls .  Other  s izes and faced 2 s ides or  rough.  Del ivered UPS
grades avai lab le.  prepaid in  the Cont inenta l  U.S.

S e n d  $ 1 . 0 0  F o r  L u m b e r  C a t a l o g
Pr ices Subject  to  Change Wi ihout  Not ice

*NOW AVAILABLE-
Custom Made
Raised Panel

Cabinet Doors
4/4 Log Run I Also Available

Walnut  I  Exot ic  Lumoer
100 bd.  f t ,  $1 60 |
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rJi A clean, sharp hole
every time.

No chipg
no splits,
n0 errors.

It takes skill
and a sharp

drill bk.
And fhat
takes the

l '  ,  ' r ' :  '

Drill DoctoP
drill bit sharpener.
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ask wood

Oil-based stain is OI(
uryler a water-based topcoat

f| r Will I have problems if I apply
! . a water-based topcoat over an
oil-based stain? How about an oil-
based finish over water-based stain?

-Bill McTaggart, California City, Calif.

; No problem in either case, Bill, as
r long as yoLr allow the stain to dry

thoroughly. Wait as recommended on the
stain and topcoat containers and then put
yor.rr face next to the surface and sniff. If
you smell the stain, give it more time.

Whether you staft with oil- or water-
based stain, switching to the other type of
topcoat actually helps avoid trouble. If you

brush or wipe on a topcoat that contains
the same solvent as the stain. you might

dissolve the stain and cause smearinc.

Check the stain and topcoat containers for
guidel ines about wait ing t imes. The label
of this product recommends waiting 48
hours after applying an oil-based stain.

lf you're looking for an answer to a woodworking
question, write to Ask W000,1716 Locust St,,
GA-310, Des Moines, lA 50309-3023 or send us
an e-mail at askwood@mdp.com. For immediate
feedback from your fellow woodworkers, post your
ouestion on one of our woodworkinq forums at
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the pros know

epoxygoes
mainstream
While most woodworkers shy

away from epoxy, furnituremaker
Robert Hensarling finds it the

adhesive of choice in his workshop,

and for good reason.

amed for his mesquite Texas-style
rocking chairs (featured in issue
112 of WOODa magazine), Robert

Hensarling uses epoxy for just about all his
assembly, regardless whether the furniture
finds a home in a living or board room.
What gives (or doesn't give) with epoxy?
We asked Robert about his heavy reliance
on it, seeking answers that you too can put
to use in your shop.

fl . Why do you choose epoxy for
X r your joinery?
lt r I like it because it maintains a little

5L I resiliency after curing. In other
words, it expands and contracts as wood
moves. I work mostly with mesquite, but
find that epoxy also performs well with
other woods I work including quilted maple
and black walnut. Another advantage:
Compared to yellow glues, it gives me more
working time (approximately l5 to 30 min-
utes) for adjustments before it sets up.

overnight. Then I remove
the squeeze-out with a die
grinder, carbide grinding
wheel, or a drill with a
60- or 8O-grit sanding
drum, as shown in the
photo, below. Because I
leave Vtt" to t/g" extra
stock to remove on curved joints for blend-
ing purposes after assembly, using a grinder
or sanding drum also helps to sculpt the area
to final shape. After grinding, I finish-sand
the area using a palm sander with progres-
sively finer grits of sandpaper.

For a square-edge butt joint, I remove
excess epoxy using a paper towel right after
clamping the parts together. When the
epoxy cures, I sand the area to remove any
remaining adhesive. I don't use acetone or
other solvents, which can seep in and
weaken joints or clog open wood pores.

A drill with a sanding drum quickly removes
excess cured epoxy and blends the joint
between this arm and leg.

r What types of epoxies do you use
r for joinery?

It r For most joinery, I use System
{} I Three's General Purpose Epoxy.
(Call 800/333-5514, or on the Web at
systemthree.com.) It comes with a resin
and a choice of three hardeners. In winter
weather, I go with their fast hardener; at nor-
mal 60 degree to 100 degree temperatures,
their medium hardener works well; on really
hot Texas days, I use their slow hardener.
Using the appropriate hardener gives me the
needed open time to spread out, fine-adjust,
and clamp joints.

Solvents and safety
Solvents for epoxy include acetone,
lacquer thinner, denatured alcohol,
and ordinary white vinegar. These
work fine for cleaning tools, but not
so well on skin because these
thinners can permeate your Pores.
Robert always wears disposable
latex gloves when he mixes, Pours,
dispenses, spreads, clamps, or
cleans up epoxy. Also, work in a
well-venti lated space or wear a
respirator, he warns. Fumes from
epoxies pose health hazards.

Continued on page 30

() . What do you mix the epoxy in,

X r and how do you apply it?

I r I.mix the epoxy in throwaway plas-
{t I tic cups using wood sticks, such as
paint stirrers and tongue depressors. To
ensure that the depressors fully contact the
cup side and bottom for thorough mixing, I
square the round ends on a disc or belt
sander. I apply the epoxy using the sticks
and disposable glue brushes.

fr| . Epoxy can be messy. How do you
{ r deal with squeeze-out?
Ilf .I assemble everything rough, sanded

fl r with nothing finer than 60-grit
paper. For a sculptJd joint, such as between
an arm and a leg, I let the epoxy cure
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the pros know

For joints that I leave particularly loose,
such as leg joints, I use System Three's T88
Structural Epoxy Adhesive instead of the
General Purpose Epoxy because it's thicker
and won't run out. (Because I test-fit these
joints many times during construction, the
loose fit reduces the chance of damaging the
parts.) T88 epoxy comes with a resin and
one hardener, and it cures in temperatures as
low as 35 degrees.

I To fill gaps on surfaces, do you
r add sawdust to the epoxy?
1I prefer not to do this, and here's
r why. I've found that the epoxy color

changes when you add sawdust, particularly
with mesquite, which makes a repaired area
more noticeable. I've ffied adding tints to get
a better color match. but found this unsatis-
factory too. For me, using just the basic clear
amber epoxy works best.

water-based glues. What I do instead when
chair making is saw off a piece-say a back
slat. flush at the seat and head crest. Then I
drill out the joints, making the hole in the

: n r How do you repair epoxied ioints?
X r By knocking them apart?

i tI r You can't knock an epoxied joint

i ff r apart as easily as one assembled witha
A

This armlleg joint cutaway shows how the
epoxy encapsulates the dowel in an over-
size hole, strengthening the dowel.

head crest twice as deep as the one in the
seat, and epoxy a new slat in place. This
same technique works for replacing an
arm or aleg, but you must be very careful
when cutting out the broken part to avoid
removing stock at the joint from the
adjoining part.

f| . Do you prepare a ioint for ePoxy
X r ditferently than for yellow glue?
lt r Yes. One of the things I like about

frf r epoxy is that it lets me make what
I call "floating dowel" joints. With these, I
drill slightly oversize holes so the dowels
have a loose fit. Epoxy fills the space
around the dowels, as shown in the photo,
above, which makes them stronger
and lets me make adjustments when
clamping the parts together. Another nice
feature about epoxy is that it won't swell
dowels or biscuits because there's no
water in it. tl

Robert offers four-day seminars
on rocking-chair building as well
as one-on-one instruction. For
more information, write Robert
Hensarling , 4926 East Main
Street, Uvalde, TX 78801, or visit
his Web site: mesquiterocker.com
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workshop sawl/ t

putwut
best face
formrd
When you build with quartersawn
oak, use these simple techniques
to display as much beautiful figure
as possible.

Jllhr distinctive ray flecks of quarter-
- 

| 
-sawn 

white oak play a key role in
- beautifying the mission tall clock on

page 38. When making it, we took exta
steps to show as much of that figure as
possible.<n adjacent faces, for instance.
To work similar magic with yow projects,
ty the three techniques here whenever
you build with wood that bears beautiful
figure on its faces but not on its edges.

Md<e _firc digp-lay-worthy
faces for eacli leg 

!
The mission clock stands on legs that run
full length.If we had laminated4l4 stock
face-to-face to build the tegs, each leg
would show ordinary-lotiking edge grain on

two oppositq faces and ray fleck on the
other faces. Instead, we used a simple tech-
nique to place extaordinary figure on both
adjacent outside surfaces as shown in the
leg above. Here's how to make this splined-
miter joint with a filler.

For a solld leg with two adlacent show-
piece faces, as shown at left, cut and
hssemble the four pieces you see below.

STEP l: Tilt a combination blade away from
the tablesaw fence at 45o. (On this right-tilt
saw, we moved the fence left of the blade.)
Set the fence to cut the upper (outside) face
of your 4/4 workpiece l/te" wider than the
leg's final width. Clamp a board to the fence
to serve as a hold-down, install a feather
board, and bevel-rip to form a leg corner.

STEP 2: Remove the feather board and set
the fence to cut spline slots in the bevel-
ripped edges where shown, centercd %"
from the inside corner. Adiust the blade
height to cut a kerf 1/d' deep. Replace the
feather board and add a second feather
board where shown for extra support. Now'
using a pushstick, cut a slot on each piece.

STEP 3: On your tablesaw, cut a piece of
7e" hardboad to make a spline %e" wide and
the same length as the leg corners. This
spline aligns the miter ioint during assembly.
By keeping the spline slightly nanower than
the combined depth of the two kerfs, you
ensune that it won't bottom out and cause
assembfy problems' 

conrinued on page 34
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Gircle No. 116
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qRAcP
Turn yours into a dream garage with a

It's America's Ultimate Garage Contest.
Win a $10,000 garage makeover
coufiesy of Rust-0leum' EP0XYShield'.
Describe what your garage means to
you, what makes for an ideal garage,
and why you deserve a garage make-
over, in 300 words or less. Then,
include a color photo of the interior
of your garage. The winner will receive
"An Ultimate Garage Makeover" from
a Home Depot"approved contractor.
Included in your new look will be a
showroom-quality floor protected with
EP0XYShield Garage Floor Coating.

OHE GRAI{D PRIZE
$1 0,000 Garage Makeover

O]{E SEGOND PRIZE
$5,000 Garage Makeover

25 SEMI FIilAHST
PRIZE PACKAGES
EP0XYShield Garage

Floor Coating Kits

j rRUST'OLEUM.
s t o p p i n g  r u s t  i s  i u s t  t h e  s t a r t l ' '

No purchase necesury, C0ntest is 0pen May 15 - August 2. 2t)04, t0 legal U.S.

and Canada residents ages 1B and over Enter online ai epoxyshield,com.

rustoleum.com, homedepot.com. or mail entries, including first and last name.

date ot birth. address (including zip code), telephone number color photograph

0f the intenor 0f your garage and a description. in 300 wofds 0r less, of y0uI

ideal/ultimate garage and why you are most deserving 0f your dream galage.

Mail entry in a stamped envelope to: America's

Uttimate Garage Conlest, P.0. 8ox 39101, Chicago, lL

60039, Entfies must be postmarked lry Monday,

August 2.2004. Void where pr0hibiled, For official

contest ru{es vrsit your participating Home Depot,

epoxyshield.c0m 0r h0medep0t.c0m.
You Can do it.
We can help.

-l

workshop

'q d,itliffi*t::"td-.'

I

Apply g lue to both mitered
sudaces  and  the  sp l i ne .  S l i p  the  sp l i ne  in to
place,  jo in the two leg corners,  and apply
mask ing  tape  to  ho ld  them un t i l  t he  g lue

dr ies.  Tape across the jo int  at  6"  intervals.
Clamp any area that  refuses to l ine up.

Dress uD a narrow edqe
to matdh your desi in
Thc l l 'ont  o l ' thc  In is : io t t  c lock shorr  s  thc

cdgc o l ' t l r rce c l i r  ic lc t ' - l l 'u r t tc  ra i ls :  o t tc  l t t  the

top o l ' thc  casc.  o l tc  l t t  thc  l - ro t t t l t l t .  l t l l c l  t t t tc

l - rc tueen thc ckrors . , \  s in t l t lc  s tcp t l ' iu ts-

l i rrnrs cach ol 'cl i r t i t t ' r '  cclgc i t t t t t  Ltt t  attr l tct ivc

c lc ta i l  cor t tp lcntcnt i r tc  thc  c loors  a t tc l  lcgs.

Sclcct i t  t t icclr '  f igurcd scrl t l .r  l t iccc l ts lot lg

lus thc e rposccl cdcc uttcl  r i l t  a blank l ts r i  i t lc

as thc  cc lgc th ickncss.  Nt tn  l t lucc thc  b lar tk

u i th  i ts  f  igurc t l  l r . tcc  usu inst  vout '  t l tb lcs l t r i

r ip  l ' cnce ur tc l  cLt t  u  r+  - th ick  s t r i l t .  ( ' i lL rc  t l l rs

str i l -r  ort thc cclgc to tnukc the t l i l ' l 'crcttcc
shou 'n .  Kce l l  th is  tccht t ic luc  i t t  r t t i t t t l  r ihc t t

1'orr bLri lcl  she lr  cs too.

R iP  a  f i l l e r  P iece  ( ' h  ' h "  fo r  the
c lock  leg )  to  f i t  t he  L -shape  space  o f  the  leg
assembly and crosscut  i t  to the same length
as  the  leg .  G lue  and  c la rnp  i t  i n  p lace .  A f te r
the  g lue  d r ies ,  reduce  the  leg  to  i t s  f i na .
d imens ions  w i th  a  j o in te r  o r  p laner .

Cut wide bevels
according to the end grain
I j i n a l l r .  h c t ' c ' s  u  s l t c e  i l t l i z c t l  t c e  l t t t r t l L r c  l l l l r t

l p l t l i c s  t o  r i  i t l c .  s l l L l l o i i  b c r ' . - ' l s  l i l ' e  t l l e  l t t c

o n  t h c  l o l t  t t ' i t l  o l ' t l t c  t t t i r s i t t t t  c l o e  l ' . .  . \ :

\  ( )u  scc .  r t  c  l oo l ' c r l  i t t  ' - ' t l ( l  g t ' l i i t l  l l t t t l  t ' l l t l t e

l t  t i  o t ' l ' , 1 t i ccc  u  i t i t  l n t i r t  : l op i l t !  t ( ) \ \  l l l ' t l  ( ) l l c

c ( ) r ' nc r - .  ( ' r r t  l t  bc t  c l  r t c r t l ss  t l t c  , ' t ' l t i t t .  l i :

shou  n .  l i l l  t hc  bc . t  e  I l t t t cc  t t l ' c r l t t t : r r l g  t ' l t , r

I ' l cc l .  t i n  ou l . . .  t ' u r  i l cc l . ,  i s  t t i t t s t  q t t ' c t  l t l c t l t  o t l

: L t t - l ' uccs  t t  i t h  g t ' o t t  t h  t ' i t t gs  t l t l t t  t ' t t t l  l l c l ' l l c l l -
r [ i e  r r l l L r  t o  t l . t osc  : t t t ' l l t r ' cs  ) .  f

End  g ra in  te l l s  you  where  to  cu t  a  w ide  beve l
on a whi te oak or  red c-rak board.  Or ient  the
beve led  edge  so  tha t  i t ' s  pe rpend icu la r  to
the  g ra in  d i rec t i on .

App ly  a  7q" - th i ck  s t r i p ,  wh ich
is  easy  to  hand le  and  c lamp

wi thou t  gaps .  Remember  to
a l l ow  fo r  the  th i ckness  o f

th i s  p iece  as  you  p lan
and  bu i l d  a  d i v ide r

o r  she l f .

tZ " - th i ck
e d g i n g

\ D i v i d e r
ra  i l
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vtrood words

Biscuit: A common name for football-
shape wooden "plates" used in joinery.
Made from compressed beech, biscuits fit
into slots cut with a biscuit joiner (see
bottom), or a slot-cutting bit in a router.
Biscuits increase glue surface in the joint
for improved holding power and hold the
joint in alignment during clamping. Three
traditional sizes (#0, #10, #20) are most
common. but several other sizes exist.

Biscuits
shown
full-size

Biscuit joiner: A specialized power tool
made to cut slots that accept hardwood
biscuits. The tool most often resembles an
angle grinder with a precision fence and
base added on. These parts of the tool work
together to align a retractable circular blade
that plunges into the mating joint members
at the desired slot location. Each plunge
creates one half of the biscuit slot.

A quick guide to must-know terms used throughout W00D@ magazine

lVlaterials list: A chart accompanying a
woodworking project that details every part
by letter, name, dimensions, material, and
quantity. The list may include notes that
indicate special cuffing instructions.

Cutting Diagram: An illustrated guide
that depicts the quantities and sizes of
boards required for a project as well as
where each part should be laid out to
minimize waste. While extremely handy
for defining lumber needs, cutting diagrams
can't account for cutting Diagram
grain variations in
solid wood stock
or sheet goods,
or for defects in
solid stock. So.
use a cutting
diagram as a
guideline only.

Air-dried lumber: Boards that have
dried naturally by stacking them in the
open air, as shown above and right.
Air flows between the boards. allow-
ing the moisture in the wood to evapo-
rate. Air drying can take as long as one
year per inch of board thickness. In all
but the driest regions, moisture content
rarely falls below 12 to 20 percent
without additional drying indoors.

Kiln-dried lumber: Stickered boards dried at an accelerated rate by exposure to warm,
dry air inside a chamber called a kiln. By controlling airflow, humidity, and temperature,
this process reduces moisture content in just days or weeks to desired levels-6 to 10 per-
cent for hardwoods and high-grade softwoods, 12 to 20 percent for construction lumber. ll

A face 3/4' 41/q' Ss/au BEM 1

B backer V4' 41/c' 57s" C 1

C sides 3/q' 13/4' 55/a' C 2

D back 1/2u 41/q' 55/s' C 1

E sub top
and bottom Yzu 3' 61/z' C 2

F too and bottom Vau 3Va' 71/a' C

G-capitals l/zu 7/s' Vru C 4

H- oillars 1/zo 3/co 4Va' C 2
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions,

Materials key: BEM-bird's-eye maple,C-cherry,

3/+x51/z x 12" Bird's-eye maple (.5 bd. ft.)
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triki n g I ooks aside, this m astffi .;"i;iiTil;i'fi ;'ffi .
eral f-eatures that reflect simplicity and flexibility in
desisn. For starters. the case uses straightforward

Stub-tenon-and-groove and mortise-and-tenon joinery.
Added to this, easy-to-make leg-mortise plugs give the side
rails a time-honored through-tenon look. Also, you have a
choice of a mechanical clock movement, as shown ttt le.fi, or
a le s s-expensive battery-powered qvartz chiming movement
with separate pendulum drive. No matter the movement you
select, the case construction remains the same. Finally, if
you wish to build the clock using quartersawn white oak, as
we did, you'll find the design allorvs for maximum display



Il sroe ASSEMBLY
(lnside face shown)

-.l

't/q 
x 13/q" mortise

s/0" deep, centered

Make some gorgeous legs
Note: To display quartersawn oak ray fleck on adjacent outside faces of
the clock's legs, we joined together two corners (A)-showing fleck-
with a spline (B), andfiller (C) in the configuration shown on Drawings
1, 1a, and 1b. If you plan to use unfigured wood, save yourself work by
making the legs from solid stock. Cut them to the finished size of
lt/zxlt/2x797/a" from 8/4 stock or from laminated 4/4 stock. Then, con-
tinue with Step 4 on page 40.

Cut the corners (A) to lsls" wide and 81" long. (You'll trim them to
their finished width of lVz" and length of 797/s" after assembly.)

Angle your tablesaw blade to a precise 45o, and bevel-rip one edge of
each corner piece face-side up, where shown on Drawing la, leaving
the pieces extra wide. Then, lower the blade and cut a Vt" groove Vq"
deep along the corner pieces' beveled edges, where dimensioned on
Drawing 1b, to receive the splines (B). For help on cutting and assem-
bling the legs and for techniques to show figure on the edges and bevels
of other parts, see page 32.

. Overall dimensions are 251A" wide x 161/2" deep x 80t/a" high.

. For the board feet of lumber, clock/hardware and lumber kits,
and other items needed to build this project, see page 46.
o To make it easy for you to install and adjust the clock, we've
prepared custom installation instructions that are supplied with
the kits.

LEG DETAIL
t/a" tabbet 7a" deep,

stopped 5" from bottom
(rear legs only)

fr:/i'- Right rear leg
1 / l l'/4

f-

lnside
faces

7a" gfOOVeS
s/ro" deep,
stopped

21/a" trom
bottomI

11/2"

_t
'16-) 

Risht rront tes

How to ensure solid joints and a stunning case

For rock-solid case construction and a showstopping appearance,
follow these pointers.

1 When cutting grooves and rabbets to fit plywood parts, be sure
I to match your dado blade to the plywood's thickness.

rl For pedect{itting tenons, save your parts' cutoffs and make test
4 tenons to verify the fit. Then cut the tenons on the parts.

2 For a continuous grain flow between adjacent parts, such as the
rJ top and bottom side panels (F, G) and top and bottom door
stiles (V, W), lay them out in the arrangement shown on the Gutting
Diagram, page 46.

3/e'

I-J1
@

. / l l'/4

1
7/a')

t/q" rabbel7e" deep, stopped 5"
from bottom (rear legs only)

173/q"

1/q x 43/a" mortise
s/0" deep,
centered

:ili
1/q x 21/2" mortise

21/z'

21/+'

f--F
t l

)
'/a
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g/ro" deep



E sroe-nArL TENoN DETATLS
(lnside face shown)

1/q" groove
s/ro" deep

111/2"

1/q" groove
s/ro" deep

E cnse ASSEMBLY

1 1 1/z'

Cut the %"-thick tempered-hardboard
sPlines (B) '/ta" wide and 81" long.

Then, glue and assemble the corners (A)
and splines, keeping their ends flush. Apply
pieces of easy-release painter's tape every
6" across the assemblies to hold the beveled
joint tight. When the glue dries, remove the
tape, and scrape off any squeeze-out from
the inside and outside surfaces.

Cut the 3/q" -thick fillers (C\ 3h" wide and
81" long. Then, glue and clamp them to

the corner assemblies, where shown, keep-
ing their ends flush. When the glue dries,
scrape off any squeeze-out. Next, using
your thickness planer or a horizontal drum
sander, plane or sand the corners (A) flush
with the fillers, leaving 1/:"-square legs.
Now, cut the legs to the finished length by
trimming their ends.

Rout t/s" chamfers along the legs' bot-
tom edges. To keep the leg locations

straight, mark their top ends ("front right,"
for example). Also, to ensure you machine
the legs' mortises, grooves, and rabbets in
the correct faces, mark the legs' inside
faces, where shown on Drawing 1b, keeping
in mind the left and right pairs of legs are
mirror images.

40

,--
#6 x3/l '  F.H." T
wood screw

747/a'

Lay out the t/+x21/2" mortise at the bot-
tom of each leg, where dimensioned on

Drawing 1, to receive the bottom rail (L)
tenons, where shown on Drawing 3. Note
that the mortises are offset (not centered) on
the legs. Then, onthefront face of thefront
legs, lay out the Vqxls/4" upper mortises and
the V+x43A" lower mortises, where dimen-
sioned, for the leg-mortise plugs (N, O).
These mortises arc centered.

Using a tA" brad-point bit in your drill
press and a fence to keep the holes

aligned, drill the mortises to the depths
shown. Then, square their sides and ends
with a chisel. For help on cutting mortises
and tenons, see page 68.

e/o+" shank hole, countersunk on back face

Using a t/+" dado blade, cut an offset
sAo"-deep groove stopped 2t/4" ftomthe

bottom on the marked inside face of each

l"g, where dimensioned on Drawing 1.
(You'll need to change the fence position

for two of the legs.) Now, along the back

inside edge of the rear legs, cut a t/+" rabbet
3/8" deep, stopped 5" from the bottom,

where shown on Drawings 1 and 1b, for

the back (M). For an easy way to form the

stopped grooves and rabbets, see the Shop
Tip, opposite page, rigltt.

i / l l'/4

I
3"

I

/+" grooves
s/ro" dgep,
centered

a / l l
t/4

I
3"

I

I
o

I
I
t

TENON DETAIL

'/4
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Using an auxiliary fence positioned 1/t" from the outside of the dado
blade and a miter-gauge auxiliary extension for backup, cut the
tenons on the side rail's ends.

Using a mallet and a scrap wood block, tap the middle side rail (D) to
position its top edge 17t/a" from the assembly's top. Mark the rail's
location for easy realignment.

Note: Because both sides of the side panels
(F, G) that go in the /+" Ieg grooves are vis-
ible in the clock and our quartersawn white
oak plywood hnd only one good side, we
veneered these parts to provide two good
sides, as explained later. The overall ply-
wood/veneer thichtess measured exactly %".

Gomplete the sides
$ Cut the top/middle side rails (D), bot-
d* tom side rails (E), and top and bottom

plywood side panels (F, G) to the sizes list-
ed in the Materials List. If you wish to
veneer the less attractive side of the quar-
tersawn white oak plywood, as we did, see
Sources. Apply the veneer as directed in
the supplied instructions. .
# Using aV.a" dado blade, cutasAa"-deep
&.4 groove centered along both edges of the
middle side rails (D) and along one edge of
the top side rails (D) and bottom side rails
(E), where shown on Drawing 2.
{$ Adjust your dado blade, if needed, and
'*#cut 

V+" grooves 5/16" deep on the inside
face of the side rails (D, E), where dimen-
sioned, to receive the tongues on the divider
frames (H/llJ/K). See Drawing 3.
S to form tenons on the ends of theslft 

side rails, set up your tablesaw as
shown in Photo A. Next, cut a tA" -long
tenon in scrap, and test-fit it in the legs'
grooves. Adjust your setup if needed. When
satisfied, cut the tenons on the rails' ends.
Then, place the top side rails (D) on edge
and trim the tenons' width to 27/te" . Repeat
for the bottom side rails (E), where shown,
to trim their tenons to 57Ao" wide.

ffi Using a fairing stick, draw the arch on
a,"sthe bottom side rails, where dimen-
sioned on Drawing 2. Bandsaw and sand the
arches to shape.

woodmagazine.com

,r'. Sand the legs (A/B/C), side rails (D, E),
..-'rand side panels (F, G) with 220-git
sandpaper. Dry-assemble and clamp the
parts together to form the two sides, exactly
positioning the middle side rails (D), as
shown in Photo B, to ensure that the clock
movement and the clock face align later.
Then, disassemble and glue and clamp the
parts together.

Add the divider frames
'+i 

Cut the divider stiles (H), divider rails
,.:*, (I), and plywood divider panels (J) to

size to make a top, middle, and bottom
divider frame, where shown on Drawings 3
and 4. Note that only the top and bottom
frames have panels. Then, cut the V+" edg-
ing (K) to3/q" wide and 19V4" long. Cut it so
quartersawn figure shows on its face.
Ss Glue and clamp the edging to three
,*:'* stiles (H) for the front. When the glue
dries, sand the edging flush.
'skUsing a /q" dado blade, cut sAo"-deep
'4u;;:grooves centered on one edge of all of

the stiles (H) and rails (I), where shown on
Drawing 4. Then, adjust the blade height
and cut /+" tenons on the ralls' ends.
;S Glue and clamp together the divider
'.i& 

frames and panels. When the glue dries,
sand them smooth. Then, lay out notches in
the stiles (H) to fit around the legs, where
dimensioned. Bandsaw the notches.

ffi Cut V+" tongues along the notched ends
#of the frames, where shown, to fit the
grooves in the side rails (D, E).

ffi'Cut the bottom rails (L) to size. Then,
ii,#cut tZ" tenons Vz" long on the rails'
ends, where shown on Drawings 3 and 3a,
to fit the legs' mortises. Make certain the
shoulder-to-shoulder length of the rails
exactly matches the I7Vz" notch-to-notch
length of the divider frames' front stiles
(H), where shown on Drawing 4, to ensure
that the clock case assembles correctly.
Draw, bandsaw, and sand the rails' arches
to shape.
;$Clue and assemble the sides (A through
,,Si"" G), divider frames (HlIlJlK), and bot-

Don't get stumped when cutting
stopped grooves or rabbets
Here's an easy way to form stopped grooves
or rabbets, such as the ones for the clock's
legs (A/B/C). Draw a line on the saw table
where a blade tip at the front of the blade
passes through the insert, where shown on
the drawing, right. Then, draw a line on the
part where you want to stop the groove or
rabbet (for example,2tA" from a leg's bottom
for the stopped 1/c" groove). Now, cut the
groove, stopping when the two marked lines
align. The blade will leave a radiused area at
the stopped end. Square it with a chisel.
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I ouoeR FRAMES
(3 needed)

191/+"

z/a x 11h"
notch

t/+" rabbets
t/a" deep

Note: Middle divider frame has no panel@.

133/q"

tom rails (L) together, as shown in Photo C.
Be sure to apply glue to the divider-frame
notches to adhere the frames to the legs.

,1, ., From /+" plywood, cut the back (M) to
'i, ' size. Sand it smooth, and set it aside.

Next: the plugs and trim
'', Plane stock to Vz" thick, and cut two
,-i, 2x8" blanks to form the upper leg-

mortise plugs (N) and a 5x8" blank to

42

r/a" grooves s/ro" deep, centered

11/2"

:--J/
'/a

t/a x 11/2" nolch

,r/,l

Location of part@on
the middle divider frame

171/z'

7/au Loc'ation of part @on the
bottom divider frame

form the lower leg-mortise plugs (O),
where shown on Drawings 1 and 5. Note
that the plugs will show face grain on their
sides to give the appearance that the side
rails (D, E) have through tenons.

'.. Using your tablesaw, follow the setup
and instructions on Drawing 6, steps 1

through 3, to form the plugs from the
blanks. Sand the plugs smooth. Then, glue
them in the less' mortises.

Glue and clamp the divider frames lt{AlJlK)
and bottom rails (L) between the side
assemblies, making sure to locate the frame
without a panel in the middle.

,r',,, Plane stock to 1" thick, and cut a
'..:,,,.;43/ex64" workpiece to form the side and
front trim (P, Q) for the top. Angle your
tablesaw blade to 18o from vertical, and
bevel-rip the workpiece, where dimen-
sioned on Drawing 7a. Then, rotrt a Vs"
chamfer along an edge of the workpiece,
where shown. Now. miter-cut the trim to
the listed lengths, cutting the pieces in
sequence (side, front, side) to maintain a
continuous grain flow.
.':., Adjust your biscuit-joiner fence to cen-
r.,,?'ter 

the cutter on the trim's thickness.
Plunge slots for #20 biscuits in the mitered
ends, where shown on Drawing 7. Next,
drill countersunk shank holes through the
top of the trim 3/s" from its back edge,
where shown on Drawings 7 and 7a. Then,
glue and assemble the trim with biscuits.
When the glue dries, position the trim on
the case, flush with the rear legs' back face
and centered side-to-side. Clamp it in

LEG.MORTISE PLUG DETAIL

1/a'l* t/e" chamfer

for part@
for pan@ill

I

t/a" rabbets
t/a" deep

*l*,,

@ cumNc THE LEc-MoRTlsE PLUGS
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t/e" chamfer

7o+" pilot hole
t/z" deep

l--t4"----1
E-. I

797/a"

place. Now, drill1/eq" pilot holes r/2" deep
centered in the shank holes into the top
divider frame, and drive the screws.

Put on a beautiful face
Cut the face blocks (R) to size. Then,
drill two t,/td" holes through the front

edge, where dimensioned on Drawing 4, to
receive magnetic catches, where shown on
Drawing 7. (The catches hold the clock-face
frame in place.) Now, dnll 3/rc" holes to
form 7rc"-long slots through the top of the
blocks, where dimensioned on Drawing 4.
Using your vise, press magnetic catches
into the %e" holes.

woodrnagazine.com

7se" shank hole, countersunk on bottom face located
1" from end and 1" from back edge of part 6Et

r  
- - r -  - ' - - ' - \ 7

".--16t/2"
Mitered

ends
,,:-ozo biscuit

#6 x3/q" panhead screw

TOP TRIM SECTION VIEW
t/a" chamfer

t/2" slot 7" long tZ" from front
edge and centered side-to-side

Magnetic
catch strikes

Pendulum bob

Magnetic catch-..
strike

To mount the face blocks to the top of
the middle divider frame's front stile

(H) and to the bottom of the top divider
frame's front st i le, where shown on
Drawing 7, position the blocks t/2" back
from the stiles' notches (the legs' back face),
where dimensioned on Drawing 4. Clamp
the blocks in place. Now, drill pilot holes,
centered in the slots, into the stiles, and
drive the panhead screws.

From 3/,+"-thtck stock, cut a 2t/qx78"
workpiece for the frame members (S).

Using your tablesaw, form a lt/2" rabbet
t/+" deep on the workpiece's front face,
where dimensioned on Drawing 8a. Then,

Mechanical clock movement

fl exnloDED vrEW

using a I "-tall auxiliary fence attached to
the fence on your table-mounted router
and positioning the workpiece on edge
with the rabbeted surface against the
fence, rout a Vq" chamfer along the piece,
where shown. Sand the workpiece smooth.
Now, miter-cut four l1z/s"-long frame
members from the piece. Glue, assemble,
and clamp the frame together.

Mark centerpoints for two 1/ro" holes
in the frame for magnetic catches,

where dimensioned on Drawing 8. (These
catches hold the top door closed.) Using a
Forstner bit, drill the holes. Now, install
the catches.

\
- a
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e/q" hole drilled
after assernbly

z/o+" shank hole, --1
countersunk on back face 173/a" I

#4 x s/a" F.H.
wood screw

J

Clock face

From /+" plywood, cut the backer (T) to
size. Mark the top. Then, drill a /e" hole

through the backer, where dimensioned.
Position the backer (without the clock face)
on the back of the frame flush with its top
and sides. (The backer extends Vto" from
the frame's bottom, which centers the
frame in the clock case with a t/ro" reveal at
the top and bottom.) Clamp the parts
together. Now, drill countersuirk mounting
holes through the backer and into the frame,
and drive the screws.
'' Mark centerpoints on the frame for two
' . '3/+" finger holes, where dimensioned.

E clocr FAcE FRAME ASSEMBLY

11/q'

21/2'
zAa" hole

s/c" tinger
holes

21/z'

Using a Forstner bit in your drill press, bore
the holes through the frame and backer.

Match the location of the magnetic
catch strikes on the back of the

frame/backer assembly (S/T) with those of
the catches in the face blocks (R). See
Drawing 7. Drill pilot holes, and mount the
strikes using the supplied screws. Install
the assembly in the case.

Create the prized doors
Cut the top/bottom rails (U), top door
stiles (V), and bottom door stiles (W) to

the listed sizes.

Lay out V+xlVz" mortises on the top and
bottom door stiles (V, W), where

dimensioned on Drawing 9. Using a Vq"
Forstner bit, drill the mortises lt/ro" deep.
Square them with a chisel.

Referring to Drawing 9a, cut tenons on
the ends of the top and bottom door

rails (U) to fit the stiles' mortises. Then,
mark the locations for the door-pull mount-
ing holes on the stiles (V, W), where
dimensioned on Drawing 9. Drill a V4"
counterbore V+" deep with a %0" hole cen-
tered inside through the stiles' front face at
the marked locations, where shown on
Drawing 9b.

, Glue and clamp the doors together,
"' checking for square. When the glue

dries, sand the doors smooth.
" Rout a 3/s" rabbet 3/s" deep around the

inside edge of the doors, where shown
on Drawing 9, to receive the glass and glass
stops (X). Square the corners with a chisel.

Mount 2t/2" no-mortise hinges on the
door stiles, where dimensioned, using

the supplied screws. Then, position each
door in its opening, flush with the legs'
front face, and centered top to bottom.
Check for a uniform reveal all around equal
to the hinge-side reveal (approximately
z/tz"). Remove the doors and plane their
edges, if needed, to achieve the desired
reveal. Now, screw the hinges to the legs.

Plane stock to t/q" thick, and rip two
z/sx96" strips for the glass-stop blanks

(X). Measure the doors' rabbeted openings,
and then cut the horizontal and vertical
stops to length to fit the openings. Set the
stops aside.
' . Measure the opening between the bot-
'.. ' tom door's rails (U) and sti les (W).

Then, plane stock to t/q" thick, and cut the
Vz"-wide horizontal and vertical glass trim
(Y, Z) to length to fit the opening. Next,
using a dado blade, cut a W" groove t/re"

deep centered on the trim's back face for
clear silicone caulk, where shown on
Drawing 9c. Now, cu,t Vz" half-laps in the
back face of the vertical trim and front face
of the horizontal trim, where dimensioned
on Drawing 9. Glue and clamp the trim
together. When the glue dries, sand the
assembly smooth.

.,'., Plane stock to s/a" thick, and cut the
' ,,door blocks (AA) to size, miter-cutting
them, where shown on Drawing 7. Next,
drill a 1Ae" hole through the blocks, where
shown. Then, install magnetic catches in
the holes. Now, glue and clamp the blocks
to the top of the bottom divider frame's
front stile (H) and to the bottom of the
middle divider frame's front stile, where
dimensioned on Drawing 4. Match the
location of the masnetic catch strikes on

--------'-\-

d l  l l

--@:=N1"nng1ic

catch

1 / , "

17e/a'

FRAME

Front face t/q" chamfer
routed after

forming
the rabbetI

3/q"

t

1t/2" rabbet
t/q" deep

2' t  t ' '  - l

Glue and clamp the cleats (BB)to the top
side panels (F) using 4l/e"-wide spacers to
position the cleats above the middle divider.
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Glue and clamp the clock seat (CC)/move-
ment to the cleats (BB), locating the seat's
front edge 3" back from the legs' front face.
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the back face of the doors with the catches
in the clock-face frame (S) and door
blocks, and mount the strikes.

Time for the clock
Cut the cleats (BB), clock seat (CC),

chime mount (DD), and chime-mount
suppon (EE) to the listed sizes. Remove the
frame/backer assembly (S/T). Then, install
the cleats (BB) in the case against the top
side panels (F), where dimensioned on
Drawing 7 and as shown in Photo D.

Cut a t/2" slot 7" long Vz" from the front
edge of the clock seat (CC) and cen-

tered side-to-side, where shown. (We

formed the slot by drilling /:" holes at the
ends, and then scrollsawing it to shape.)
Then. wearing cotton gloves to protect the
brass. moLlnt the mechanical clock move-
ment on the seat, as directed in the
instruct ions supplied with the movement.
Now. install the seat/movement in the case,
as shown in Photo E.

Glue and clamp the chime mount (DD)

to the chime-mount support (EE),

where shown on Drawing 7, keeping the
support's top face and the mount's top edge
as well as their ends flush. When the glue

dries, drill countersunk shank holes through
the support's bottom face, where shown.

Install the chimes on the mount (DD),

as directed. Then, position the assembly
in the case tight against the top divider
frame with the back edge of the supporl
(EE) 3%" from the back (M), where shown.
Using the support's mounting holes as a
guide, drillT/oq" pilot holes t/2" deep into the
rails (I). Now, drive the screws.

Finish up
Remove the doors, clock movement,
chimes, and hardware. Then, sand any

areas that need it wrth 220-grit sandpaper.
Remove the dust.

Apply a stain, if you wish. (We used
Watco Danish Oil Finish, Dark Walnut,

lightly sanding it when dry with 320-gnt
sandpaper.) Top-coat with a clear finish.
(We applied three coats of AquaZar Water-
Based Clear Satin Polyurethane, sanding to
320 gnt between coats.)
Note: Let the finish dry for seven days before
you install the clock movement because
fumes will degrade the movement's lubricat-
ing oil, causing premature welr and
mechanical problems,

Install the glass and glass stops (X) in
the doors, where shown on Drawing 9,

using #17x3/4" brads. To prevent splitting
the stops, drill holes in them using a brad
with its head snipped off.

Reinstall all of the hardware. Then,
using the supplied screws, mount the
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tr@

1/q x 11/2" mor l ise,  1%0" deep

1/ax131/z x 13t l2"  g lass

1/q x 11/2"
monises
1%0"  deep

#17 x s/c"
brad

Str ike
location

your workbench. Clean the glass. Then, to
keep the long vertical trim (Z) straight, cut
two 1x45" strips from %" hardboard for
spacers. Next, place a few dabs of clear sil-
icone caulk in the /+" srooves in the back of

door pulls as shown on Drawings 7 and 9.
Drive the supplied nails to secure the door-
pull escutcheons.

To install the bottom door's trim assem-
bly (Y/Z), first place the door faceup on

El ooons
(viewed from back)

21/q"

I
7e" rabbets 7a" deep,
routed after assemblv

173/a

l
I

3/eu

a-,$/a"1,ffi;

21/q'

T 27z" no-mort ise
h inges

Strike
location

s/a" rabbets
7e" deep,

routed after
assembly

1
I

135/e'

I
)

glass

t l
l(
l#17 x s/+"
I brad

| 8t_'--'i
, --/
l-12'/"

x 131/z x 511/t1 / l l'/a
%" half- laps

TENON DETAIL

1/q"

SECTION DETAIL

7q" counterbore
t/q" deeo with a

3/ro" hole
centered inside

DOOR.TRIM DETAIL
(viewed from back)

t/a" grooves
%o" deep,

centered for clear
si l icone caulk



the trim assembly. Now, install the trim
with the spacers, as shown in Photo F. Let
the caulk cure for 24 hours before removing
the tape and spacers. Trim any squeeze-out
using a single-edge razor blade.
' Remount the doors. Then, install the

clock movement and chimes. Make any
needed adjustments to the clock's hammers
to align them with the chime rods.

Remove the backer (T) from the frame
(S). Spray-adhere the clock face to the

backer, where shown on Drawing 8, align-
ing their holes for the clock movement's
shaft. Reattach the backer to the frame.

Install the frame/backer assembly (SfI)
in the case with the clock's shaft cen-

tered in the hole. Check that the assemblv is

parallel to the case's front face and
positioned so its magnetic catches hold
the top door closed. If needed, remove the
assembly; adjust the position of the face
blocks (R); and replace the assembly. Then,
install the clock's hands and retaining nut.

Position the back (M) in the rear legs'
rabbets. Drill mounting holes, where

shown on Drawing 3, and drive the screws.
Move the clock to the desired
location. Install the weights and

pendulum, and adjust as specified. Now, set
the time, and enjoy the charming Westminster
chimes with every passing hour. i

Written by Owen Duvallwith Chuck Hedlund
Project design: Kevin Boyle
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

With the trim assembly UIZ) and spacers
held tight against the glass and bottom door
stiles (W), apply tape to hold the assembly in
place while the caulk cures.

Supplies: Easy-release painte/s tape; #20 biscuits;
#4x5/a", #6x3/t", #8x11/q", and #8x1%" flathead wood screws;
#6x%" and #8x1t/q" panhead screws;#17x%" brads;
t/sv\tt/2vlJr/2" glass (1); t/svi1r/2v$lt/s" glass (1); 1/e" hard'
board; clear silicone caulk; spray adhesive.

Blades and bits: Dado-blade set; t/+" brad-point bit;
450 chamfer and %" piloted rabbeting router bits; /+", %0",
and3/q" Forstner bits.

Sources
Veneer. 7oq"-thick pressure-sensitive veneer, white oak
quarter sliced, 24x96", no. 61332, $59.99 (1). Call Rockler
Woodworking and Hardware, 800/233-9359, or go to
www.rockler.com.

Meehanical clock movement/hardware
kit. lncludes mechanical clock movement, chimes, clock
face, magnetic catches with strikes and screws (6), door
pulls (2), 2%" no-mortise hinges (4), Order kit no. FC-04,
$338.95 ppd. Call  Schlabaugh and Sons Woodworking,
800/346-9663, or go to www.schsons.com.

Quartz clock movement/hardware kit.
Includes battery-operated quartz chiming clock movement,
pendulum drive, clock face, magnetic catches with strikes
and screws (6), door pulls (2), 2/2" no-mortise hinges (4).
Order kit  no. FC-04Q, $180.95 ppd. Call  Schlabaugh
and Sons Woodworking, 800/346-9663, or go to
www.schsons.com.

Lumber kit. Enough quartersawn white oak stock and
plywood and tempered hardboard for one clock, kit no.
W156, $449,95 ppd. Heritage Building Specialties, call
8001524-4184, or go to www.heritagewood.com.

Ys' 7/rc" 797/s' TH 4

face blocks 3/q' 183/q' QWO 2

S* frame members 3/n, 21/q' 173/e' QWO 4

backer 1/c' 173/e" 17710" QWOP 1

top/bottom
rails 3/t, 21/q', 147/a', QWo 4

V top door stiles 3/q' 21/q' 17Va' QWO 2

3/t' 21/q' 55' QWO 2

3/a' 96" QWo 2
l/zu 127/a' QWO 2

V4 1/z' 501/z' QWO 2

ow0

13/q' 191/q' OWO 1

Vq' 23/q' 18lt' OWO 1

3/^' 13/q' 18lq' QWO 1
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials key: QWO-quartersawn white oak,
TH-tempered hardboard, QWOP-quartersawn wh ite
oak plywood.

11/2" 797/a' OWO

B* splines

C* fillers 3/q' 797/a' QWO 4

D top/middle
side rails 3/^\ 111/z' QWO 4

G bottom
side panels 1/qu

E bottom side rails 3/^t 111/z' QWO 2

F top side panels 1/q' 11r/z' 14%" QWOP 2
W bottom door

stiles

111/z' 52%' QWOP 2
X olass-stoo

6lanks Vi,

Y horizontal trim
divider stiles 23/q' 191/q" QWO Z vertical trim

81/z' OWO 6 door blocks
J divider panels 1/q' 81/z' 153/+' QWOP 2

K* divider edging 1/q' 171/z' OWO 3 BB cleats
L bottom rails lqu 18t/z' QWO 2 CC clock seat

back 1/q' 181/q" 747a' QWOP 1 DD chime mount

EE chime-mounl
support

3/c'

13/tu3/^t

N* upper leg-
mortise plugs 3/su QWO 4

0* lower leq-
mortise plugs 5" 3/a' QWO 2

P* side trim 1 " 43/e' 161/z' 0W0 2

Q* front trim 1 u 43/a' 251/q" 0W0 1

Cutting Diagram
A

3/+x71/+ x 96" Quartersawn white oak (5.3 bd, ft.) (2 needed)

3/qx71/c x 96" Quartersawn white oak (5.3 bd. f t .)
"Plane or resaw to the thicknesses listed in the Materials List.

3/qx51/z x 96" Quartersawn white oak (4 bd. ft.)

l lAax51/2x96" Quartersawn white oak (4.6 bd. f t .)

r/ex4 x 96" Tempered hardboard3/q x71/q x 96" Quartersawn white oak (5.3 bd. ft.)

3/+ x71/a x 96" Quadersawn white oak (5.3 bd. ft.)

3/qx31/z x 96" Quartersawn white oak (2.7 bd. ft.)
t/q x 48 x 96" Quartersawn white oak plywood





Spend a day with America's quintessential chairmaker
and learn a few tricks along the way.

n icon of American furnituremak-
ing. An artist. A living legend. All
of these words aptly describe Sam

Maloof. But Sam shuns fancy labels in
favor of a more fitting description. "I'm a
woodworker," he says.

Though Sam has crafted more than 500
original furniture designs during five
decades as a professional woodworker, his
most famous piece remains his elegant,
supremely comfortable rocking chair, seen
at left. His chairs and other pieces are so
uniquely original that they don't fit a partic-
ular furniture style, but have emerged
instead as the "Maloof style."

Recently, we caught up with Sam in his
Alta Loma, California, shop to see how this
renowned woodworker creates his highly
pnzed rockers that sell for $20,000 and up.
We quickly discovered that trying to derive
a plan for one of Sam's chairs is compara-
ble to getting a recipe from a chef that
cooks with pinches and dabs: You probably
won't be able to exactly re-create what he
makes, but you can learn much about the
craft by just observing.

Start with wonderful wood
Like all masters, Sam chooses his woods
carefully and knows that beautiful lumber
can separate a great piece from a good one.
For many years, he built most of his pieces
from walnut, which remains one of his
favorite species thanks to,its great worka-
bility and enduring good looks. He also
often uses curly maple, zitcote, and, on
occasion, cherry. Many pieces also feature
ebony accents.

Sam always keeps lumber on hand to
ensure an adequate supply, and admits that

"l don't have to look for lumbe6 it finds
me," Sam says. As a result, he needs four
buildings to store his stash. Luckily, southern
California offers ideal storage conditions:
low humidity and moderate temperatures.
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his passion for good wood may have gotten
out ofhand, as he now stores a few hundred
thousand board feet of his favorites. all
separated by species, thickness, and grain
pattern, below left.

When the time comes to select wood for a
chair, Sam carefully matches boards by
color, especially when choosing walnut or
cherry because they can have widely uary-
ing tones. Zircote and maple tend to be
more consistent in color, so he selects them
by carefully comparing and matching each
board's distinctive grain.

Most of Sam's boards are thick, from 8/4
(2") through 16/4 (4"), because he cuts all
chair parts except the rockers from solid
stock, and many require large curves.

The rockers he creates from Vq"-thick
laminations glued on a form. This gives the
rockers consistent shape and strength. Plus,
bent lamination allows him to insert con-

trasting wood when desired, such as the
ebony accent in the curly maple rocker seen
at left.

Templates ensure success
Some woodworkers begin the building
process by developing intricate plans for
every dimension, p&rt, and detail. Sam does
not. Instead, he relies on templates, below,
to give him the rough shapes needed for
such parts as rockers, slats, and arms. Like
his designs and techniques, he developed
these templates using estimates and experi-
ence, not formal training.

"I made my original template for the back
slats by cutting cardboard and holding it
against my back, then reshaping it until it
felt right," Sam says. "f've been using that
template for over 30 years now. Everyone
tells me how the chairs fit their backs just
right, so I guess it works."

You won't find any jigs in Sam's shop, but you can't miss the plywood templates that hang
everywhere space allows. Some are decades old, and still see regular use. Many bear the
name of the original buyer of that style chair and provide a unique record of his clients.

1_;
s
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Carefully eyeing his layout lines, Sam begins shaping the blank for
a chair arm. He pivots and turns the arm as he works to follow the
lines and create compound curves.

Sculpting the shapes
With his stock and appropriate templates in
hand, Sam starls to rough out the parts at
the bandsaw, a tool he has mastered like
few other woodworkers, obove left. He's
quick to advise, though, that some of his
methods "aren't exactly OSHA approved,"
and he knows better techniques exist.
Regardless, he shapes chair parts with
amazing agility, more sculpting than cut-
ting. His templates give the rough shape.
The rest he creates by eye and feel to make
almost perfectly matched parts.

Forming the seat
To create a chair seat, Sam starts with five
pieces of wood. When possible, he cuts

After about five minutes, Sam has transformed a rough blank into an
arm that is ready for installation. He'll create the mirror image from
the other blank, deftly matching the shapes as he works.

Before gluing up the seat panel, Sam
roughs out some of this sculpted shape at
the bandsaw. The seats he makes today fea-
ture beveled edges on each of the boards, as
seen belovr'. This design allows deeper hol-
lowing of the surface than was possible
with the f-lat seat panels he used to make.
Though today's chairs look similar to those
made decades ago, these subtle refinements
point to Sam's drive to constantly improve.

The joint Sam uses to join the seat and
legs stands as another of those refinements
made over many years. You can see this
joint, which he calls the dado-and-rabbet, in
the drawing and accompanying photo on
the .followirtg poge. "I spent four or five
years developing that joint," he notes.

Though the joint offers loads of glue sur-
face, Sam reinforces it with screws after
assembling it with standard yellow glue.
He's tried many types of screws over the
years, and these days chooses ones
designed for deck building because of their
deep thread purchase. Some woodworkers
may scoff and say deck screws aren't
appropriate in fine furniture, but Sam sees it
differently. He wants to ensure his chairs
remain together.

He covers the screws with plugs which he
used to make from the same wood as the
chair. Now, plugs are often made of ebony.
Screws also reinforce the rocker-to-leg
joint. Where the arms meet the front legs,
blind dowels (no screws) provide strength.

them all fi'om the same board
to ensure the best color match.

He sculpts the seats to a
shape that he believes lies at
the heart of his chairs' com-
foft. "The shape forces you
back and places you against
the curved slats. This posi-
tions you so the chair supports
you from your shoulders all
the way to the backs of your
knees," he says.

Beveling the edges of each
seat board creates a contour

that yields a more comfortable
shape while requiring less

shaping. Keeping the edges
at 90" simplifies leg joinery.
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t/2" counterbore

Handwork yields final form
For most woodworkers, final assembly of a
project means the work is almost complete.
With Sam's chairs, though, much work
remains. Why? At assembly, all pieces still
hold only their rough shape. To create
seamless joints and crisp details, Sam relies
on hours of painstaking shaping. Pneumatic
sanders and grinders speed this process, but
most of the work gets done using just tradi-
tional hand tools, such as those seen below.

Traditional hand tools get a workout in Sam's
shop. Sam and the boys commonly use
rasps, files, riflers, sandpapen and scrapers
to refine the rough shapes into finished form.

This phase of the process takes many
hours, which in the early years meant Sam
could produce very few pieces annually.
So, Sam employs talented craftsmen who
get little of the glory, but play essential
roles which Sam readily acknowledges.
Seen in the photos, right, "the boys," as
Sam calls them, are like sons. All three have
been with him for at least 15 years.

During this shaping process, the chairs
pass continually back and forth among all
four guys. Because the process takes much
time and because there are usually multiple
chairs in process simultaneously, a month
may pass before any one chair makes its
way from beginning to end.
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Front leg

Once Sam approves the workmanship, a
chair is ready for finishing. After sanding to
at least 400 grit, a chair gets multiple coats
of the finishes Sam developed. The first
consists of equal parts boiled linseed oil,
tung oil, and polyurethane varnish. Sam
applies at least three liberal coats, allowing
each to dry for a day. After the third coat,
a second mixture of linseed oil, tung oil,
and carnauba wax gets applied. Rubbing
vigorously ensures that these coats blend
thoroughly into those underneath. Again, he
applies three coats over three days.

For many years, Sam brewed the finishes
himself, but he now has them manufactured.
You can purchase Sam's finishes through
Rockler Woodworking and Hardware
at www.rockler.com or 800/279-4M1. A
quart of either the poiy/oil blend (#58644)
or oiUwax blend (#58677) sells for $15.99.

Finally, each chair receives a couple of
coats of furniture wax. The multistep finish
imparts a rich glow and adds depth to the
grain figure. And, it holds up well, taking
on a warm patina over years.

Samts legacy and his future
Even at 88 years young, Sam works six
days per week designing, cutting out, and
assembling every piece of furniture. He also
designs a few new pieces each year. "I love
being in the shop. It's what I do," he says.

In addition, he established the Sam and
Alfreda Maloof Foundation and devised a
plan that will pass his business on to the
boys; his son, Slimen; new wife, Beverly;
and his business manager, Roz Bock.

So, does he have unfulfilled ambitions?
Sure, but he keeps it all in perspective: "If I
ever make it to the top of the mountain,
there will be nowhere to go but back down.
So I just keep climbing."

Learn more about Sam by reading Sam
Maloof, Woodworker, or The Furniture of
Sam Malool Both of these books are avail-
able from Amazon.com. Or you can visit
malooffoundation.org where you'll find
more information on Sam's business and
schedules for public shop tours. |l

Written by David Stone
Photographs: Edmund Barr

ryffi,fi
t/2" ebony plug

This unique ioint attaches the front and back legs to the seat, The pieces interlock to lorm a twist-resistant ioint with lois of glue surface. A
couple ol screws, covered by plugs, add strength to withstand long-term use. After assembly, rasps and tiles blend all the surfaces together.

David Wade, /eft, applies Sam's special finish to a decades-old chair sent in for refurbishing,
while Larry White, middle, and Mike Johnson shape new chairs still under construction.
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il lthough indispensable in a wood-

1|| 
working shop, most drill presses

- - come equipped with a table more
suited to metalworking. This add-on table
with fence sets things straight, supplying
everything the cast-iron table on your drill
press lacks.

Start with the table
I For the base (A), cut two l4Vzx29v2"
I pieces of Vz" plywood. (We used Baltic

birch plywood for its flatness and absence
of voids. You also can use regular birch
plywood or medium-density fiberboard.)
Glue and clamp the pieces together, keep-
ing their ends and edges flush, where shown
on Drawing 1.
j)from V+" tempered hardboard, cut
Erthe top sides (B), top front (C),
and top back (D) to the sizes listed in
the Materials List. Mark the :/e"-radius

finger notch on the front edge of part
D, where shown on Drawing 1. Cut
and sand it to shape. [The notch
makes it easv to remove the insert
(E).1 Now spread glue on the backs of the
hardboard top parts, and glue and clamp
them to the l"-thick plywood base, as
shown in Photo A.

QDraw the 3Vq"-radius cutout at the rear
tJof the table, where shown on Drawing 1.
Bandsaw or jigsaw and sand it to shape.

Afo locate the 3Vzx3Vz" cutout in the
''if 

add-on table base, install a Va" bitin the
drill-press chuck, center your metal drill-
press table under the bit, and lock the table
in place. Position the add-on table to cen-
ter the bit in the recess for the insen (E)
created by parts B, C, and D. If the metal
drill-press table protrudes beyond the front
edge of the add-on table, slide the add-on
table forward until the two are flush. Clamp
the add-on table in place. Now drill a %"
hole all the way through the base (A).
Remove the add-on table, and turn it upside
down. Mark the 3Vzx3r/2" cutout centered
on the %" hole. Then drill 78" holes at the
corners, and cut the opening with a jigsaw.
Now cut the insert (E) to the size listed.

f For a drill press with slots through its
tJmetal table, cut the groove for the mini-
track in the bottom of the add-on table
where shown on Drawing 1.

For a drill press without slots in its metal
table, drill two /a" mounting holes. Locate
the holes about halfway between the center
of the table and its rear edge and as far apart
as possible. Then clamp the add-on table in
place as before, and trace the hole locations
on its bottom. Cut the groove for the mini-
track so it passes over the hole locations.

ftfurn the table over, and cut dadoes for
lfthe top mini-tracks, where shown on
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II nuxrlrARY TABLE EXPLoDED vrEW

L-it1%"

at

<=;

#6xt/2" F.H. wood screw
7+" mini-track

29/z" long

With glue applied to their bottom surfaces, position top parts B, C, and D on the 1"-thick
base (A). To keep them from shifting, tape the top parts to each other and to the base with
masking tape. Then clamp the top and base between e/q"-thick cauls and 2x3 bearers.

Drawing 2. (The dadoes are centered on the
joint lines between the parts B and the parts
C and D.)
Note: To add under-table dust collection
for the sanding-drum setup shown in the
photo, near left, see page 16.

Now make the fence
I Cut the base blank (F), face blank (G),
I lower rear blank (H), and upper rear

blank (I) to size. Install a3/a" dado blade in
your tablesaw and position the fence to cut
centered grooves in the thickness of parts H
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and I, where shown on
Drawings 3 and 4.
Then curt 3Ao"-deep
grooves in these
parts, and mark the
face that was
against the saw
fence. When cut-
ting the top and
bottom grooves in
the lower rear blank, keep the marked face
against the fence for both cuts. Now with-
out changing the setup, cut a mating groove
in the base blank.

QCtue and clamp the face blank (G) to
Cr the base blank (F), where shown on
Drawing 4. Make sure the face blank is
square to the base blank. With the glue dry,
glue and clamp the lower rear blank (H) and
upper rear blank (I) in place, as shown in
Photo B. Before the glue dries, run a length
of 3/s" steel rod in and out of the square
holes to clear away any excess glue.

Tips on using
threaded inserts
Shop fixtures and jigs often require the
installation of various clamping or adjust-
ment knobs. That's when you'll reach for
threaded inserts. Commonly available in
sizes from #8-32 (a #8 screw body with 32
threads per inch) lo 3/a"-16 (as/e" screw
body with 16 threads per inch), there are
two basic types: thread-in and press-in,
shown at near right.

Use thread-in inserts in softer woods and
plywood where their coarse outside
threads cut easily into the surrounding
wood. Simply drill a hole sized for the
body of the insert, and screw it into place.
In very,hard woods, such as white oak
and maple, or when the insert is close to
the edge of a part and screwing it in may
split the wood, drill a hble slightly larger
than the outside thread diameter, and
epoxy the insert in place. To protect the
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MICRO-ADJUSTABLE
STOPBLOCK

4-arm knob

HOLD-DOWN
ASSEMBLY

7+" mini-track
14r/2" long

With their marked faces against
the back of the face blank (G),
glue the lower rear blank (H) and
the upper rear blank (l) to each
other and to the base blank (F)
and face blank (G). Apply cldmp-
ing pressure in two directions.

internal threads from epoxy, cover the end
of the insert, as shown above right.

Press-in inserts, with their barbed exteri-
ors, work well in hard woods, soft woods,
and plywood. Drill a hole sized for the
body of the insert, and press it into place
with a clamp or tap it in with a hammer

p exeloDED vrEW

/+" SAE washer

rw
FENCE

EXTENSION

l-"
t/+" hexhead bolt

1/2" long

#6xr/z" F.H.
wood screw

AUXILIARY TABLE

4t/2" (See Step 5
on page 53.1

t/+" hole or existing slot

and a block of wood. For applications in
which the clamping action tends to push
the insert out of the wood, such as the
knobs that tighten down on the drill-press
fence extension rods, drill a hole that
engages just the tips of the insert barbs
and epoxy it in place.
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QCut a 3/q" groove 3/s"
lJdeep for the mini-
track in the fence face
(G), where shown on
Drawing 4. Then cut a
VexV8" sawdust-relief rab-
bet along the bottom edge
of the fence face.

l l l t r im one end of
Tthe assembled fence
blank square, and then cut
it into three pieces, where
shown on Drawing 3,
mak ing  a  22 t /2" - long
fence and two 3Vz"-long
extensions. Now cut off
the base portions of the
extensions, where shown
on Drawing 4.

f B e n d i n g  a  f a i r i n g
rJstrip to join their end-
points and centerpoints,
mark the centered radius
cutouts on the top of the
fence and the back of its base (F), where
shown on Drawing 3. Bandsaw or jigsaw,
and sand them to shape. Then dill V4" holes
for the bolts that hold the fence to the table
and a hole for the drill-press chuck key in
the fence base, where shown.

Afo install press-in threaded inserts in
lJthe fence portion of part I, dnll 7Ao"

holes to intersect the top square hole in the
fence, where shown on Drawings 3 and 4.
Spread epoxy in the holes, and press the
inserts in place. When the epoxy cures,
ream out any excess that may have dripped
into the extension rod holes with a 3/a" dt''ll
bit. For more information on using threaded
inserts, see the sidebar, oplosite.

finish and assemble
the table and fence
I Cover the bottoms of the grooves and
I dadoes for the mini-track in the table

and fence with masking tape. Now apply
a clear finish to all the parts. (We used
two coats of satin polyurethane, sanding
between coats with 220-grit sandpaper.)
When the finish dries, remove the
masking tape.

)Using the countersunk holes in the
Er mini-track as guides, drill pilot holes
into the mating table and fence parts. (The
mini-track supplied with the hardware kit
listed in Sources on page 56 comes cut to
the needed lengths.) Apply epoxy to the
boffoms of the grooves and dadoes, and
screw and clamp the mini-track in place.
Note: The mini-track has a small flange
along one outside edge, where shown on
Drawing 4. To make certain the track in the
fence aligns with the track in the exten-
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t/a" press-in threaded insert, e.poxied into place p reuce EXPLoDED vtEW

7,Aa" hole e/ta

8Y2'

7e" gfOOveS
s/0" deep,
centered

3/e" groove
s/o" degp
3/ta" trom

front edge

Hole sized to fit
dr i l l  chuck key

Trim bases from
both extensions.7a" mini-track

22t/z" long \
# 6 x t / 2 "  F . H .
wood screw

sions, orient the flange in
the same direction in all
three parts.

QCut four l4r/2"-long
lJpieces of 3/s" steel rod
with a hacksaw. Using 80-
grit sandpaper, rough up
3t/2" at one end of each
rod, and epoxy these ends
into the square holes in the
fence extensions. To hold
the rods parallel while the
epoxy cures, insert .their
other ends into the square
holes in the fence.

Afo make knobs for
T l o c k i n e  t h e  f e n c e
extensions In place, refer
to Drawing 2, and thread
lVz"-long flathead bolts

7sz" pilot hole
Te" deep

@ reruce sEcloN vtEW

7/'ra" hol
s/ro" de(

3/q" gloove
s/a" deep

Mini{rack

I
1 1/'ra"

13Aa

/4" press-in threaded insert,
epoxied into place

s/e" grooves 3/6" deep,
centered

11/2"
7a" grooves s/ro" dgep,

centered

1tr-+1

t/e" rabbet
t/e" deep

partway into a pair of four-arm knobs.
Apply epoxy under the heads, and then seat
the bolts in the knobs.

f Referring to Drawing 2, slide the heads
rf of two hexhead bolts into the auxiliary
table bottom mini-track. Position the auxil-
iary table on the drill-press table, dropping
the bolts into the slots or holes. Add wash-
ers and thread on the tapered handle knobs.
Note: The tapered handle knobs accept
about t/t" of bolt length. You may need to
trim the 2"-long hexhead bolts to accommo-
date the thickness of your drill-press table.

fiStiOe hexhead bolts into the auxiliary
lJtable top mini-tracks. Align the holes in
the fence base with the bolts, drop on flat
washers, and fasten the fence with four-arm
knobs. Slide the extension rods into the
fence, and thread in the locking knobs.

Add an adjustable stopblock
I To form the body (J), cut two pieces of
L 3/4" stock to 2x27/a", and glue them

together face-to-face, keeping their ends
and edges flush. With the glue dry, crtt a V+"
dado 3Ao" deep centered in the back of the
body, where shown on Drawing 5.
j)Cut the pad (K) to size, and adhere it
Er with double-faced tape to the right side
of the body (J) in the configuration shown

Trim the fence
extensions here.
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on Drawing 5. Chuck a Vz" Forstner bit in
your drill press, and drill a 3/s" -deep coun-
terbore in the left side of the body, where
dimensioned and as shown in Photo G.
Now, without moving the parts, change to a
V+" blt, and drill a hole, centered in the
counterbore, all the way through both parts.

QSeparate the pad (K) from the body (J).
fJUsing a 3/q" Forstner bit, drill %"-deep
counterbores in the body and pad, centered
on the /+" holes, where shown on Drawing 5.
To center the Forstner bit, insert pieces of
Vq" dowel in the holes before drilling. Now,
centering u rt76a," bit in the Vc" dado in the
back of the body, drill a hole through the
body, where shown.

lllBpoxy a lock nut in the Vz" counterbore
'lin 

the body (J). Then cut the guide bar
(L) to size, and glue and clamp it in the dado
in the back of the body, flush with its right
edge, where shown on Drawing 5.

RApply a clear finish to the parts. With
rf the finish dry, slip a Vq" SAE washer
onto the roundhead bolt. and insert it in the
hole in the pad (K). (A /+" SAE washer has
an outside diameter of s/s".) Slip another
washer onto the bolt, and then thread on a
lock nut. Tighten the lock nut so it firrnly
holds the pad, but still allows the bolt to
turn. Now assemble the pad and the body
(J), as shown in Photo D, driving the bolt
until the pad contacts the body.

t/2" counterbore 3/a" deep with a
1/a" hole centered inside

4-arm
knobs

/+" SAE

fiEpoxy a four-arm knob onto the end of
lfthe roundhead bolt. Slide a hexhead
bolt through the stop body (J) from the
back. and add a washer and four-arm knob
at the front, as shown on Drawing 5. To use
the stopblock, first adjust rt to Ieave t/2"

between the pad (K) and the body. Slide the
guide bar and the bolt hexhead into the
mini-track, using a ruler or tape measure to
position the stopblock close to the desired
distance from the drill bit. Clamp it in place
by tightening the front knob. Now fine-tune
the distance to the bit by turning the end
knob. Because the clamping knob and
guide bar (L) are centered in the stopblock
body, you can use it on either side of the
drill-press chuck by simply turning it over.

E sropeLocK

7a" counterbore 7e" deep

t/q" dado
s/o" deep,
centered

tZ" hexhead bolt 2" long
\ a

M
6sBcrF- 7+" counterbore s/a" deep

W@@
( ( /4" sAE
\ \- washer

t/q" roundhead

2)/r,, 
boll4,t/"" long

With the pad (K) down and the dadoed back
of the body (J) against the fence, clamp the
parts in place, and drill a /2" counterbore 7a"
deep in the side of the body.

With the pad (K) mounted on the bolt with
washers and a lock nut, slide the bolt into
the stop body (J), and drive it into the lock
nut epoxied in the body.

12" SAE washer
1Yz"

!f Assemble the hold-down clamps in the
I configuration shown on Drawing 2.
Slide the hexheads of their bolts into the
mini-track. Now yo:ur woodworking dnll
press is ready for action. fl

Written by Jan Svec
Project design: Jeff Mertz
I llustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

A base 141/z' 29Vz' LP 1

B top sides 1/q' 10%' 141/2'

C top front 1/q'

D top back

F base blank

G face blank

H lower rear blank Vc'

I upper rear blank a/tu

K pad

L guide bar

Materials key: LP-laminated plywood, H-tempered
hardboard, M-maple, LM-laminated maple.

Supplies: Masking tape, double{aced tape, %" dowel,
epoxy.

Blades and bits: Stack dado set: %" andVt" Forstner
bits.

Sources
Hardware kit. #6x%" flathead wood screws (12);
g/q" minitrack: 29r/2" long (1),141/z' long (2), 22r/2" long (1),
and31/2" long (2);%" press-in threaded inserts (2);%" steel
rod141/2" long (4); t/q flathead bolts 1tlz" long (2); t/q" round'
head bolt 4t/2" long (1); t/i' hexhead bolts: 1r/z" long(2),
2" long (3); t/+" SAE flat washers (5); t/+' lock nuts (2); four-
arm knobs (6); tapered handle knobs (2); t/4" lQvlt/q" gg
fender washers (2); hold-down assemblies (2). Kit no
ADP-1, $42.95 plus $7.95 shipping. Schlabaugh & Sons
Woodworking, Call 800/346-9663, or order online at
schsons,com,

Sheet goods kit. Two t/2vl!t/2vl$r/2, pieces of Baltic
birch plywood and one t/avl$s/avtls/a" piece of tempered
hardboard. Kit no, LP-6, $15,95 ppd, See above for tele-
ohone number and Web address,

\Vc'31/q'

$Vc'51h't/tu

E insert

t f 2

body 11/z'

11/2"3/^n 27/B'

11/s'3/a'Y4o

Cutting Diagram

t/2x24 x 30" Baltic birch plywood (2 needed)
*Resaw and plane
to the thicknesses
listed in the
Materials List.

56

1/ax24 x 48" Hardboard

3/q x 51/z x 96" Maple (4 bd. ft.)
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fust as woodworking tools have changed,

J 
to have the glues that hold together your

- wood prolects. lf you still rely on just one
glue, you've probably overlooked big perform-
ance advantages available from the latest gen-
eration of adhesives.

Do you know that there are now yellow glues
with extended open times that have replaced

traditional white woodworking glues? Or have
you heard about water-resistant and waterproof
one-part glues for exterior prolects?

To help you sort through the many glue
choices, we've developed the poster that starts
on the next page. Put it up on your shop wall
and you'll never have to look far for an answer
to your next gluing question.

Still stuck? There are now plenty of
resources to help you navigate through glue
issues, including the Titebond 800/347-GLUE
help line and titebond.com Web site.
Or, post your gluing question online at
wcr t-ld rn a gazi ne ro mr'generalf oru m.
Woodworkers from far and wide likely will rush
to your rescue.

.t
J Poor procedures in removing glue squceze-out. lf you don't
completely remove glue left on surfaces next to joint lines, your finish will
have a splotchy appearance. To avoid problems, allow glue to skin over before
removing excess. After glue loses its wet look, remove the squeeze-out with a
sharp chisel 0r scraper. Then soak a clean rag in
tap water, squeeze out the excess, and wipe down
the joint. Follow with a dry rag.

4 not waiting for the gluc to Gure
before machining. Glue temporarily swells
the wood along a glue line (Drawing A). lf you
joint, plane, or sand too quickly and remove the
swelled wood, the joint will look good for only a
short time (Drawing B). But when completely dry,
your hastily machined joint will have a valley
(Drawing G). To avoid problems, let the glue cure
for the "Full-Strength Time" listed on the poster.
(Effect exaggerated for clarity.)

4common gluing mistakes to avoid
I Cluing pieces not acclimated to the room temperature
and moisture level. Glues won't set up properly if the boards are at
different temperatures. And you'll notice a dimension change (stepped joints)
if boards aren't at the same moisture level. So before machining and gluing,
allow at least 3 days for all workpieces to adjust.

2 Ouetlooking the importance of glue
shelf life. A manufacturing or expiration date
should be printed on the glue container. Contact the
manufacturer's customer service department if you
can't decipher the code. For Titebond products (see
example at right ), the first number represents the
final digit of the year in which the glue was pro-
duced; it's followed by a letter designating the
month. ("A" represents January, "8" February, and so
forth, skipping "1"). lgnore the rest of the code, which
relates to the particular batch of glue. To know how old is too old, see the
"Shelf Life" column on the poster.



gruide to choosing and using

ADHESIUE TYPEt
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F
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*rl

Interior woodworking projects, 1 5
minutes

1t2
hour

24
hours3,600 psi G G

v

I YELLow w
(extended assembly time) z.-.

Interior woodworking projects where long open time
is desired. Recommended for bent laminations and
larger, more involved assemblies.

20-25
minutes

1t2
hour

24
hours3,5'10 psi G E

il

*
t-ryDARK 

wooD ldealfor dark hardwoods, such as walnut and
mahogany. Interior use only.

1 5
minutes

112
hour

24
hours3,600 psi G G

i
Prt

WEATHERPROOF fl
Exterior woodworking projects where water
resistance is important. Interior projects that may
come in contact with food and water.

1 5
minutes

1t2
hour

24
hours3,750 psi E G

T
a

#,g wenrnllrtPRooF
Z.- (extended assembly time)

Exterior woodworking projects where long open time
is desired. Good choice for gluing bent laminations.
Interior projects subjected to water.

20-25
minutes

1t2
hour

24
hours3,840 psi E G

*
ld

MOLDING
AND TRIM

ldeal for hard-to-clamp joints.
Interior use only. Strong initial grip.

1 5
minutes

1t2
hour

24
hours3,000 psi G ,l

wATERPRooF 
s

Exterior projects requiring longer assembly time or
lower application temperature than nonextended
cross-linking PVAs.

20-25
minutes

1t2
hour

24
hours4,000 psi E G

PoLYUREilTANE 
t

Exterior projects requiring long working time
and waterproof joinery.

20-25
minutes

2-4
hours

4
hours 3,500 psi E E

&tr ^L,P0LYURETHANE
ffi-H0TMELT--at- ==-

Any project requiring quick-setting bonds. Needs little
or no clamping. Bonds well when fit is marginal and
with end grain. Bonds wide variety of materials.

30
seconds

1-2
minutes

24
hours 1,480 psi E E

Ut HIDE GLUE ,,
fl oi-lr'ii ,,',

ldeal for authentic repairs in antiques and musical
instruments that you may want to disassemble later.
Will expand and contract with wood.

5
minutes*

1 0
minutes

24
hours 500 psi P P

qiln HIDE cLUE- # |
E PREMTXED *rs%-

Ready-to-use formula. Long assembly time, Sensitive to
moisture (easy to disassemble later). Latex paint applied
over dried glue will provide a crackled paint sudace.

20-30
minutes

1
hour

24
hours3,590 psi P E

sn*r,*ir ffiiTlillljfl

l:,, rnJ|*|
hr

*qsr:tc-d.ii&:,,

I

w 5-MINUTE
EPOXY

Excellent for repairs and joints that don't mate tightly.
Cures quickly to any thickness, Fills gaps.
Easily colored. Won't shrink. Bonds dissimilar materials.

3
minutes

1
hour

24
hours 5,000 psi G G

lffiilgilg'URAl
Like S-minute epoxy but creates waterproof joint that
can be used underuvater. Easily colored. Won't shrink.
Excellent for oily exotic woods.

1
hour

24
hours

7
days

7,500 psi E+ E

tttil?f",fttnltt'I 
E

Strengthens weak areas and thin, delicate parts.
Available in thin and thick (gap{illing) viscosities.
Thin CA best used with tight-fitting pads.

24
hours 2,900 psi E P

1 How much time you have from applying glue to clamping the joint.
* Varies depending on water/glue ratio.
** N0 open assembly time for thin cyanoacrylates;

gap{illing CA glues give you about 5 minutes of open time.
2 Depends on wood species, moisture content, temperature, and humidity.

-Thin, 15 sec.;gap{il l ing,60 sec. Forthin-CA joints, mate surfaces, and then apply CA glue
3 Moisture delays water-based glues; dry conditions delay polyurethane glues.

4 Pressure in pounds per square inch (psi).
Depending on species, most wood will fail before the adhesive.
The high psi for epoxy, for example, reflects bonding strength Jor non-wood rnaterials.

5 (E+) Excellent plus - Bond not affected by long{erm submersion in water.
(E) Excellent - Bond not affected by short-term submersion or soaking in water.
(G) Good - Bond not affected by dampness or high humidity.
(fl Fair - Could be affected by severe humidity or damp conditions.
(P) Poor - Affected by almost any moisture.
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Fast grab. Best general-purpose interior glue. Least expensive.
Good sandability. Long shelf life.

Minimizes visibility of glue line in dark hardwoods. Dyed version of yellow glue.

Approved for indirect food contact for such projects as cutting boards.
Great general-purpose glue. Paintable. Dries and cures through chemical reaction.
Long shelf life. Good for wet-use applications.

Approved for indirect food contact for such projects as cutting boards. Paintable.
Good for wet-use applications.

Thick formula fills some thin gaps. Power sanding not recommended.
Doesn't run or drip.

Best option for most outdoor projects. Less messy than polyurethanes or epoxies.

Triggered by contact with moisture; may be applied to damp surface.
Polyurethane adhesives foam up and are tough to remove from hands; wear gloves
during application. Relatively long clamping time.

Requires specialty heat gun. WW30 (30-second) sets up quickly; WW60 (60-second)
has gap{illing properties;WW75 (7S-second) also bonds non-porous materials.
Gloves recommended to protect from hot adhesive.

Dissolves in water. Use in glue poUwarming device (some use Crock-pot) at
about 145"F. May be stored in refrigerator between uses. Disassemble joints with
steam and heat. Water-based finishes could affect hide glue.

Requires no mixing, heating, or stirring. Has the "crackle" appearance of traditional
hide glues.

Two-part adhesive. Resin and hardener react with each other, producing heat.
Bonds many plastics. Gloves recommended. Three different hardeners available for
various temperature ranges.

Two-part adhesive. Resin and hardener react with each other, producing heat. For
bonding oily woods (such as teak), sand, wipe with lacquer thinner, and apply epoxy
within 60 minutes. Bonds many plastics. Gloves recommended.

$5.00/oz.
Ior a2-oz.

bottle

Accelerator reduces cure time; 75 percent strength at end of cure. Specialty solvents
debond joints. Little glue required; use one drop per square inch. Gloves recommended
because it bonds to skin instantly.

6 Applies to power sanding and overheated conditions (for example, enclosed trailer on desert).
(E) Excellent - Glue loses little or no strength up to 150 degrees F. No gumming of the sanding belt,

even with extensive sanding.
(G) Good - Noticeable loss of up to 50 percent of strength at 150 degrees F (substantially weakerjoint at 150 degrees).

Sands well, but can load up with extensive power sanding.
(P) Poor - Dramatic loss of 75 percent of strength at 150 degrees F.

Poor sanding characteristics with any mechanical sanding (even hand-sanding).

7 Ability to bond successfully when materials aren't tightly mated.
* Thin, no; gap-fi l l ing, yes

8 Unless noted. retail cost oer ounce in 16-ounce bottle.
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Don't toss your scraps-turn them into something useful

letter-perfect
openet
It may not make bills
more fun to open, but it
will let you enjoy your
woodworking firsthand.

I nip and crosscut one piece of a dark
I wood and two pieces of a light wood

(we used wenge and lacewood respectively)
to V+xl%x8". With the dark wood in the
middle, laminate the pieces face-to-face,
with the edges and ends flush.

)WaUe a copy of the Top and Side View
Erpatterns from theWOOD PATTERNSa
insert. Using spray adhesive, adhere the
paper Top View pattern to the top of the
laminated blank.

QCrosscut a piece of 2x4 to'about 6" in
tJlength. Using cloth-backed double-faced
tape, secure the blank to one face of the
2x4. Cutting just outside the marked line,
bandsaw the opposite face of the blank to
shape, as shown in Photo A. Using double-

For safety when cutting, adhere the letter
opener blank to a section of 2x4.

scraprrvood projects

r,..::a)

i trll'$i/'dY-i

faced tape, secure the waste back
to the face from which it was just cut.
Now, secure the 2x4 to that face, and cut the
other face of the blank to shape. Tape the
second piece of waste back in place.
Remove the 2x4 from the blank.

1ll ldhere the Side View pattern ro one face
'f 

of the laminated blank and bandsaw to
shape, as shown in Photo B.

f Remove the pattems and waste from the
alletter opener blank.

ftPower-sand or file the edges of the han-
t\f dle portion to shape, working slowly to
get comfortable rounded edges. Hone the
blade portion of the letter opener, as shown
in Photo C. Strive for sharp edges and a
point for ease in slitting envelopes later.

f Finish-sand the letter opener and apply
I the finish. (We sprayed on three coats of
aerosol gloss polyurethane.) Rub lightly with
220-gnt sandpaper or 0000 steel wool
between coats.lF

Project design: Will Cummer

Make the entire set
lf you like the looks of this hardwood
letter opener, you may want to spend
a few more hours crafting the other
four pieces of our matching desk set.
See the May 2003 issue of WOODa
or download the plans online at
woodmagazi ne. com/gifts

With the waste pieces taped back in
place, reattach the 2x4 and finish band-
sawing the blank to shape.

Adhere 1O0-grit sandpaper to a piece of
plywood, and chamfer both blade edges.
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The Woodworker's Guide to UnderstandingWood: A 4-Part Series

Part rr: hovv to deal wftfi

ou probably know that wood has to
be dried in order to be useful as
lumber. Removing the water makes

the material dimensionally stable, pre-
dictably machinable, and accepting of glues
and finishes.

But have you stopped to consider how
water is stored in wood? Do you know how
that water is removed, or what happens to
wood fibers as they dry?

Knowing the answers to those questions,
and understanding what can go wrong if
wood gets dried improperly, will make you
a smarter buyer and user of this natural
resource. Here's the short course on wood
moisture and its effects.

What happens when
wood rel-eises water
Whether dried naturally (air dried), or in a
kiln, wood dries to a cenain percentage, and
then stops. The relative humidity of the air
around the wood determines this point,
called equilibrium moisture content (EMC).
This is why you always should let your
wood acclimate to the conditions in your
shop before beginning a project.

As bound water (see the wood cell cut-
away for an explanation) is r€moved, the
cell walls shrink, causing the wood to

WOOD CELL
CUTAWAY VIEW

(Actual length=%e-%")

WATER VAPOR
- Small amounts may remain
in the cell cavity, even in
"dry" wood.

BOUND WATER
- This water is held in cell walls.
Some remains behind in "dry" wood.

FREE WATER
- Water stored in the cell cavity.
It is removed completely during
the drying process.

As wood dries, it first sheds its
free water, and then the bound
water. Eventually, moisture loss
stops, leaving some bound
water and, possibly, water
vapor in the cavity.

Cherry

isturc
Quarlersawn

. 1 1 8

Flatsawn

.227

Potential wood movement (inches) caused by
an 8 percent change in moisture content:

Because wood cells
vary in size, density,
and orientation, they may
shrink unevenly, causing

Off-center pith

boards to warp in vari-
ous wavs. To minimize
these problems, shy
away from boards that
show wild figure, inconsis-
tent growth-ring spacing, or an
off-center pith.

Shrinkage also stresses the wood. If not
properly relieved, this tears the fibers apart,
as illustratedbelow. You can stop shrinkage
by replacing bound water with a stable
substance that will remain in the cell walls.
Turners do this by soaking blanks in poly-
ethylene glycol (PEG). But this technique
remains impractical for use with whole logs
or large pieces.

Douglas Fir .154 .253

Mahogany ,096

Maple (hard) .154

Pine (white) , 131 .237

Red Oak .275

.250

Western Red Cedar .077

White Oak ,176 .336

change dimension. Boards shrink most
across their tangential plane (face grain), so
flatsawn boards shrink more than those that
are quartersawn, as shown above.

.131

.317

.128

,176Wdnut

.160

Wood dries from the outside in, as the water it contains moves naturally from areas
of .highest to lowest cbncentration. This creates uneven pressures in the outer portion
(the shell) and the inside of the board (the core).

WHEN DRYING GOES WELL
When dried correctly, a dry board appears the same as when wet, only smaller.

SCENARIO 1: FRESHLY CUT BOARD SCENARIO 2: PROPERLY DRIED BOARD

v RaYs Growth ringsL

SATURATED (.'GREEN') WOOD
DRIED TO USABLE MOISTURE
GoNTENT (6-1 1%)

Most trees arrive at commercial mills
and get cut into logs while stillfairly
wet. That means each board that gets
sliced free has a relatively consistent
moisture content throughout its thick-
ness and length. At this point, cell
walls are fully saturated, and the cell
cavities may still be filled completely
with water.

Under good conditions, water
exits the wood at a pace that
doesn't induce stress. The
board shrinks as bound water
leaves the cell walls. Ends dry
more rapidly, which causes
minor stresses that result in
some end checks.

Forks of the kiln sample
remain parallel.
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i.MOISTURE CONTENT BY REGIONCalculating water content

Moisture content (MC) tells us the ratio of the weight of water in a piece of wood
compared to its weight completely dry. We express it as a percentage.
To determine MC, first weigh a piece of wood. Then, dry it until it contains no
water (determined when weight loss stops). Next, compare the weights as follows:

(wet weight - 9ry.weight) = 'G
dry weight

For example, if a piece weighs 25 lbs. wet and 20 lbs. dry, its MC equals 25 percent:
(25-20)120 - 5120 = .25 or 25o/o

Thankfully, you don't have to weigh and dry lumber to determine its MC. A moisture meter
does the job for you,

For indoor projects, MC should lie between 6 percent and 11 percent to cope with dehumidi-
fied conditions. See the map, rght Construction lumber and outdoor woods, subjected to high
humidity levels, should range from 15 to 20 percent MC to minimize expansion and contraction.

HOW WOOD WARPS IN A MILLED LOG
As boards dry natural
shrinkage causes them
to cup away from the
pith. The amount of
cupping varies,
depending on the
board's location
in the log.

Good boards may
warp if they are dried
improperly, as this
piece did when dried
too quickly.

Areas of
quartersawn
grain remain
relatively flat.

Most severe cupping occurs
in the pith and the juvenile
wood that surrounds it.

Preventinq problems with
moisture in? movement
Wood becomes most stable when it reaches
EMC, and that's controlled by relative
humidity. So what happens when humidity
levels fluctuate? Wood is described as
hygroscopic, meaning it will continue to
take on and shed moisture and. because of
this, expand and contract.

You can see how this happens in glued-up
panels. At some points during the year, they
may be dead flat. At other times, though,
panels warp, as shown below. This move-
ment won't cause problems if you build
your projects to withstand it, as discussed
in issue 150, page 80. Don't have that
issue? You can download the article at
wocldnragaz i ne. cclnr/rvoochrtuvc rnc rtt.

To slow down the movement of water
vapor into and out of the wood, always
apply finish to your completed projects.
Apply the same number of coats to all sur-
faces to equalize the rate of moisture
exchange. This helps prevent cupping.

WARPING IN GLUED-UP PANELS

All growth rings oriented same way

(Cupping exaggerated for clarity)

Alternating growth-ring direction creates a
panel that stays relatively flat, but wavy.
Orienting all rings the same way produces a
panel that cups but retains a smooth surface.

Up next: How woodts
aflatomy affects machining
In the next issue, we'll examine which
wood properties determine success or fail-
ure when the time comes to machine vour
lumber into project parts. lF

Written by David Stone lllustrations: Eric Flynn

In general, boards
located farthest from
the pith cup the least.

Lumber producers constantly manipulate the temperature, humidity, and airf low
inside the kiln, and cut thin, tuning-fork-shaped cross sections regularly to look
for signs of problems before they become too severe to correct.

WHAT GAN GO WRONG
Drying stresses wood fibers, which can lead to serious defects.

SCENARIO 3: REVERSE CASE HARDENING SCENARIO 4: CASE HARDENING

Severe end checks Wet Core Dry shell

PARTIALLY DRIED

Honeycomb cracks

FULLY DRIED

In this situation, the board's shell
dries too quickly in relation to the
inner core. The shell tries to shrink
but can't due to the still-swollen
core. This tears the shell apart to
create severe end and face checks.
Reintroducing moisture can swell the
checks shut, but the board is ruined.

Forks of the kiln sample
spread open.

Here, the shell dries too quickly,
but retains enough strength that it
doesn't tear apart. Instead, the
shell holds together as it dries
crushes the still-swollen core. As
the core dries and shrinks, it gets
pulled apart by the shell.

Forks of the kiln sample
close in.

Alternating growth rings
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Choose the best method for your shop and budget,
and we'll show you the foolproof path to success,

1,
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moftise
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"  
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of three
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Cut clean
tenon$ using
one of thesd
techniques

astering mortise-and-tenon joinery has
always ranked at the top of woodworkers'
skill priority lists. That's because its great

strength makes it the premier joinery technique for fur-
nituremaking. No wonder our project designers used
mortise-and-tenon joinery throughout the mission
clock project on puge 38.

Machining mortise-and-tenon joint members takes
only a moderate amount of time and fuss, provided you
have a few basic tools. To help you succeed at the king
of joints, we' l l  walk you through making the bl ind
mortise-and-tenon joint (the most common, where the
tenon is completely enclosed in the mortise), letting
you choose the options that best suit your tools and
preferences. But before we begin, take a minute to
review the basic terms and design proportions in the
drawing, below.

Note: Plane ltour stock to consistent thickness prior
to making these joints. (lnclude a couple of scrap
pieces for testing tenoning setups.) This step makes all
of vour vvork easier while ensuring accuracy.

ANATOMY OF A BLIND MORTISE.AND,TENON JOINT

Edge cheek

Length of

Length of
tenon equals
t/z to zlz width

of sti le.

woodmagazine.corn
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I
Startwith the mortise
I lwavs cut the mortise first and then size

Iilthe i.non to fit snugly. It's quicker and
easier to adjust the dimensions of a tenon (as
we'll show later) than to change a mortise.

Establish the mortise width at one-third of
the workpiece thickness. This ratio results in

a joint with plenty of strength in both the
tenon and the sidewalls. Most woodworking
projects call for 4/4 stock, which measures
approximately 3/4" thick after surfacing and
sanding, so a t/q"-wide mortise works well
for most of your projects.

Also, avoid mortising less than 3/e" from
the end of a workpiece. This prevents split-
ting as you shape the mortise and assemble
the joint. For strength, make the mortise
depth approximately one-half to two-thirds
the width of the workpiece.

Pro: This method requires no expensive
or specialized equipment.

Con: Cleaning up the mortise with a
chisel takes time.

If you have a drill press and chisels, you're
ready to mortise. Equip your drill press with
a brad-point bit that matches the mortise
width; a brad-point bit wanders less than a
standard twist bit as you drill overlapping
holes to form a mortise.

Now use a sharp pencil or marking knife
and a combination square to lay out the
mortise opening. Then set the drill-press
fence to center the bit between the mortise
sides and adjust the depth stop. (See page
52 for instructions on building a precision
drill-press fence.) Finally, follow the two-
step process shown in the photos at right.

llr *r'

Adjust the fence to center your drill bit in the
layout lines. Hold the workpiece against the
fence, and form the mortise by drilling to full
depth at each end of the layout. Now drill a
series of overlapping holes in between.

Clamp the workpiece to your workbench.
Place a wide, sharp chisel on the layout line
and clean up the mortise walls with hand
pressure or by tapping with a mallet. Use a
narrow chisel to square the ends.

Pro: A no-chisel way to drill and square
the mortise in one step. Moderate price.

Con: Installing and removing the mor-
tising attachment takes time, and the drill
press can't be used for other tasks with
the attachment in place.

To speed up your work, avoid hand chisel
work by equipping your. drill press with a
mortising attachment. Its hollow-chisel
design-a drill bit surrdunded by a sharp,
square sleeve-lets you form a mortise by
drilling a series of square holes. We bought
a kit that includes hollow chisels in four

sizes for $70 from Tool Crib at 800/635-
5140 (toolcrib.amazon.com). Before you
buy any mortising attachment, check with
the dealer or manufacturer to make sure that
it fits your drill press. The photos below
describe the simple procedure for using this
handy accessory.

Clamp the chisel holder to the drill-press quill, fasten the fence to
your drill-press table, and slide the hold-down onto its suppod rod.
Install the hollow chisel with its front edge parallel to the workpiece
and set the drill-press depth stop as desired.

70

With the hold-down tightened against the workpiece, use moderate
pressure on the quill-feed lever to bore a hole at each end of the
mortise. Complete the job by drilling a series of slightly overlapping
holes in between the end holes.
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Pro: Yields quick, clean mortises with
minimal setup.

Con; A benchtop mortiser serves only
one pu{pose in your shop. Entry-level
models cost $20O-$240.

Woodworkers who make a lot of mortises
find it handy to own a dedicated machine. A
benchtop mortiser works like the drill-press
attachment, but it's always ready to use.
Refer to the photos at right for details and *
see the tool review on page 78 for informa-
tion about the features and performance of
several models.

Set the fence of your benchtop mortiser to
place the hollow chisel squarely within your
mortise layout lines. Then adjust the hold-
down to secure your workpiece.

Adjust the depth-stop rod to establish the
mortise depth and keep it consistent. Drill a
hole at each end of the mortise and a series
of slightly overlapping holes in between.

Now itts tenoning time
l[ fter you finish the mortises, use your

flt..ui test pieces to set up for forming
tenons. The ideal tenon slides into its mating
mortise with firm hand pressure. Center the
tenon on the edge of the workpiece (between

faces) and make it t/to" shorter than the mor-
tise depth; this hidden gap provides a place
for excess glue and guarantees that the tenon
won't bottom out in the mortise, spoiling the
fit of the joint.

What's the best way to cut the tenons?
Match your equipment to one of the opera-
tions discussed below. If you have it all-
dado set, tablesaw, and bandsaw--rxperi-
ment to discover which method you prefer.

Pror No jigs are needed, and you make
all cuts with the workpiece completely
supported by the table.

Con: Some lesser-quality dado sets
produce a rough surface and can splin-
ter wood when crosscutting; such
surfapes must be sanded. Also, you
might find it awkward to handle work-
pieces over about 4' in length.

In the WOODa magazine shop, we usually
choose this method for cutting tenons
because it's quick, simple, and reliable.
Align your tablesaw rip fence parallel with
the dado set and make sure that your miter-
gauge fence sits at right angles to the dado
set. These steps are critical for making a
square, tight-fitting tenon.

You'Il also need to install a miter-gauge
auxiliary fence that extends to the rip fence.
Make this fence by attachinga2"-wide strip
of straight material to the gauge with
screws or double-faced tape. Now follow
the step-by-step photos at right.

If you're in the market for a dado set, see
issue 150, page 92, for the results of our
tool test or vi sit woodrn a-uaz i n e. com/claclod I
to purchase that article as a printable down-
load. We reviewed 15 models, ranging in
price from $50 to $260.

woodmagazine.com

Install a dado set and set the rip fence. The
distance from the fence to the left side of
the dado set equals the tenon length.

Butt the workpiece end against the rip fence
for the first pass. Follow with more passes
to form the cheek and then flip and repeat.

Adjust the dado set height to establish the
thickness of the tenon. For stock surfaced to
7+", set this height atl+" and make test cuts.

Adjust the dado set height if necessary and
cut the tenon edge cheeks with the same
methods used for the face cheeks.
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Pro: Smooth results at little cost.

Gon: Saw blade's working height
limits tenon length;jig takes up storage
space in your workshop.

If you're not prepared to pay $100
or more for a high-quality dado set,
cut tenons with the workpiece held
vertically on the tablesaw. You
need a dependable jig for this oper-
ation; the drawing at right shows
you how to build one at minimal
expense. We designed it to clamp
the workpiece in place and ride
flush against the rip fence.

Now, mount a combination blade
in your tablesaw and add an auxil-
iary fence to your miter gauge. Also
install a zero-clearance throat plate
to keep the thin waste pieces from
being caught and kicked back. Now
proceed as shown below.

Set the rip fence to establish the length of
the tenon and adjust the miter-gauge auxil-
iary fence so that it nearly touches the rip
fence. Set the blade height to establish the
tenon thickness. Butt the workpiece against
the rip fence and make four passes around
the workpiece. Gut a test piece as well.

Pro: A fine-tuning knob makes this jig
easier to adjust than our shop-made
version shown above.

Con: Not designed to cut edge cheeks.
Most jigs cost about $100.

Would you rather buy a jig than make your
own? In issue 152, we tested three similar-
ly priced models and liked them all. A
tenoning jig, such as the Delta version
shown at right, offers great convenience
and accuracy and should last a lifetime.
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3/q x 21/z x 24" stock

Mitered end

Quick-release toggle clamp

TENON-CUTTING JIG

z/o+" pilot hole
t/2" deep

_ ' -  _  ! ' -

3 / q x 1 3 / q x 2 "

clamp block

sAz" shank hole,
countersunk #B x 11/q" F.H.

wood screw

)x

/2" counterbore
t/q" deep with a

r/q" hole centered inside

Before cutting the finished piece, use your
test piece to set the rip fence. Raise the
blade to the kerf's height and set the fence
to cut the face cheek on the left side of the
blade. Make the cut, flip the workpiece
around, cut the other face cheek, and test
the result in a completed mortise.

For the edge cheeks, remove the clamp and
place a test piece as shown. Adjust the rip
fence as necessary hold the test piece firm-
ly in place, and make the cut. Fl ip the piece
edge for edge, cut the other edge cheek,
and test the fit in a mortise. Adjust if needed
and then cut the tenon edge cheeks.

Cutting a tenon with a
commercial jig is similar
to the process used with
our shop-made jig. Cut a
kerf around the rail, use
a zero-clearance throat
plate, and cut on the
side away from the jig
body. Cut the edge
cheeks with a bandsaw.
as shown in Tenon
Method 3, opposite
page, top, or with a
crosscut handsaw.

7+" mini-track
18 "  l ong
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Fro: It's easier to handle pieces over 4'
long on a bandsaw than on a tablesaw.

Gon: A dull or poorly tensioned blade
results in an uneven face cheek.

None of the tenoning methods discussed so
far solve the handling problem you face
when cutting oversize workpieces. Rather
than hold big pieces vertically on your
tablesaw, cut their tenons on your bandsaw,
supporting the weight of the rail with a
table-height support.

Set up for this technique by installing a
blade designed for resawing; a Vz"-wide
blade with three teeth per inch is a good
choice. Make test cuts in scrap to determine
whether you need to compensate for blade
drift by setting your fence at an angle. A
bandsaw works just fine for short work-
pieces, too, and surpasses many dado sets in
producing smooth tenon cheeks.

Cut a kerf around the workpiece as in Step
1, opposite page. Now, clamp a straight
fence to the left side of your table to cut the
face cheek on the right-hand side of the
blade. Flip it edge for edge and cut again.

Unclamp and reset the bandsaw fence to
cut the edge cheeks, as shown. Again, set
up the operation so the waste piece falls
away from the blade instead of being
trapped against the fence.

A sharp rabbeting plane removes material
more quickly than sandpaper. Here you see
a low-angle plane (Lie-Nielsen model 60%R),
designed to cut efficiently across grain and
leave a smooth surface.

Grab your sanding block again to shape a
%0" chamfer around the tenon end. A cham-
fered tenon slides more easi[ into place as
you put the joint together.

Fine-tune
tenons for
a good fit
Despite your most careful efforts,
sometimes you'll need to make a
tenon thinner or thicker to achieve a
good fit. Don't count on glue alone to
fill gaps-that approach will only
weaken the joint.

For a tenon that's slightly oversize,
use a sanding block to remove a
modest amount of materiil as shown
in the "Sanding" photo. Sandpaper
wrapped around a block is likely to
ruin the straight line of the shoulder,
so use self-adhesive sandpaper on the
bottom only. Or, if you prefer, use a
rabbeting plane and a light touch, as
shown in the "Planing" photo.

Fix a tenon that's toothin by gluing
on oversize filler pieces as shown in
the "Shimming" photo. Saw, plane,
or sand the tenon to final thickness
after the glue dries.

Finally, use a sanding block to
form a chamfer around the end of
each completed tenon, as shown in
the "Chamfering" photo. This simple
step helps you get the tenon started
into its mortise with no fuss at assem-
bly time even if the glue has begun to
swell the wood fibers. al

Written by Jim Pollock with Kevin Boyle

woodmagazine,com

Use 15O-grit sandpaper and a sanding block
to slightly reduce the thickness of a tenon.
Place self-adhesive paper on a block or
stick regular sandpaper in place with spray
adhesive or double-faced tape.

When a tenon proves to be too thin, glue a
wood shim on each face cheek to keep the
tenon centered. Make the shims thick
enough to allow remilling of the tenon.
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,rir.ri::1r,r ooking for a weekend
l', 

, project that will yield
.;.:'1i;*.;l: years Of OutdOOr Ser-
vice? Here it is. This contoured,
eye-catching bench derives
its durability from rock-solid
mortise-and-tenon joinery and
decay-resistant cedar. It has just

eight different parts, and we've
included full-size curved seat
rail and support patterns for
your convenience.

Better yet, you can build the
bench from knotty-grade cedar
posts and deck boards, yet
achieve the knot-free appear-
ance of clear-grade cedar at a
fraction of the cost. To learn
how, see the Builder's Note from
our penny-pinching Design
Editor, Jeff Mertz, ar right.
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A low-budget way to get clear cedar
lf you've tried to buy clear-grade cedar recently, you've
discovered that it's a pricey, special-order item. To build
this garden bench with premium stock, you would spend
about $245, enough for most of us to say uncle. But, for
about one-third of this cost, you can get the same unblem-
ished look that I did using readily available knotty-grade
cedar (found at home centers) and working around the
knots when laying out the pafts, as shown right. Of course,
you'l l need to spend a l itt le t ime finding the clearest boards
(it took me about 15 minutes), and you may need to buy
an extra board or two for insurance, as I did. But the sav-
ings are significant
My materials cost about
$85, including the
extra boards.

Look over your stock to find the clearest
areas. Then, lay out the parts with chalk,
as I'm doing here on a 4x4 post for the
bench legs (A).Design Editor
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For the lumber and other items needed
to build this project, see page 77.

Start with the legs
I From a 4x4 cedar post 8' long, cut
I  four c lear 18"- long workpieces for

the legs (A).  Using your jo inter,  square
two adjacent faces on each piece. Then,
cut a 2t/+" -square leg from each piece.

) Mark the two best faces on each leg
Cr for the outside. Then, lay out the
3/ex2t/2" mortises on the legs' inside
faces, where dimensioned on Drawing 1,
making sure you have mirrored pairs of
legs.  Using a 3/r"  Forstner bi t  in your
dril l  press and a fence to keep the holes
al igned, dr i l l  the t /s"  -deep mort ises.
(The mortises are %" deeper than the
mating tenons' length to prevent glue
squeeze-out and ensure t ight- f i t t ing
joints.)  Now, square their  s ides and ends
with a chisel .

Q Rout %" round-overs along al l  of
tf the legs' edges and ends. Then, sand the
legs smooth using 18O-gr i t  sandpaper.

Next up: the frame parts
I From 514 cedar deck boards planed
I to I  "  th ick,  cut  the seat rai ls (B),  bot-

tom side rails (C), and front/back rails
(D) to the sizes l isted in the Materials
List. Cut an extra piece with the same

thickness and width for forming test
tenons. (Our deck boards measured 1Zo"
thick. We planed them to 1" thick by
removing equal  amounts of  mater ia l
from both faces.)

2To form the tenons on the rai ls '
Cr  ends ,  where  d imens ioned on
Drawing 2a, frt your tablesaw with a 7+"
dado blade, and raise the blade to s/ro".
Next, attach an auxil iary fence to the
saw's rip fence and an auxil iary exten-
sion to the miter gauge as a backer to
prevent tear-out. Position the fence so it
just touches the dado blade. Now, form
a 3/8" tenon 3A" lons on the end of
your test piece, as shown in
Photo A. Test the tenon's f i t
in the leg (A) mort ises.  I f
necessary, adjust your setup,
and retest .  When you're sat is-
f ied wi th the f i t ,  cut  the
tenons on the ends of the rails
( B ,  C ,  D ) .

Q naise your dado blade ro
9V2".  Then. crosscut both
edges on your test piece to trim
the tenon's width to2t/2". Check
its fit in the leg mortises. Adjust
the blade height, if necessary. to
achieve a good fit. Now, trim
the tenons on the rails.

ill Wat<e four copies of the
T combined seat rail (B) and
seat support (F) full-size half

patterns on the WOOD Patternsa insert.
Set two of the copies aside for a seat
support. Then, cut out and spray-adhere
the remaining copies to a seat rai l ,
aligning the applicable patterns' ends
with the tenons' shoulders. (You'l l need
to flip one of the patterns over to com-
plete the contour.) Now, bandsaw and
sand to the pattern line. Using the rail as
a template, mark the contour on the other
seat rail, and cut and sand it to shape.
Remove the patterns.

f Lower your dado blade to Vq" . Then,
tJ making two passes, cut  a 1" dado
centered on the inside face of the bottom

_--l
13/q

Test piece

Keeping the end of your test piece tight against the auxiliary fence, crosscut
faces to form a 7e" tenon s/d" long.
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I lec
(Left rear shown)

21/z'

41/q'

21/z'

3/a x 21/2" mortises,
z/a" deep

3/a x 21/2" mortise,
z/a" deep

/a" round-overs
on al l  edges

and ends

both



side rails (C), where shown on Drawing 2.
Now, cut two I " dadoes V+" deep on the
inside face of the front/back rails (D),
where dimensioned.

f, Vtart the center of the arches on the bot-
lf tom side rails (C) and front/back rails
(D), where dimensioned. Then, bend a fairing
stick to these points, and draw the arches.
(For a free fairing stick plan, go to
u'orxlnraguzi nc.conrll ai rinu.) Bandsaw and
sand the arches to shape.

f Round over the edges of the rails (B, C,
I D), where shown. Sand the parts smooth.

flCut the stretcher (E) and seat supports
[r(F) to the sizes listed. Then, retrieve the
two copies of the seat support half pattern,
and spray-adhere them to a seat support,
aligning them with the support's ends.
Bandsaw and sand them to shape. Now,
using this part as a template, mark the con-
tour on the other seat support, and cut and
sand it. Remove the patterns, and sand the
supports and stretcher smooth.

Assemble the bench frame
I To assemble the legs (A), seat rails (B),
I and bottom side rails (C), first refer to

Drawing 2 for the required orienta-
tion of the parts. Then, referring to
the manufacturer's instructions,
apply a thin layer of polyurethane
glue in the mortises of two legs, and
assemble the legs, a seat rail, and a
bottom side rail. Clamp the assem-
bly together, as shown in Photo B.
(We applied glue only in the mortis-
es to prevent squeeze-out.) Repeat to
assemble the other two legs, seat
rail, and bottom side rail.

!) Ctue and clamp the seat supports
Cr (F) between the front/back rails
(D), and check for square. Then,
drill countersunk screw holes
through the rails, centered in their
dadoes, and into the supports, where
shown. Drive the screws. (We
bought the stainless steel flathead
screws for our project from
McFeely's. Call 8001443-7937 or
go to www.McFeelys.com.) Keep
the assembly on a flat surface while
the glue dries.

Q Ctue and loosely clamp the end
9 assemblies (A/B/C) to the seat

Using scrap t/+" hardboard strips to protect the
legs (A) from marks, clamp together tl'1e legs, seat
rail (B), and bottom side rail (C).

#8 x 1s/a" stainless steel

\
I 7sz" shank hole,

countersunk

@ exeloDED vrEW

t/a" round-overs
on al l  edges

and ends

13s/a'

471/z'

43"

#8 x 21/2" stainless steel

1" dado l/+" deep,

7sz" shank hole,
countersunk

1 " dado
th" deep

451/q"

7az" pilot hole
1g/q" deep

1" dadoes t/q" deep..

1/a"

along
round-over
outside edge

nm1
! fi6il 'l

$iiiiill

rul

I
-J
23/+"

I

/e" round-ou"r7

31/2'

#8 x2t/2"
stainless steel

F.H. screw

@reruoN DETATL
F.H. screw
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31/2x31/z x 96" Cedar (4x4) *Plane or resaw to the thicknesses l isted in the Materials List.

-!

Gutting Diagram

1lAa x 51/z x 96" Cedar (5/ x6)

B seat rails

C bottom side rails 1u

D fronVback rails 5f2

E stretcher

F seat supports 1 u z/E/ 13t/z' C

G fronVback
seat slats

H center seat slats 3/qu 2' 47Vz' C

regs

With the seat support assembly (D/F) on
1th"-tall spacers, glue and clamp the end
assemblies (NB/C) to the fronVback rails (D).

support assembly (D/F), as shown in
Photo C. You can avoid using extra-long
clamps by clamping from the seat rails (B)
to the seat supports (F), as shown. Then,
glue the stretcher (E) in place between
the bottom side rails (C), and tighten the
clamps. Dril l  countersunk screw holes
through the bottom side rails, centered over
their dadoes, and into the stretcher. Now,
drive the screws.

Add the slats and finish
I elane 514 cedar deck boards to 3/+"

I thick. Cut the front/back seat slats (G)

and center seat slats (H) to size. Round over
the slats' edges and ends, where shown on
Drawing 2. Sand the slats smooth.

woodmagazine.corn

Using lc"-thick spacers and hardboard scraps
to position the fronVback seat slats (G) on the
frame, drill the holes, and drive the screws.

I Before mounting the slats, apply a
A coat of waterproof penetrating oil
wood sealer to the bench frame and
slats. (We used Behr Premium Clear
Weatherproofing Wood Sealer & Finish,
available at Home Depot.) To give the bot-
toms of the legs (A) extra protection, soak
them in sealer in a disposable pie pan.

Q Wtren the sealer dries, position the
tJ front/back seat slats (G) on the bench
frame with their ends /+" from the legs
(A) and their inside edge flush with the
legs' inside face, as shown in Photo D.
Then, dr i l l  countersunk screw holes
through the slats and into the front/back
rails (D), where shown on Drawing 2, and
drive the screws.

1 6 1  t l  n
I , '  V4 U

131/q' C

2yi' 451/t' C

z', 43',

Materials key: C-choice of cedar, redwood, or cypress.

Supplies: Spray adhesive, polyurethane glue, #8x2t/2"
stainless steel flathead screws (12), #8x1% stainless steel
flathead screws (28).

Blades and bits; Dado-blade set, /e" round-over
router bit, %" Forstner bit.

/ Position the center seat slats (H) on the
'tbench 

frame, inserting Vq"-thick spac-
ers (not hardboard) between them and the
front/back seat slats (G). Center the seat
slats so they overhang the seat rails (B) %"
at each end. Make any adjustments needed
for uniform spacing. Then, drill counter-
sunk screw holes through the seat slats and
into the seat rails and seat supports (F),

where shown, and drive the screws. Now,
move the bench to your garden, kick back,
and take some time to smell the roses. JF

Written by Owen Duvall
Project design: Jeff Mertz
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

Find more
great outdoor

projects at

woodma gazine.com/outdoor

J f 2

1 "

3/a'

1lAa x 51/z x 96" Cedar (5/ x6)

11Aa x 51/z x 96" Cedar (514x6)

1 lAa x 51/z x 96" Cedar (5/ax6)
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problern is the time
and effort required
to precisely cut all
those rnortises loy
hand. Thatts where
these machines
corne to the rescue.
Read on to learn
which of seven
machines bore best,
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Are vou readv for
a beirchtop nlortiser?
The article on poge 68 shows three options
for making mortises, and your need for
speed may motivate you to buy a dedicated
machine. Benchtop mortisers (sometimes

called "hol low-chisel mort isers") cut mor-
tises faster-and cleaner-than drilling a
row of holes and cleaning up the mortise
with a chisel. Drill-press attachments work
fine for occasional use or for mortises
smaller than .%", but most drill presses
aren't designed to provide the pressure and
leverage required to plunge a larger bit and
chisel into hardwoods.

Be aware, though, that benchtop mortisers
(and dri l l -press attachments) fal l  short
when it comes to boring throu-eh-rnortises.
Despite our best efforts to control tear-out
as the chisel/bit  exits the wood, we've
found the results unacceptably rough.
Often, though. that tear-out will be hidden
by the shoulders of the rnating tenon.

5 key hoyi+gconsrceralrons
I Motor speed. All of the machines in our
I test displayed arnple power to cut mor-

tises, but some do the job faster than others.
The reason: Five units spin the bit at speeds
of about 1.120 rpm, while the Bridgewood
HM-l l  and Shop Fox Wl67l  run about
twice as fast, with speeds
of 3,400 and 3,450 rpm.
Some woodworkers dis-
dain high-speed machines.
arguing that the auger bit
overheats easier, causing it
to lose its temper and not
hold a sharp edge. In our
shop tests, though, we
measured little difference
in auger-bit temperatures
between high-speed and
low-speed rnachines after
boring a 4"- long mort ise,
as shown at right.

We did find a significant
difference, however, in the
amount of time it took to
make that same mortise
with each of the machines.
In hardwoods, the hi-eh-
speed mortisers did the job

in about half the time of
the slow-speed machines.
We noticed. too, that the
slow machines were more
prone to stalling in hard-
woods, often caused by an
effant wood chip getting
trapped between the bit
and ch ise l .
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Pine i

3,450
RPM

1,725
RPM

3,450
RPM

1,725
RPM

3,450
RPM

1,725
RPM

Maple

How a mortiser drills
square holes
Yes, you can dr i l l  a square hole
with a round bi t .  Here's how: An
auger- type dr i l l  b i t  spins inside a
hol low four-s ided chisel  secured to
the mortiser, The bit itself locks
into a dr i l l  chuck inside the head
of the machine. When you pul l
down on the mortiser's feed lever,
the bi t  and chisel  p lunge simulta-
neously into your workpiece.

Like al l  dr i l l  b i ts,  the auger bi t
bores a hole and ejects the chips.
Meanwhi le,  the four sharp edges
of the chisel pare the wood
around the bored hole into a
square shape. The auger bi t
removes this waste, as well,
through a chip eject ion s lot  in the
chisel .  To learn more about
bit/chisel sets and how to get the
most out of  them, see "5 th ings
you need to know about hollow
mortise chisels" on page 100.

)Plunging actiort. Here's where the
Er benchtop mortisers have it all over drill-
press-mounted attachments. A long handle
means more leverage, and Shop Fox's 22"
handle is the longest in the test, followed by
the 2l " handles on the General International

machines. These three mortisers also have a
horizontal "L" grip (shown on the ne.t/
poge), makin-e thern easier to operate
through their fLrll range of motion.

We also pref'er mr,rlti-position handles
that you reposition to gain a more cornfbrt-

TEMPERATURE
Bit temperature after boring a 3u6" wide, 1yz"-deep,4"-long mortise

(average of three tests)

Maple

275" 2550

- 3 0 0 -

- 2 5 0 -

1,725 3,450 1,725 3,450 1,725 3,450
RPM RPM RPM RPM RPM RPM

The steel in these bits will begin to lose its hardness
when it reaches a temoerature of about 500oF.

3,450 RPM MOTORSWORK FASTER,
BUT NOT NECESSARILY HOfiERTHAN 1,725 RPM MOTORS

SPEED
Length of 7s'wide, 11/2"-deep mortise.bored in 30 seconds

(average of three tests)

1" 2" 3' 4',0 Pine : Oak

1700 1g60 2710 275(,

- 3 0 0 -- 3 0 0 -

Fffiffi I

FI

I

Chisel lock

Hollow chisel
with auger bit
housed within

Chip-eject ion slot
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With the chisel iouching the workpiecE, the handle of the Bridgewood mortiser (left) can be placed in any of four positions (every 45") to suit
your cofifort or to give you the best leverage, We prefer ihe siraight-up position tor starting.) With the two-position handle ot ths General
International (|,ght), ygur starting-position choices are limited to reaching behind the machine or making only a shallow cut.

able or advantageous starting point, regard-
less of the thickness of your workpiece,
length of chisel, or depth of mortise. The
photos above demonstrate the importance
of these handles.

All of the tested mortisers employ a reli-
able depth stop to ensure consistent cutting
depth, but only three (the Fisch and both
General International models) also have a
top stop to limit upward travel of the head.
That feature saves you both time and energy
because the mortiser head doesn't have to
return to its full height after each cut.

Incidentally, don't get too hung up on
buying the longest stroke (plunge depth) in
the test. Most hollow mortise chisels can

cut only 4-5" deep, so any stroke capacity
more than that is overkill.

QFtnttt and hold-downs. A mortiser's
tffence fixes the distance between the
mortise and the edge of the workpiece, and
all proved reliable and square to the table-
top. Fence locks on the two machines that
have microadjusters (Fisch and Shop Fox)
were difficult to access, while Delta's rack-
and-pinion mechanism offers fast, but not
fine, fence adjustments.

The taller the fence, the better it supports
when you're mortising'the edge of a wide
workpiece. (Because a mortise is usually
made in the edge of a workpiece, we'll use
the term width to describe the vertical

dimension.) However, in most cases, the
fence height also dictates the minimum
width of workpiece you can mortise. Only
the recessed fences on the Delta (shown
below center) and General International
mortisers allow the hold-down to go lower
than the top of the fence.

Workpiece hold-downs on nearly all of
the mortisers we tested are made of cast
iron, a sometimes rough surface that can
mar your workpiece. (Setting the hold-
down two thicknesses of paper higher than
your workpiece virtually eliminates the
marring and still allows you to slide the
workpiece as you lengthen the mortise.)
The General International machines stand

b:
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GOOD: Bridgewood's stock hold-down
requires a hex wrench to secure it. And its
1%"-high fence provides average support.
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BETTER: Delta's fence stands nearly 3" tall
for extra support, yet the stock hold-down
works with material as narrow as 1".

BEST We liked General International's holding
system because of its column-mounted hold-down,
large locking knob, and handwheel stock clamp.
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General International's handy ratcheting lock
secures the chisel. The rest of the mortisers
require a wrench or screwdriver.

out here for a couple reasons. First, the long
"fingers" on the hold-down keep wide
workpieces from twisting as you pull the
chisel out of them. Second, the holddown
locks with a large handwheel rather than a
ratcheting knob or hexhead screw.

1l Changing chisels and bits. The
tlceneral 

International mortisers make
this task as tool-free as possible (see photo
above), requiring only a chuck key to install

the bit. Delta's hexhead wrench is on one
end of the chuck key, making that the only
tool needed for bit and chisel changes. Jet's
chuck key (shown above) is the longest,
reaching easily inside the mortiser's head to
tighten and loosen the chuck; Bridgewood's
(top right photo) is the shortest, and a real
knuckle-banger.

EWort piece capacities.The true capaci-
tf ties of these machines are tough to nail

down, because hollow-mortise chisel
lengths vary from size to size and brand to
brand. The "Maximum Distance From
Bushing to Table" column in the chart at the
end of this article gives a comparative
indication of each mortiser's true capacity.
To leam a machine's capacity for a particu-
lar chisel, subtract the length of the mortise
chisel (our 3/s" chisel, for example,was 4V+"
long) from the dimension listed in the chart.

Jet's long chuck key and wide-open access to the drill chuck (/eft) make it easy to secure bits.
By contrast, Bridgewood's chuck (right) can only be operated from the right or front of the
machine, and the handle of the chuck key hits the cover knob.

High points
i Hexhead wrench on chuck key makes for one-

tool biVchisel changes.
I The unique rack-and-pinion fence mechanism

makes for silky-smooth adjustments to the
fence location.

I Large cast-iron table/base provides a broad,
stable work surface, enabling you to mortise
into the face of wide workpieces.

I Cutout in fence allows the hold-down to work
with pieces as narrow as 1".

i Head rotates to mortise off the table.
I Onboard storage for all adjustment tools.
I Four chisels included in purchase price.

Low points
? Straignt handle grip is not as ergonomic as

horizontal grip found on some machines.

More points
) lncluded riser block and extra-long hold-down

post add 13/q" of workpiece capacity when you
need it, but defeats the rack-and-pinion fence
adjuster when installed.

The highs, lows, and more of senen mortisers

High points
I The high-speed motor cuts mortises faster

than the slow-speed motors found on most
other models.

I Four possible handle positions for each mortise
allow the user to choose the most comfoftable
or advantageous one.

Low points
? Short handle means more muscle is required to

ct-tt1/2" or wider mortises.
I Short chuck key makes bit changing difficult,

and access is limited for left-handed users.
? No chisels included in purchase price.
I The only mortiser that requires a hexhead

wrench to set the cutting-depth stop.
? No onboard storage for adjustment tools.

More points
) A good performer, but strictly barebones

compared to the other machines.
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High points
I Top stop on depth stop limits

upward travel of the head, saving
you both time and energy.

I Onboard storage for all adjustment
tools.

Low points
? Straight handle grip is not as

ergonomic as horizontal grip on
some other machines,

I Strong head-return spring works
against you, especially when cutting
deep or wide mortises.

More points
) Microadjustable fence makes it easy

to fine-tune a mortise location, but
the locking knob is awkward to use.

High points
i The best workholding system in the test, with a

substantial hold-down and a screw clamp.
I Cutouts in fence allow hold-down to secure

workpieces narrower than the fence is tall.
The fence also features a scale showing its
distance from the center of the mortise.

I Besides a depth-of-cut stop and a top stop to
limit upward head travel, this machine also has
a mortise-length stop.

I Long handle for better leverage and horizontal
grip for operator comfort.

I Four chisels included in purchase price,

Low points
I Two-position handle limits your choice of

starting points to optimize leverage.
? 0nboard storage for chuck key, but not for

adjustment tools.
I Instruction manual is vague, assuming too

much knowledge on the part of the user.

More points
) lf you don't need to make angled mortises, or

work off the table. this is the best in the bunch.

GRADES C4

NOTES: 1. Subtract the length of the mortise chisel from
this dimension to determine the mortiser's capacity
Chisel lengths vary by diameter and manufacturer.

2. Maximum plunging distance of the chisel.

3. (Cl) Cast iron
(MDF) Medium-densityfiberboard

4. (F) Fixed column
(R) Column rotates

(TR) Column tilts and rotates

2 2 1 H  |  
' l

5 .  (H) Hoirzontalgr ip
(S) Straight grip

6. Within the range cr the
user's reach.

7. I
tr
!
E

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

These machines mortise to the max
Although we prefer fast-cutting high-
speed mortisers, we found the rugged
construction and user-friendliness of the
General International 75-050 T impos-
sible to resist, so it's our Top Tool.
True, it's the most expensive machine
in the test, and it lacks a multi-position
handle. But the solid hold-down, fence

scale, front-mounted clamp, length stop,
and tilting head are features normally found
only on industrial-grade mortisers that cost
twice as much. And, aside from chucking
the auger bit, every routine adjustment on
this machine is performed without the use
of a single tool. Don't need the tilting, rotat-
ing head? The General International T5-050

Ml is nearly the same machine, except for
those functions, for $40 less.

Our choice for Top Value was tougher,
with a virtual tie between the Delta 14-651
and the Shop Fox W1671. We like Shop
Fox's powerful high-speed motor, with
which we bored cleanly-and quickly-
into oak and maple without stalling. Figure
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High points
I This machine has all the great features

found on the 75-050 M1: excellent stock
hold-downs and fence; depth, top, and
length stops; and a long handle with
horizontal grip.

I The head of this moftiser tilts to make
angled moftises, such as those in chair legs
and back splats. lt also rotates (without
using tools) for off-thetable mortising.

l Large cast-iron base provides a broad,
stable work surface.

i Four chisels included in purchase price.

Low points
I Same low points as General International

75-050 M1.

More points
I This mortiser can do it all, and do it well, so

it's our choice for Top Tool.

High points
I No tools needed to secure fence and hold-down.
I Long chuck key makes tightening and loosen-

ing the drill chuck easy.
i 3"-long fingers on hold-down are about 1"

longer than most to better stabilize thick
workpieces.

Low points
? Short handle means more muscle is required to

cuI1/2" or wider mortises.
? Straight handle grip is not as ergonomic as the

horizontal grip found 0n some machines.
? 0nboard storage for chuck key,'but not for

adjustment tools,

More points
) Head rotates to mortise off the table, but the

machine must be unbolted from the bench to
do so.

) 0ptional riser block ($20) boosts workpiece
capacity by 2".

on adding another $40 or so to the price to
get a full set of chisels, though. Delta
includes all the chisels you're likely to
need, comes nicely appointed with a rack-
and-pinion fence and riser block, and all
routine adjustments are made with the
chuck key. If you don't mind its slower
speed, this mortiser is a great value. Q

Written by Dave Campbellwith Jeff Hall

woodmagazine.com

Sharc your opinion
of these mortisers in
our Interactive Tool

Review at
woodma gazi ne.com/mortisers

High points
I The high-speed motor cuts mortises faster

than the slow-speed motors found on most
other models.

i Long handle for better leverage, and horizontal
grip for operator comfoil.

I Big-capacity machine: Bores to the center of an
8" workpiece, and the head and hold-down can
be quickly reconfigured to moftise pieces about
that wide (both best in the test).

I Large cast-iron base provides a stable work
surface.

Low points
? Only one chisel included in purchase price.

More points
) Microadjustable fence makes it easy to fine-

tune a moftise location, but the locking knob is
awkward to use,

) Head rotates to mortise off the table, but the
machine must be unbolted from the bench to
do so.
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Bushing for 3/q" chisel 9. (C) China
Hold-down extension (T) Taiwan
Riser block
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Spindle exiension article.s. production and

Tool caddy do not include shiPPing'
where applicable.
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(R)
(s)
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Teknatool of New Zealand started the woodturning chuck revoluiion in 1988. Shown above is the business end ol its Nova Titan chuck.

When first introduced, four-
jaw chucks were viewed by
many as a luxury just for
professional turners, But
they offer so many advan-
tages that anyone from
novice level on up would
benefit from ornrnurg one,

84

ith prices ranging from about
$35 up to $280, you're probably
asking yourself why you should

buy a four-jaw chuck for your lathe. Here
are some of the best reasons:
r Chucks provide quick, accurate, and pos-
itive centering of bowl blanks and standard
turning squares.
I There's no need to glue a waste block to
your turning blank or give up bowl-blank
thickness to accommodate the screws need-
ed to fasten it to a faceplate.

r When using a chuck to turn a bowl from
green stock, you can rough it out, remove it
from the lathe, and then later remount it
with greater ease and convenience than
with faceplate mounting.
I Accessory chuck jaws are available to
hold work as small as a Vq"-diameter tenon
on a miniature vessel and as large as the rim
of an 18"-diameter platter.
I You can turn a bowl and finish it inside
and out with little or no trace of how it was
held on the lathe.
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The chuck jaws attach to the jaw slides with
machine screws, allowing the use of a wide
variety of specialized accessory jaws.

How a chuck worlcs
A chuck consists of a body, jaw slides, and
jaws, as shown above.Internal spiral gear-
ing moves all four jaws simultaneously,
keeping them equidistant from the center of
the chuck body. The jaws operate with twin
levers or a single key. Lever action requires
either the simultaneous use of both hands,
or temporarily locking the lathe spindle to
adjust the chuck with one lever. Single-key
chucks offer the advantage of one-hand
operation without the necessity of locking
the lathe spindle. One-hand tightening or
loosening leaves the other hand free to con-
trol stock when mounting it or a finished
piece when removing it from the chuck.

Iaw design
There are two basic jaw designs, dovetail
and serrated, as shown below. Most jaws
for Vicmarc and Axminster chucks are of
the dovetail design. The flanged SuperNova
jaws are a variation of this design. Serrated
jaws are most common on Oneway chucks.

(Chuck viewed straight on looking toward the headstock)

JAWS NEAR MINIMUM OPENING
PROVIDE MAXIMUM GRIP

How a chuck grips
Chuck jaws either contract around a turned
spigot (round tenon) or expand into a hol-
lowed-out recess. In contracting mode, the
jaws commonly supplied with chucks grip
spigots from |Vz" to 3" in diameter. These
same jaws expand into turned recesses from
2" to 3V2" in diameter.

Because chuck jaws form a circle when
completely closed, they make continuous
contact when contracting around a spigot or
expanding into a recess that is just slightly
larger than the diameter of the circle, as
shown above. This provides the greatest

JAWS NEAR MAXIMUM OPENING
PROVIDE LESS GRIP

holding power and safest operation. As the
jaws approach their maximum open posi-
tion they make only point contact with the
workpiece, as shown above. Gripping only
at these points (eight in contracting mode,
or four in expanding mode) is less secure
and risks marring the wood. Manufacturers
offer accessory jaws to cover a wide range
of gripping diameters.

When turning, be careful of chuck jaws
adjusted near their maximum diameter. The
farther open the jaws, the more they extend
beyond the chuck body, and if touched, the
more likely they are to cause injury.

f> Jaw motion =) yyor'piece point of contact

Bowl with

Dovetail jaws usually leave minimal or no marking on the finished ves-
sel, reducing the need to remount it to remove any marks.

woodmagazine.com

Serrated iaws have great holding powe6 particularly when grip-
ping end-grain stock, but leave marks that must be removed.
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Turning a bord with a four-jaw chuck
Start on the outside
For r.uountin-q side-grain bowl blanks. rnany
chucks corre with a screw center. To use
this center, instal l  i t  in the chr,rck by -erip-

pin,q i t  with the jaws. Dri l l  a hole equal in
diarneter to the root of the screw and sli-eht-
ly deeper than its len-eth. centered on the top
face of the blank. Then thread the blank onto

the screw. En-ea-ee the lathe tail center for
additional support while turning the rough
shape of the bowl. Now tum the outside of
the bowl. shaping its bottom to be held by
the chuck jaws. as shown in the photo at
1eli. Screw-center mounting allows for easy
removal and remounting of the blank while
rnaintaining its centered position.

Shape the bottom
When shapin-e the outside of a bowl, form
its bottom to fit yor"rr chuck jaws so you can
reverse the blank. -urrp it with the chuck,
and fbnn the inside. For contracting dove-
tail jaws, form a dovetail spigot as shown
belotr leli. Cut the inside corner where the
spi-eot meets the bowl body crisp and clean
to provide a positive -eripping corner for the
chuck jaws. Leave a flat bearing surface for
the jaw ends. Because the jaws pul l  in on
the spi-eot as well as squeezing it. make the
spi-eot slightly shorter than the jaw depth, so
it  does not bottom out. Sand and f inish as
much of the outside of the bowl as possible.

The same jaws that contract onto a spigot
also will expand into a recess hollowed out
in the bottom of a bowl. as shown below.
When planning the shape of your bowl,
leave extra thickness in i ts bottom to
accommodate this recess. Make it about
t,/s-t/t" deep. cleanly cut, and with its edge

With its exterior shaped, this partially formed bowl was cut
center secures it to the chuck.

Dovetail jaws contracting around a spigot: When forming a
spigot at the bottom of a bowl, match the angle of the outside
edge of  the spigot  to the angle of  the jaws.

B6

following the sl'rape of the
jaws.  Leave suf f lc ient

Dovetail jaws expanding into a recess: When form-
ing a recess in the bottom of a bowl, match the angle of
the inside rim of the recess to the angle of the jaws.

in half to show how the screw
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wood around the recess to sup-
port the outward force exerted by
the expanding jaws. Gripping the
bowl in this manner allows you
to completely form the outside,
including its bottom. With the
outside of the bowl formed, sand
it and apply a finish.

Generally speaking, contract-
i n g  o n t o  a  s p i g o t  p r o v i d e s
the greatest  holding power.
However, for turnings of large
diameter but shallow depth, such
as a large platter, expanding into
a recess gives better results.
Regardless of how the chuck
holds the workpiece, be sure to
periodically check its tightness.

NorY form the inside
With the outside of the bowl
complete, remove it from the
screw center, and remove the
screw center from the chuck. To

Although each manufacturer has a different name for this chuck accessory adjustable bowl jaws all
work the same. Resilient grippers hold the bowl rim to the chuck jaws. Sets cost from $50 to $140.

hollow the inside of the bowl, remount it as
shown, opposite page, bottom. When turn-
ing the inside, take care not to catch the
tool. Chucks do not hold turning stock as
securely as a standard faceplate where sev-
eral screws secure the blank. A bad catch
can dislodge the bowl from the chuck. Once
the final inside shape and wall thickness of
the bowl have been achieved, sand it and
apply the finish. For a bowl gripped in a
recess, simply remove it from the chuck.

Chucks also can grip
most common sizes of
turning squares.
Because square stock
cannot be held as
securely as round
stock, hold it with the
chuck and support it
with a tail center, as
shown at right. Then
turn a round spigot on
the tailstock end. Now
flip the square end for
end, and grip the spigot
in the chuck, once
again supporting it with
the tail center. When
you cut square stock
for mounting in a
chuck, make accuracy
a priority; out-of-square stock is difficult to grip securely. The slightly rounded
jaw corners of Oneway chucks offer the best design for gripping square stock.

woodmagazine.com

Back to the bottom
For a bowl gripped by a spigot, reverse-
chuck it, gripping the rim with a shop-made
jam chuck or accessory adjustable bowl
jaws, as shown above. Then turn away the
spigot, and form a slight iecess in the bot-
tom of the bowl. Whether using a jam
chuck or a four-jaw chuck fitted with bowl
jaws, support the workpiece with the tail
center for as long as possible. Finish-sand
the turned area, and apply a finish. JF

Sources
Woodturning chucks.

Packard Woodworks. Call 800/683-8876, or go to
packardwoodworks.com.

Grizzly Industrial. Call 8001523-4777, or go to grizzly.com.

Penn State lndustries. Call8001377-7297, or go to
oennstateind.com.

Craft Supplies, USA. Call 800/551-8876, or go lo wood-
turnerscatalog.com.

Goming in issue 159. See Wise Buys in this
upcoming issue for reviews of four chucks priced from
about $35 to $235.

Meet the authots
This article was
produced with the
help of Kip
Christensen and
Rex Burningham.
Kip teaches
furniture design
and prototyping
at Brigham Young
University in
Provo, Utah. He
frequently demon-
strates turning
techniques at
national symposia
and workshops.
Rex teaches
turning at Craft Supplies USA, also in
Provo. He exhibits his work in galleries
and craft shows, and has assisted such
legendary turners as Richard Raffin,
Rude Osolnik, Dale Nish, and Ray Key.

lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

Kip Ghristensen

Rex Burningham
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TOOL RAGE

Readers roll out their most inrrcntive solutions for controlling clufter.

I
I

I
I

t |! |J e teamed with Chevy Silverado
lf,t and DeWalt Tools to rustle
U U up the best storage ideas in the

nation during our 2004 "Rugged 'n' Ready
Tool Storage Contest." After pouring
through the many deserving entries, the
judges (Bill Krier, editor-in-chief; Marlen

GONTEST
Kemmet, managing editor; Kevin Boyle,
senior design editor; and Jan Svec,
projects editor) chose 13 winners: I
grand pnze,2 runners-up, and ten judges'
choice awards. Some are pretty, others just
practical, but all offer creative solutions
for workshop storage.

Tag-along tool tote
Kevin Hall of Tremonton, Utah, drew inspiration from a rolling carry-on suitcase to create
on-the-go storage for the tools and supplies he needs for household repairs and chores
outside the shop. Just like the airline version, his features sturdy wheels and a retractable
handle. The lid flips up and L-shape sides swing open wide to brace the tote and provide
access to the tools and accessories inside. Custom holders keep evefihing in
place while on the roll, and a removable tray holds screws and hardware.

We liked Kevin's idea so much that we'll bring you complete plans for our
version in the next issue.
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Open the tote wide for easy access
to tools and accessories ...

... latch the lid and doors
for secure transport ...

... and slide down the locking
handle for compact storage.
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Flip-up platforms for benchtop tools
Randy Kough's 12x16'shop in Deltona, Florida, quickly became
cramped when outfitted with a full complement of benchtop tools.
To save space, he made hinged platforms that hold the
machines upside down and out of the way under the bench.
When fl ipped up, a single leg mounted to a strap hinge supports
each plywood platform. Sometimes simple is best, and that's why
Randy's low-cost solution caught our judges' attention.

Four-door clamshell corner cabinet
Dick Carlson of Ridgefield, Washington, wanted to keep the dust
off his shelves, so he added a door. Then his creativity kicked in,
and he designed four doors. Each holds tools on hooks, and
every door is narrower than the next. They're mounted to a stair-
step-shape block so each opens to a full 90'. He categorized the
tools on the doors, making them easy to find. Over 250 tools now
reside in this cabinet that takes almost no shop space at all.
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We knew we couldn't narrow the field to just three
winners, so our judges awarded prizes to the 10 next
best. Each of these lucky woodworkers gets to find
storage space for about $500 worth of DeWalt tools.

Bench-side tool chest
Jeff Bradford added loads of storage
space alongside the bench in his
Seabrook, Texas, shop. But he didn't
stop there. Using carving and intarsia,
he lurned the chest into a thing of beauty.
Made mostly of mahogany (solid and
plywood), the chest sports a 11/2" maple
butcher-block top. Jeff even included a
tote box that he can use to carry tools
needed for jobs outside the shop.

i Multi-task tool organizer
i AoU Reid got tired of chasing tools and

I

DW433KT belt sander * DW618B3 router kit

No-spill screw box
Larry Miller of Olympia, Washington,
keeps his corded and cordless drills, bits,
and an ample supply of screws in one
portable box that measures less than
10x13x17". Made mostly from scrap
wood, the box houses two trays that rise
on aluminum arms. The top tray nests on
the lower unit and features a hinged lid to
prevent screw spills.

DW735 thickness planer

accessories all over his Savage,
Minnesota, workshop, so he corralled
them in this cabinet. Drawers offer ample
storage while cubbies accommodate
portable power tools. Bob wheels the
organizer to any of his tools needing its

c

2
a

c
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E

built-in stock support roller.

Continued on page 90
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Right-height work table
Russell Zirngible of Owatonna, Minnesota, built his rolling "do-it-
all table" to provide storage, an assembly surface, and outfeed
support in one compact package.
The tops supports
are marked
with various
heights for quick
outfeed setup at
various machines.
Slide-out trays
store tools
behind hardboard
doors, and electri-
cal outlets put
power close
at hand.

4

Mobile tablesaw center
This heavy-duty saw station enables Daniel Rabinovitz of
Murrysville, Pennsylvania, to wheel his tablesaw and accessories
onto his gravel driveway,
where he does
most of his i;
woodworking. The
large pneumatic tires
make it easy to roll
while 15 storage draw-
ers and compartments
place needed tools
within reach. Daniel
even incorporated
dust collection and a
fold-away outfeed support
into the design.

Expandable workbench
Buddy Rosene of San Antonio combined a cast-otf card file
cabinet, a couple of pieces of old benchtop, and dining-table
equalizer slides into a heavy-duty bench chock-full of functional
storage. When he
needs
a bit
more work space,
Buddy simply adds
one or two more
leaves. The whole
works rides on a
mobile base.
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Traditional tool chest
Paul Ganther of Stephenville, Texas,
designed and built this chest to hold a
treasure trove of hand tools inherited from
his grandfathers. The chest resembles
ones that carpenters once used to house
their tools and showcase their craft. Paul's
features six removable boxes (known as
tills) that hold smaller items, plus large-
tool storage below. There's even a
recessed compartment in the lid. All are
covered with veneers and inlays. |l

Race-ready tool transport
Machinist Frank Buddell of Lansing,
l l l inois, created this
racy looking toolbox
for his son, Mike, to

butcher-block top. \
Go-kart suspension
parts create the high-
performance wheelset.

Rolling tool tower
Marc Aronson of Chatsworth, California,
fit a shopful of small items into a
2'-diameter, S4"-tall tower. Tools and
supplies mount on all four outer sides
while one side hinges open to reveal
slide-out trays. On these, Marc stores bits,
blades, tool cases, and more. The tower
features a lazy Susan that locks onto the
caster-equipped base.

Standing tool cabinet
John Boldt of San Antonio built this cabi-
net to house his hand tools plus some that
belonged to his father and grandfather.
He used ten different hardwoods to create
the cabinet and the custom-fitted holders
within. One surprise: This cabinet rolls on
heavy-duty casters.
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brush on
aflawless
vatnish
finish

ost of us brush on oil-based
varnish or polyurethane to
beautify and protect our pro-

jects. (For the purposes of this article, we
refer to oil-based varnish and oil-based
polyurethane as varnish.) However, we also
know the frustration of seeing dust nibs,
brush marks. and runs in those finishes.
Rather than accept these flaws as part of
finishing with varnish, adopt the following
tips. They'Il pay off with a finish that feels
smooth and looks terrific-guaranteed!

I Before you begin rrr
In most circumstances, varnish dries slowly,
providing a wet, sticky gathering place for
dust. When the weather turns cold, drying
time really sfretches out, so warm your fin-
ishing area to 70 degrees F prior to finishing.

Reduce the amount of dust in the air by
making your finishing area aS clean as possi-
ble. Work in a room that's separate from your
workshop, if possible. Clean the floor with a
wet mop, place paper under your project, and
then clean the project with a shop vacuum
and a store-bought tack rag or a cloth moist-
ened with mineral spirits or naphtha. (Wear
appropriate gloves when handling solvents,
and ensure the space is well ventilated.)

Choose a high-quality brush with natural
bristles and flagged (spliQ ends. Flagging
increases the number of contact points,
resulting in a smoother.application. The bris-
tle end of the brush should have a V shape
when viewed from the side.

Make sure you can see exactly what you're
doing. Place a light source nearby, at a low
angle to the surface, as shown at right.

Build your finish with two or three coats of
glossy varnish. For the final coat, apply a
varnish with the desired sheen, whether satin
or glossy. By following this procedure, you
avoid the cloudiness produced by several
layers of satin vamish.

It's easy to miss a spot or overlook a flaw as
you brush on finish under typical workshop
lighting. Correct the situation by placing a
lamp or worklight to bounce light across the
project toward you. Reflecting light illumi-
nates glare from wet finish and highlights
runs, dust nibs, and other boo-boos.

?As you brush rrr
To keep your finishing material as clean as
possible, pour a small amount of varnish
from the can into a jar that's wide enough
for your brush. For the first coat, add an
equal amount of mineral spirits (paint thin-
ner). This mixture produces a thin coat that
dries harder than unthinned varnish. mak-
ing it easier to sand away the first-coat
roughness without clogging the sandpaper.

The second and third coats can be
slightly thinned or applied full strength.
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However, when the temperature is 90
degrees or higher, fast drying becomes a
problem. As a result, air bubbles solidify
instead of popping, leaving bumps in the
finish. Use a mix of 20 percent mineral spir-
its and 80 percent varnish for each coat to
slow the drying and let the bubbles pop.

Now, brush on the varnish as shown in the
sequence of photos opposite, top. After
each coat dries, sand lightly with 320-gnt
sandpaper to remove nibs and level the

surface. If you don't see significant flaws,
rub with 0000 steel wool to improve bond-
ing of the next coat. (Substitute a synthetic
pad if finishing with water-base.) Moisten a
a cloth with mineral spirits or naphtha and
wipe the surface to remove the residue.

Apply three or more coats to a tabletop or
any surface that will get lots of hard use.
Other surfaces need only two coats, and
intricately detailed areas look best with just
two coats of a 50/50 mix.
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On a tabletop or other flat horizontal
surface, brush varnish from one end to the
other in overlapping strips. Begin each strip
about 3" from one end, as shown above,
and brush to that end. Then return to the
starting point and brush to the opposite end.

Eliminate ridges and bubbles by tipping off.
First, press the bristles against the jar edge,
or squeeze them with a paper towel to
remove most of the varnish. Then hold the
brush straight up and draw the bristle tips
lightly over the wet surface with the grain.

tf you can't reposition a vertical surface t6 lie
flat, use cross'brushing to minimize runs. Load
less varnish into the brush, start at the bottom
and work up, brushing horizontally toward
each edge from the middle. Tip off with vertical
strokes from bottom to top.

Do a thorough job of rubbing on tabletops
and other flat horizontal surfaces that are
highly visible and often touched. The other
areas of your project, such as legs, require
only careful sanding or modest rubbing
with 0000 steel wool. fl

3 After the finish cures ..,
For a professional-quality finish, take
another step after applying the final coat of
varnish. Allow the varnish to cure in normal
conditions for at least two weeks, and then
rub it out as demonstrated in the sequence
of photos below.

Rubbing eliminates any remaining flaws,
creates an even sheen, and makes it possible
to adjust the sheen of either satin or glossy
varnish from flat to satin to somewhat
glossy-it's difficult to.rub most varnish
finishes to a high gloss.

After the final coat cures, sand again as you
did between coats, using 320-grit stearated
sandpaper alone or 320-grit weVdry sand-
paper plus mineral spirits as a lubricant.
Sand just enough to levelthe imperfections
and wipe off the residue with a cloth.

woodmagazine.com

After sanding, use 0000 steel wool to create
a soft satin sheen. Press a thick piece of
steel wool flat with your hand and rub firmly
in long, straight strokes with the grain. Wipe
off the residue on the workpiece with a cloth
dampened with mineral spirits or naphtha.

For a higher sheen, rub in a fine rubbing
compound, such as those forind at an auto-
supply store. The lamb's wool applicator
shown here lets you use two hands and
apply even pressure. Pick one up at a home
center or hardware store.
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indch
leasing to the eye and soothing to the
ear, this project assembles so easily,
you' l l  want to bui ld one for yourself

IreS
o

and several morc as -eifis. We provide a
soLlrce fbr the chime kit. and even show how
yoll can make your own dowels.

Form the body
I For the body (A), cLrt aJrh"-longpiece of
I l"-dianreter dowel of a weather-resistant

species, such as cedar. cypress (shown),

rnaho-9any, redwood, walnut, or white oak.
(Can't find dowels in these species? Check
out the sidebar, opltosite.) Drill a centercd
%.+" hole 7+" deep in each end of the dowel.

I Vtate a V-block at least Jt/:." longout of
AYt"-thick rnaterial. and draw a ternplate
al ignment l ine along the length of the
dowel, as shown in the photo. riglt. Then
make a copy of the hole dri l l ing ternplate in
the WOOD Puttentsa insert. and cut it
along the lines. Now apply spray adhesive
to the template and spiral it around the
dowel, where shown on Drawing 1.

QChuck a -;/s" Forstner or brad-point bit in
9your drill press. and adjust the f-ence to
center the V-block underneath the bit .  Place
the dowel in the block, and drill t/:"-deep

holes at each of the nine ternplate locations.

/ Instal l  a 90" V-groove bit  in your table-
'f 

mor-rnted router. and adjust the f-ence %"
away fi'orn its center. Clamp a stopblock to
the f-ence. where shown on Drawing 2, and
chamf'er both ends of the dowel. Then move
the stopblock, and ror"rt V-grooves, where
dimensioned. Finish-sand the dowel.

Add the arms and finish
I Cut nine pieces of '%" dowel 3" long of
I the same species as the body (A) fbr the

arrns (B). (To make the ./s" dowel, see the
sidebar. opposite.) Using the V-block to
center the anns under the bit. drrll a t/r,"

hole located-y'+" from the end in for"rr arms.
and t,/+" from the end in five arms. where
shown on Drawing 3.
Note: For u vert' ltail v'ood, suclt as v'ltite
ouk, clrill lot" lrcles.

I Sand %0" chamf-ers on one end of each
Adowel. and then f lnish-sand them. Glue
the arms in the holes in the body. Make sure
the dowels with the t/tr," holes located y'+"

from the end go in the Llpper for-rr holes. and

Holding the dowel in a V-block, guide your
pencil along its edge to draw a template
reference line on the dowel.

those with Zo" holes located /+" from the
end -eo in the lower f ive holes.

QWittr the glue dry, install 7s" screw eyes.
af wlrere shown on Drawing 3. Then apply
several coats of an exterior oil finish. (We

chose Watco Exterior Wood Finish.)

String up the chimes
I Hang the body assernbly at a conve-
I nient working height. Start ing with the

lon-eest chime and the topmost arm (B),

thread the end of the stainless-steel cable
(included with the chime kit) down through
the hole in the arm, through the chime, and
then back up through the arm. Adjust the
cable loop to position the top of the chime
l%" below the bottom of the body. Press a
#l8x-%" brass escutcheon pin into the hole,
wedging the cable in place. Stop when the
head protrudes about t/tr.", and twist the
cable around i t  twice. Press the pin in f lush,
and trim the cable. Repeat with the other
eight chirnes, hanging them in order of
decreasing len-qth.

I Sl iOe the windbatt ler grommet over the
Cr cable attached to the wind catcher,
where shown on Drawing 4, resting it on the
srnall ferrule ah'eady crirnped in place. Add
the clapper. Then thread the cable through a
large ferrule, through the lower screw eye,
and then back throu-eh the ferrule. Adjust
the len-sth of the cable so the clapper hangs
abor.rt 6" below the body (A), and crimp the
ferrule with pliers. Hang the chimes, and
relax to their soothins melodv. *
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Position the
top of the

template flush
with the top

of the dowel.

Reference line
on dowel

Align template
reference line

with dowel
reference line.

E gxplODED VIEW 
5/e" brass screw eye

t/e" chamfer
7oa" pilot hole

3/4" deep

t/a" V-groove

Te" dowel

Hole #1

7s" hole
3" long t/z" deep

Dowel #1

%0" hole
lZ" from end,

on dowels
#5, #6, #7,

#8, #9

Wind catcher

1 " #18 x s/a" brass escutcheon pin

%o" hole
Ta" from end,

dowels
#1,  #2,  #3,  #4

Dowel #3

Dowel #2

7a" brass
screw eye

rimp-
on

ferrule

%o" chamfer

Stainless-
steel cable

Written by Jan Svec
Project design: Jeff Meftz
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

E nsseuBlY DETATL

(Already attached)

El cnnnaFERrNG THE BoDY

Md<e your ovvn dor,rrels on a router table
Otten when building a project, you'll need
just a few short lengths of dowel, or a
dowel of a species that isn't commercially
available. The first case hardly justifies a
special trip to the hardware store, and
the second leaves you high and dry. Don't
worry. With wood scraps, round-over bits,
and a table-mounted router, you can
make your own. Here's how.

Cut stock 3" longer than the dowel
length needed, plus 6" for a test piece.
(lf the length-plus-3" dimension is more
than one-half the length of your router-
table fence, clamp on a longer auxil iary
fence.) Joint and plane the stock into a
square the same dimension as the diam-
eter of the dowel needed. Cut off the 6"
test piece.

woodmagazine.corn

lnstall in the router a round-over bit
whose radius is one-half the diameter of
the intended dowel. (For the 1" and 3/e"
dowels needed in this project, use Vz"
and 3/0" round-over bits.) Position the bit
with the pilot bearing flush with the fence
and the bottom of the radius flush with
the table. Rout 1" in on each edge of the
test piece, and check its fit in a hole of
the desired diameter drilled in scrap.
Adjust your setup as needed.

Stick masking tape on the table, and
draw a start line 1" to the left and a stop
line 1" to the right of the bit center. Now
with the left end of the stock at the start
l ine, and the right end against the fence,
use a pushstick to plunge the stock into
the router bit, as shown at right. Feed the

Supplies: 1" dowel, %" dowel, spray adhesive, %" brass
screw eyes, #18x%" brass escutcheon pins.

Bits: t/2" and 3/e" round-over router bits (for making dow-
els), 90" V-groove router bit, %" Forstner or brad-point bit.

Source
Chime kit. Set of nine %"-diameter powder-coated
tubular chimes, 10' of three-strand stainless steel cable,
clapper, wind catcher with attached cable, windbattler grom-
met, and crimp-on ferrule. Kit no. KWT, $25. Add $20 for
each additional kit. Shipping via UPS included, add $5 per
kit for shipping via USPS. Jacobs Musical Chimes, 3782
Cerritos Ave., Los Alamitos, CA 90720. Call 800/627-5840.

stock past the bit until the trailing end
reaches the stop line. Then pivot the
trailing end away from the bit. Repeat on
the other three edges. Cut the dowel to
length, trimming both ends.
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After a simple glue-up and a

quick turn between centers,

you'll have one strikingly

beautiful tool in no time. And

with its supple ash handle and

super-dense morado (Bolivian

rosewood) head, you can

expect a lifetime of service.

Joint and plane a 2x2xl2" ash
turning square to l%x1-7s". Then
joint one edge of a 3x30" piece
of 514 dense hardwood. (We used
morado.) Plane this piece to
1/8" thick, rip it to 2t/2" wide,
and cut it into four 7" lengths.
Glue and clamp the four pieces to
the ash, in the configuration
shown at right.

How to glue resinous woods
Gluing resinous woods, such as bubinga, cocobolo, teak, and the morado used for
the mallet head, poses a dilemma. Due to their oily surfaces should you use regular
woodworking glue or epoxy?

As it turns out, both suit the need. Although epoxy is foolproof and fills gaps, it's messy
and more expensive. We chose Tightbond ll for our mallet. With the glue surfaces of the
four morado blocks jointed and planed, we wiped them with a clean rag and lacquer
thinner. Then we immediately sanded their surJaces with 8O-grit sandpaper, taking care not
to round the edges, and glued and clamped the assembly, as shown, above right. After
letting the glue dry overnight, we turned the mallet. We subjected it to five days of
smacking chisels while cutting dovetails, morlises, and other joints at a woodworking
class, followed by six months of routine shop use. The glue joints show no sign of failing.

See more *-
WOOD magazine
collector's series

hand tools at
woodma gazine.com/ha ndtools

7/a x 21/z x 7" morado
head laminat ions
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Make a copy of the mallet full-size template
pattern on the WOOD Patternsa insert.
Adhere the pattern to a piece of Vt" hard-
board with spray adhesive. Then bandsaw
or scrollsaw and sand the template to shape.

r Tool: Roughing gouge
r Tool rest: At centerline
r Speed: 600-800 rpm

r Tool: Parting tool
r Tool rest: At centerline
r Speed: 800-1,200 rpm

Find the centers by drawing diagonals on
both ends of the blank, and mount it
between centers on your lathe. Use a 3/+"

roughing gouge to turn the mallet head to a
33/e" - diameter cylinder.

Lay the template on the mallet head with
the top of the template even with the top of
the blank. Mark the locations of the head
critical diameters. (The lsAo"-diameter
gauging cut marks the bottom of the head,
even though some morado will remain to
the right of this mark.) Using a parting tool
and outside calipers, make gauging cuts to

the diameters indicated on the template, as
shown below. Do not make a gauging cut on
the mallet head to the left of the 3Vq" diam-
eter shown on the template and the drawing,
below left.

Qtrue the head to 37e"

Drive
center

r Tool: Roughing gouge
r Tool res$ At centerline
r Speed: 600-800 rpm

r Tool: Parting tool
r Tool rcst At centerline
r Speed: 800-1,200 rpm

Use a 3/q" roughing gouge to tum the handle
to a 1Vz" -dtameter cyl inder, working as

Tailstock center

1 s/ro"-diam. gauging cut

fr
@ tvtart< the locations of the critical diameters, and make the gauging cuts.

close as possible to the morado portion of
the blank. Remove the morado to the right
of the lsAo"-diameter gauging cut with a
parting tool, extending the lVz" diameter of
the handle to the bottom of the cove. Form
the stairstep shoulders at the bottom of the
head, where shown on the template and as
shown at right. Align the template and mark
the handle critical diameters. Make gauging
cuts with a parting tool.

Q true the handle lo 11/2" diameter.

ni i fr frfr
, - l i - - i : - - - l  ^ . .

frt t o lE#"'ll?J::fi1",+:ii ll3 !'j',l"n1l,n ",o

woodmagazine.com

@ Remove the waste, forming stairstep shoulders.
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r Tool: Spindle gouge
r Tool rcst: Just below centerline
r Speed: 1,200-1,600 rpm

I Tool: Roundnose scraper
r Tool rcst: Just below centerline
r Speed: 800-1,200 rpm

r Tool: Skew chisel
I Tool rest: Just above centerline
r Speed: 800-1,200 rpm

Q Snape the head.
( t ( t  h h

/ /  \ \

Using a 3/s" spindle gouge, shape the head
and then the handle. On each part of the mal-
let, work downhill from the larger diameters
to the smaller ones. At the stairstep transition
from head to handle, use a %" roundnose
scraper to form the cove, as shown at right.
Make light cuts to avoid tear-out. Widen the
Vz"-diameter gauging cut at the end of the
handle for more working room, and use a 32"

skew chisel to form the bead.

.', ,. OSt "o" 
the handle.

\ \  / /

iden the gauging cut.

@forr the bead.

r Tool: Skew chisel
r Tool rcst: Just above centerline
r Speed: 800-1,200 rpm

r Tool: Parting tool
r Tool rcst: At centerline
r Speed: 800-1,200 rpm

r Tooll Spindle gouge
r Tool rcst: Just below centerline
r Speed: 1,200-1,600 rpm

Sand the finished portions of the mallet,
progressing from 120-grit to 400-grit
sandpaper. Using your template, mark the
locations of the burn lines'on the handle
with a pencil. Cut t/tz"-deep grooves at
each mark with the point of a 3/q" skew
chisel, as shown at near riglzr. Now, with
the lathe running, hold a piece of 22-gauge
wire or a .026" wire burner in each groove
until it is singed black, as shown at far
right. (For wire burners with wood ball
handles like the one shown in the photo,
see Sources.) Sand over the grooves with
400-grit sandpaper.
Caution: When using ordinary wire to burn
the grooves, cut a piece about 8" long and

@ Remove the waste.

hold the ends betweenyour thumb andfore-

finger. Do not wrap the wire around your

fingers or hand.
Remove the waste at the top of the mallet

with a parting tool, leaving a Vz"-diameter
tenon connecting it to the spur center. Form

the domed top of the mallet with a 7a" spin-
dle gouge. Remove the mallet from your
lathe, and trim away the waste with a fine-
tooth handsaw. Finish-sand the ends with a
random-orbit sander, and apply several
coats of an oil finish. Jl

9 llT:ll",r$il3["r%the 
bu rn |ines'

@aurn the grooves.

Written by Jan Svec
Project design: Jeff Mertz
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

Sources
Wood kit, One 1s/ax1s/axl2" piece of ash and four
7/ax21/2x7" pieces of morado. Kit no. W-156, $22.95 ppd. or
five kits for $89.95 ppd. Heritage Building Specialties, 205
N. Cascade, Fergus Falls, MN 56537. Call800/524-4184.

Wire burner. KC Spindle Wire Burners (set of three
6"-long burners, .016", .026',  and.039")no. 115302,
$9.95. Packard Woodworks. Call 800/683-8876, or go to
www. oackardwoodworks.com.
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blades and bits

QYour bits need time to chill. Heat is the
tJenemy of any high-speed steel cutter,
such as these auger bits, because overheated
bits don't hold a cutting edge well. If you
have a lot of mortises to cut, go grab a cup
of coffee every third or fourth mortise, and

stone

' *  - t  - *  , * r  
-

Cone-shaped grinding wheels put a sharp
edge on the business end of a hollow
moftise chisel held in a vise. The fluted Clico
sharpener (at left in photo) works only on
that brand of chisels.

Gone-
shaped
grinding

f, thingsyortneed
r, to knoul about

hollovtr
mortise
chisels

o matter how much you spend on
a hollow-chisel mortiser-whether
it's a benchtop model like those on

page 78, a low-dough drill-press-mounted
device, or a monstrous stationary mortising
machine-you'll get the best results with
the right hollow mortise chisel, properly
installed and used.

A hollow mortise chisel consists of an
auger bit nested inside a four-sided chisel.
As you plunge this drilling duo into your
workpiece, the auger removes most of the
waste while the chisel pares away the
corners and squares up the hole, pushing
the waste into the auger, where it is ejected.
After years of experience woiking with
them in the WOODo magazine shop, here's
what we've learned about getting the most
from these square-hole cutters.

I Sharpen the chisel before you start;
I then keep it sharp. Foftunately, a

couple of special accessories, shown in the
photo at right, make sharpening the
concave bevel inside the chisel opening
virtually foolproof. Lee Valley Tools
(800/871-8158, leevalley.com) sells a pair
of diamond grinding stones ($7, part no.
17J81.20) for shaqpening most makes of
hollow chisels. After removing the auger
bit, chuck the 51o cone into your cordless
drill and turn it slowly into the end of the
chisel; switch to the 50o cone, and repeat to
make a microbevel. This process creates a
slight burr on the outside of the chisel,
which we removed by lapping all four sides
with 800-grit sandpaper adhered to glass.
(As a bonus, this final step makes the chisel
easier to pull out of the wood.)

\,4
1.,*'.#'**t"

A business card between the chisel and mortiser head establishes the proper bit clearance
during installation. The wood scrap protects your fingers from the chisel's sharp points.

English-made Clico hollow mortise chis-
els are ground to a different angle, so you'll
need that company's sharpener for those.
The replaceable bushing on the end of the
Clico sharpener guides it into the chisel.
Garrett Wade (8001221 -2942,

garrettwade.com) sells both the chisels
($6G$70 each) and the sharpener ($8e;.

Give the bit a tiny head start. The
height relationship between the auger

and chisel is crucial to the set's perfor-
mance. If the auger leads the chisel too
much, it can stray, prematurely wearing the
bit and-in extreme cases-causing the bit
to break; if the bit leads too little, the chisel
cuts before the bit, requiring more force to
plunge into the mortise. Mortiser manufac-
turers recommend anywhere from t/to" to
3/0" clearance between the bit and chisel.
But in our experience, the less clearance the
better, so long as the bit doesn't rub on the
chisel in which it's seated.

Here's how we set up our hollow mortise
chisels for minimal clearance: Mount the
chisel, sandwiching a business card between
it and the head of the mortiser, as shown in
the photo above. Now chuck the auger bit
into the mortiser, holding it snug against the
bottom of the chisel. With the auger
secured, loosen the chisel, remove the
business card, then seat the chisel against
the head and tighten it.

Continued on page 102

sharpener 
t

ry.^*/
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GREAT ROUTER BITS AND SHAPER CUTTERS
BEST SELECTION / BEST PRICE!

,Zf:r'rl, 1'800',47 2'6950 6 Piece CABINET DOOR SET
1/2"Shank Router Bits
.2-pc Rail& Stile (Roman 0gee). Drawer Lock
.3 1/4" D Panel Raiser (Ogee). Door Lip. Glue Joint

wL-2020-1 $175VALUE
OUR PRICE ONLY $119 set

. INDIVIDUAL BITS ALSO AVAILABLE . ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS. SAME DAY SHIPPING .

I l "-.f..\t&ter 
Bits ad $haE ftttero

' +WOODLINEUSA

WOODLINE USA. 111 WHEELER ST. LA VERGNE. TN 37086

yj'tl I' w00 DB lTs P ?f"!y ly,y"9,an?P'F"
Wjdiite'
E-mail: woodline@woodbits,com eUALlTy Guaranteed

Ift,L.2OO8 $189VALUE
OUR PRICE

PICTURE FRAME SET
Perfect for making great looking pidure frames. Bits can be
combined lo form complex mouldings or decoralive frames.

MOULDING SET
5Incredible Profiles

3 Piece CABINET D00R
1/2' Shank Rouler Bits
2-pc Roman 0gee Rail & Stile
3 1/4'Panel Raiser

wL-2019.1 $129VALUE
PRICE ONLY $69 set

LASER CIJIflilG GUIDE
Ouality made, Precision cutting amuracy. Economical battery ryF
operated. (included) Versatile, easily mounts t0 your chop saw, roHf,

compound miter saw, radial am saw, or drill pres.

Quality, plssite, Economial, Versatile

Master
Craftsman

ffifv *z:?,::i5';"
0nly$1 89 ",8 Straight Bits 1 Double Roman Ogee
5 Dovetail Bits w cove
3 Core Box Bits 1 Plunging Roundover ,-{
3 Roundnose Bits 1 Stepped Cove
2 Flush Trim Bits 2 Edge Beading Bits
3 Mort ising Bits I  Mult ibeading Bit
1 Plunging Panel Bit  1 Bowl &Tray Bit
1 Laminate Trim Bit 1 Key Hole Bit
1 Bevel Bit 1 Double Roman Ogee
3 90 V-Groove Bits 1 Classic Double
2 Roman Ogee Bits Roundover
6 Roundover Bits 1 Flat Bottom 60
I Point Cutting V-Groove

Roundover 'l Standard 60 V-Groove
1 Ogee With Fillet 3 Rabbeting / Slot Cutters
I Plunging Roundover 4 Chamfer Bits

W Bead 6 Cove Bits

WL 2065 For 114" ShankWL 2066 For 112" Shank

blades and bits

allow the bit to cool in between. While
the bit is still warm (but not hot), dip the
end in paraffin wax, which will travel up
the flutes with your next cut and aid with
ejection of the waste chips.

/lfane full cuts at both ends and par-
=tial cuts in between. Bore the ends of
your mortise first, and then make a series
of barely overlapping cuts in between to
clear the remaining material, as shown in
the Mortise Boring Sequence drawing,
below. Removing much less than a full
bite can increase side-to-side deflection
and the likelihood of auger-bit breakage,
especially in Vq" chisels, so take as much
waste as vou can with each cut.

We find this slight-overlap method
about 50 percent faster than the cornmon
practice of taking a series of nonoverlap-
ping cuts, and then boring out the
material in between. The latter method
does, however, result in virtually zero
side-to-side deflection, and we'll some-
times use it for Vq" mortises. Regardless
of which method you use, when the main
cutting is complete, go back and clean up
the mortise with a closely spaced series
of full-depth cuts.

QPrt your money where it makes the
9most sense. Not surprisingly, we've
found that premium-priced hollow
mortise chisels perform better than lower-
cost ones. But, at about $70 per chisel,
you can quickly spend more on chisels
than you spend for the mortising machine
itself. Pay the premium if you'll make a
lot of one size of mortise, or if you
routinely ctJt Vq" mortises. Machining
mortises puts a lot of stress on smaller
bits, and the less-expensive bits break
more easily. (We've even seen a /+"
auger bit unravel in the middle of a cut.)

If you make mortises only occasionally,
buy an inexpensive s4" hollow mortise
chisel for $9-$30. It should serve you
well if you're careful to keep it sharp and
not overheat the bit. Buying hollow
mortise chisels in a small set further
lowers your per-chisel cost.il
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Gonvert spiderweb
place to stbrage space
I discovered a simple
way to make use of the
space underneath my
workbench top and
behind the skirt without
re-engineering the
base for drawer boxes.
To use the space, I
built drop-down storage
compartments, as
shown at right, to hold
small tools and to
organize my fasteners.

The hinges attached
between the back apron and
the plywood base allow the
compartments to drop down.
Chains, secured to the
benchtop and the box sides
with screw eyes, limit the
depth of the drop. A locking
hasp firmly secures the
storage units out of the way.

-Dan Opper,
Lawrence, Kan.

ti
Helping you work faster, smarter, and safer

Screw eyes

Screw and washer
secure chain to box side.

How to Grround
flying r6indeer
I made several of WOODa
magazine's reindeer lawn
ornaments but had trouble with
them trying to take fl ight and join
Santa's sleigh whenever a strong
wind blew. To put a stop to their
aerial ambitions, I anchored 5'
lengths ol3/q" rigid electrical con-
duit to their hooves.

For each outdoor ornament,
buy one 10' length of conduit and
cut it in half. (Spray-paint the
pipe if you want it to blend into
the surface it's sitting on.) Next,
dri l l  small holes through your
reindeer's hooves and secure the
conduit with plastic cable ties or
wire. These pipes wil l keep your
reindeer firmly grounded in even
the strongest winds and the
method is much easier than
driving stakes into frozen ground.

-Richard Hedges, Woodstock, lll. Continued on page 106
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Like most of us-regardless of the
size of our shops-Dan Opper
wanted to squeeze every bit of
storage from his space. "One day, I
was looking at my bench," says the
retired telephone engineer, "and I
thought, there's wasted space under
this benchtop. What can I do with
it?" After a little pondering, Dan
came up with the idea at left, and we
think it's a dandy. We named it our
Top Shop Tip for this issue.

Dan will have to clear more room in
his shop for the Makita L5122012"
mitersaw we're sending his way.

Describe how you've solved a work-
shop dilemma, and you'll get $75 if it
appears here. And, if your tip earns
Top Shop Tip honors, you'll also win
a tool prize worth at least $250.

Send your best tips, along with
photos or illustrations and your
daytime telephone number, to: Shop
Tips, WOOD Magazine, I7L6
Locust St., GA-3L0, Des Moinesr IA
50309-3023. Or e-mail tips to:
shoptips @ woodmagazine.com.
Remember to include your contact
info in the e-mail as well.

Because we try to publish only
original tips, please send your tips
only to WOOD magazine. Sorry, but
submitted materials can't be returned.



shop tips

Contain the shower of lathe
shavings with a curtain
Turning wood in my small shop presented me with a few prob-
lems. I was forever wiping wood shavings off my shelves, near-
by bench tools, and out of nail bins. Also, because I turn green
or semi-green wood, my other tools ended up getting a
rust-making shower from the wet shavings.

My solution was to hang shower curtains from the ceil ing
joists and around the lathe. I screwed J-hooks into the bottom
of the ceil ing joists to hold the curtain rods and to make it easy
to take down my little tent. The curtains contain the water spat-
ter and force the shavings to drop to the floor, making cleanup
easier and protecting my other tools.

-Kip Stratton, )tego, N.Y.

Effective router dust
collector for just pennies
Although most of my tools have good
dust collection, capturing debris from a
router while making edge cuts was a big
problem. To make my router dust-free,
I created a dust-collection hose adapter
using hose clamps and two 10" aluminum
ring-shank gutter spikes.

First, I sl ightly bent the spikes about 3"
from the end. Then I inserted them in the
edge-guide holes of the router base,
secured them with screws. and used the
hose clamps to strap on a 4" flexible
hose that connects to my dust collector.
With the hose end positioned about 1"
from the router bit, this setup grabs
almost all the dust generated.

-Roger Schoenhals, Lake )rion, Mich.
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It takes a thick skin to hide your boo-boos
While bui ld ing oak ki tchen-cabinet doors,  |  ,  deep rabbet in the back of  the door as
jigged up my dril l  press to bore the 35mm : wide as the sti le-a perfect match for the
hinge holes in the door st i les and started patch I  made ear l ier .
dr i l l ing away. After the second door,  I  sud- :  Af ter  g lu ing the patch into place, I  ran the
denly real ized that i t  matched the f i rst  door ,  door through the drum sander again to
a l i t t le too wel l - l 'd just  dr i l led them as i f  c lean up the jo int .  With the misplaced
they were two left doors, instead of left and , holes now well-hidden, I again bored the
rightl With no extra parts, and no way to hinge holes-this time in the correct side
plug the holes and have the doors look of the door!
r ight ,  I  racked my brain unt i l  I  came up with
this solut ion.

First. from a oiece of oak the same
dimensions as the botched st i le,  I  resawed
a slightly over-thick patch and sanded it to
exact ly 7e'- th ick using my drum sander.
Next, I set up my tablesaw to cut 7a" deep,
positioned the fence to cut along the rail-
and-st i le jo int  l ine,  and made the cut.
Final ly,  I  reset the blade height to the width
of the sti le, and moved the fence to take
1/a" oll the back of the sti le, and again,
made the cut,  th is t ime with the door on
edge and a tall auxil iary face mounted to
my fence. These steps resulted in a1/a"-

woodrnagazine.com

-Ray Walton, via e-mail

CREATING A PLACE
FOR THE PATCH

wide as st i le

Cut 1: 7e" deep

Corttirtuecl ott lxtge 108
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POCKET HALE SY8TEM$,,,

-.*-\  Ouali tY tools'
\  educat ton,,%

serv ice  and  va lue .

F v n o n t  t h i c : n . l

more f rom KREG,
the leader  in  Pocket
Ho le  techno logy .

4

Fagten.. No waiting for the glue to dry.
5tr''.ngen.. Screws put unmatched
clamp pressure on the joint l ine.
5irnplen-. Dri l l  pocket holes in only
one workpiece. Al ign for assembly with a
single clamp.
Eetter! Faster assembly, stronger
joints, fewer headaches. Give i t  a try todayl

Two simple steps to wood jainery. . .

Drjll pocket holes. Drive screws

8116 Highway 123 North
Toccoa, GA 30577

1 1 3 0
Country Squrre

5 x 2 9

1 1 1 3  1 1 1 4
Heritage Portsmouth
2'/2x29 4 x29

1 1 2 2  1 1 s 3
0ld World Tapered Rope
3'1x29 5 x 29

Request our NEW catalog: 1 -800-746-32ilil . Order line: 1 -8{F-849-8876
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shop t ips

Hotmelt veneer adhesive out of a bottle
You can make your own hotmelt  veneer by coat ing both your
workpiece and a piece of  veneer wi th a good qual i ty woodworking
glue. ( l  use Ti tebond l l . )  Let  i t  dry completely,  then i ron i t  on l ike
you would wi th normal hotmelt  wood tape. l t  works amazingly
wel l ,  and al lows you to veneer areas larger than you can with
veneer lape' 

-Don west, Phoenix, Ariz.

Don, we checked out your tip with Dale Zimmerman at Franklin
lnternational (maker of Titebond woodworking glues), and he
says you're right on the money. Dale told us that you can let the
glue dry for "as long as a couple of days, but the longer it dries,
the more heat it takes to reactivate the adhesive." He says five
hours or so of drying is about right for Titebond ll. Dale suggests
using the "cotton" setting on your iron, and keep it moving to pre-
vent scorching the veneer.

-W00Do magazine



Tip your hat to this pivoting outfeed table
Having a roller stand in the shop is almost
like having another person around to help
you work with long and cumbersome
material, but roller
stands also have a
frustrating flaw: lf the
material is warped or
droopy, you'll proba-
bly knock over the
stand before you get
help from it. The tilt-
ing plywood platform,
shown aI right,
virtually eliminates
this problem.

To use it with your
tablesaw, set the
level platform height
to match your table-
saw top, and then tilt
the platform toward
the saw. When you
feed the board
through, it catches
the platform and

woodmagazine.corn

levels it out, and the roller stand
will remain standing.

-J. D. Stanley, Cleveland Heights, Ohio

Center-\

See a new
Shop 1ip of the Day at

wood ma gazi ne. com/ti ps

1 0 9

Coll or go online to get your FREE cotolog todoy! code t4033
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San Francisco woodworker
Barbara Butler creates the stuff
of kids' dreams with her fun,
colorful play structures.

arbara Butler got into the deck-
building business to help pay the
bills during her starving-artist days.

A skilled craftsperson, she also created
carved furniture in vibrant colors. Before
long, she combined her talents to develop
unique playhouses and backyard structures
that attract kids like candy.

Today, Barbara, below, and her crew of
10 design and build about 40 of these
backyard-adventure structures per year. The
themed, multi-level masterpieces fetch from
$6,000 to six-digits, and they are shipped
and installed all over the country.

Greating fantasy worlds
Barbara begins the process of building a
custom structure by meeting with the
prospective buyer, surveying the site, and

Barbara demands quality materials and con-
struction to create safe, lasting structures.

Bold colors, fanciful designs, and complex shapes take Barbara's play structures several
steps beyond the ordinary. Each custom piece exhibits its own personality.
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sketching the design. Careful measurements
ensure the structures will conform to
changing terrain and fit well among other
landscape elements.

Barbara and her team entirely build each
structure in her shop. "I use second-growth
redwood from certified sustainable forests."

i she says. "It's beautiful, great to work with,
and lasts for years without chemical preser-
vatives." She uses jigs to simplify creating
complex shapes and insists on tight toler-
ances and furniture-grade workmanship.

With construction complete, the parts get
numbered then disassembled for staining
and finishing. During this time, Barbara
adds such details as cutouts and carvings.

Next, the crew rebuilds the structure to
double-check workmanship, then preps it
for shipping. These processes eat man
hours-a playhouse may take
70 hours to build-and the
attention to detail shows.

Building to last
Craftsmanship remains appar-
ent in such details as fasteners
and hardware. "I use stainless-
steel screws and bolts to
withstand the weather and
prevent rust stains on the
wood," says Barbara. All steel
parts feature a tough baked-on
finish that seals them against
the elements and softens any
sharp edges.

Good materials help the
structure last, and careful fin-
ishing preserves color. Every
piece receives exterior tung oil
stain, usually in several of the
50 custom colors Barbara

blends (base colors come from Woodburst
stains: 425 | 433-0899; woodburst.com).
Applying three or four coats of clear
exterior tung oil finish seals in the color.
See the Shop Tip on page I 12 for more
exterior staining tips.

Finally, Barbara ensures the sffuctures go
together properly on site by either installing
them herself, supervising, or providing
wriffen instructions to a qualified contractor.

The debate over doing more
Barbara's business keeps her pace hectic,
with 80-hour weeks a nonn, but she shuns
getting less involved or mass-producing
products. "We could have our stock pieces
built overseas, sell them cheaper, and sell
more, but that's a hassle and not the way I

Continued on page 114

Barbara's structures often intermingle closely with trees,
sometimes even tying them directly into the design.
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curious craftsmen

want to do business," she says. "We have
recently begun offering plans for a few
playhouses, and may produce more." Even
with her busy schedule, she finds time for

Walls of the Country Cottage playhouse bear
Barbara's whimsical flowers and vines along
with birds, bugs, and even a few fairies.

1 1 4

other woodworking, below. And she simply
enjoys producing projects that help drive
kids' imaginations. To learn more, visit
barbarabutler.com or call 4151864-6840. ll

Barbara returns to her roots by crafting
about 10 custom furniture pieces per year.
"That's my art now, my escape," she says.

Keep outdoor color€ bright

Barbara Butler tells her clients that
they may have to sand and restain
their structures every four years. But
many don't feel the need for seven
or eight years. Here's her advice for
creating exterior finishes that last:

f Apply stain liberally to outdoor
projects. The stain will weather to an
attractive appearance after a year or
two of exposure, and then continue to
look good for another couple of years
before needing to be restained.

I Clean the structure at least twice
each year by scrubbing with a stiff
bristle brush dipped in a mixture of
biodegradable soap and water.

I Protect the stain by refreshing the
topcoat every year or two. Use a clear,
penetrating-oil exterior finish that
contains ultraviolet (UV) light inhibitors.

WOOD magazine June/July 2004

Thlented Creator. Skilled Hobbyist.

BTJSII\TE,SS O\TNE,R.
You're already mo.'!flith Guardsman FurniturePro@, you can become all three!

Guardsman FurniturePro is a netwcrk of
franchises speci ali zing i n furniture-
related services. Guardsman FurniturePro
h as avai lable territoies throughout
Nofth Ameica.

TRAINING AND SUPPORT PROGRAMS:
o Comprehensive initiaI training
r Ongoing regional workshops
. Web-based support programs
o Z4-hour technicat assistance
r Access to felow FurniturePro franchisees

GUARDSMAN FURNNUREPRO
CUSTOMERS:
o Homeowners
o Furniture retailers

o Restaurants and Hotels
o Professionat office buiLdings
o Moving and storage companies

NOT TO MENIION:
o Protected territories
o Affitiation with the most established

and respected name and presence in
the marketplace

r The support of a $2.2 biLtion
company, and the largest
manufacturer of furniture
finishes in the wortd.

r Affordabte franchise entry fees,
as low as $9,500

o Home based with low overhead!

For Franchise Information Cal[

800.496.6377
www. g ua rd sm anf u rnitu re pro.co m.

GUARDSMAN
FurniturePrci

The mos, trwteil name in furniture repair

Profit
Centers

lnother (leaning ond Repoir -

stain removaL recotoring, and nore

UphoLt?rlry Senica - spot cleaning,

panel replacement, seat re-upholstering

Coblnet Relurblshlng - cleaning,

degreasing, repairing and potishing
Retinishlng - complete stripping and

refinishing using an eco-friendty,

water-based sptem
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These woodworking wares passed our shop trials

Ghange router bits in a snap, without tools
For years, router and accessory makers
have searched for the Holy Grail of router-
dom: a safe and effective collet requiring
no wrenches. Craftsman finally unearths the
answer with the QuikRout System.

The system consists of a quick-release
connector and adapters that mount on
t/+"- or /2"-shank router bits. Align the red
index marks on the connector and adapter,
and with a little pressure the adapter snaps
into place. Pull back on the connector's col-
lar, and the bit pops out. The mechanism
was a little stiff when I first started testing.
but it broke in nicely.

Although the adapters use two different
methods to hold the bit (the r/2" adapters
have a collet similar to the one the connec-
tor replaces; the /+" version grips the bit
with set screws), both sizes fit into the
Vz" connector. That means you can switch
from a t/2" btt to a t/t" bit-and back-in an
instant. I also found I could set up matched
bits, such as a rail-and-stile set, and swap
those bits back and forth without havins to
test-cut and height-adjust each time.

Installing the QuikRout connector
couldn't be easier. Simply remove the nut

and collet from your Craftsman router
(there's one version fbr current models,
another for pre-2003 machines, and a third
version fbr Porter-Cable routers), then
thread on the connector where the collet nut
used to be. It takes just seconds.

Because moving the individual adapters
from bit to bit defeats the purpose of the
system, I'll keep a set of QuikRout adapters
on my most-used bits. (The t/z" krt comes
with four t,h"-brt adapters, and additional
adapters cost $10 for a set of three.) For

roducts

rarely used bits, I'll either keep an extra
adapter on hand, or temporarily replace the
connector with the router's factory collet.

The only downside I found is that the
%" QuickRout System adds about s/s" of
cutting depth to the router, which can be a
problem with long bits. For example, with a
2r/q"-long straight bit in my fixed-base P-C
690, I couldn't cut any shallower than3Ao".
With the 690 in its plunge base, however,
that bit retracted completely.

-Tested by John Cebuhar

Craftsman %" QuickRout System
Performance * * * * *
Price

At Sears stores or craftsman.com
$30

Bridgewood cabinet saw
boasts beefiness
At first glance, Bridgewood's BW-10LTS
3-hp, lefltilting, cabinet-style tablesaw
didn't look like anything special. But one
glance under the table told me this saw
provides a lot of meat for the money.

It appears that Bridgewood's designers
married the massive box trunnions of a
Powermatic 66 with the stout trunnion-
mounting brackets of a Delta Unisaw. The
result is a powerful, vibration-free saw,
whose fence scale remains accurate
throughout the full bevel range. (Most table-
saws vary in blade-to-fence distance as you
tilt the blade from 0" to 45".) Out of the
crate, the miter slot of the BW-l0LTS was
within .0015" of perfectly parallel to the
blade, which is excellent. And I would rate
the cut quality as above average.

The front-locking Biesemeyer-style fence
fell short of the rest of the saw, however. It
deflected an acceptable .008" at the arbor

r
location when ripping a hefty sheet of
medium-density fiberboard (MDF), and I
found it easy to make the left face parallel
to the tabletop using the two top-mounted
hexhead screws. But with the left face
perpendicular, the right face tilted /r6" out
at the top. And the left face showed signs
of scoring from where it was machined at
the factory.

If you're a safety nut like me, you'll like
the BW-lOLTS's power switch: Once the
saw has been shut off, you must rotate the
switch one-half turn before you can turn it
back on.

-Tested by John Cebuhar

Bridgewood BW-l0LTS
Performance * * * * *
Price 3 hp with 50" fence, $1,300; optional

laminate extension table & legs (shown), $100
Wilke Machinery
800/235-21 00, wilkemach.com

woodrnagazine.com 1 1 5

Continued on
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The POCK'IT JlG" KIT is available at these dealers:
r AMMON.COM 800-635-5140 ! EAGLEAMERICA 800-872-2511
r HARTVILLE TOOLS 800-345-2396 I WOODWORKERS SUPPLY 8M4t$9292
r MCFEELYS 8OO-M3.7937 T WOODWORKERS WAREHOUSE 800-767-9999
r PRTCECUTTER 888-288-2487 r WOODWORKERS CHOICE 800-892-4866
r wooDcRAFTSUPPLY 800-225-1153 r ROCKLER TOOLS 800-279-4441

To recleve your rebate, clip & mail us this ad with proof of purchase.
(Your sales slip or package bar code will do the trick)

SIMP'L PRODUCTS Inc. zt BertelAvenue, Mount Vernon, NY 10550
Web Site: woodjigs.com E-Mail: info@woodjigs.com

THE KIT INGLUDES:
o Pocket Jig with Clamp
o 3/8' Steel Step Drill Bit
. Adjustable Stop Collar for Drill Bit
r Hex Wrench for Drill Bit Collar
r A Supply of Square Drive Screws
. 6'Steel Square Drive Bit

You can
use this
versatile
pocket iig
kit to make
numerous
types of
ioints.

Heavy{uty aluminum
extrusion with hardened
steel drill bushings.

Shown in use

the clamp holds the
wood litmly in place
tol accurate drilling.

I
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i now!'
i J.G. - Frlrfield,ll

OneidaAir Systems, Inc. 1001 W.
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shop-proven products

Blast gates automatically
fire up your dust collector
If you have a central dust-collection system, you know the value of
blast gates ("valves" on the ductwork that you open or close to
direct suction to the tool in use). After a long day in the shop, you
probably do the "blast-gate boogie" in your sleep: Open the gate,
walk to the dust collector, turn it on, walk to the tool, make the cut,
walk to the collector, shut it off, walk to the tool, close the gate,
and so on.

Penn State's Long Ranger MultiGate Switch System saves you
steps because every time you open a blast gate on the system, your
dust collector comes on automatically. When you close the gate, the
collector powers down. No weak suction from gates left open; no
hunting for a remote control.

The aluminum gates themselves are spring loaded, so they slam
closed when released. That loud "snap!" is disconcerting at frst but
didn't appear to cause any damage. When you open a gate, you
must shift it slightly sideways in its track to engage a stopping pin.
The first few times I operated a gate,I jammed it by either pulling
too far or shifting it too much, but I quickly got the hang of it.

Installation of the MultiGate system proved super-simple, and I
mounted and wired four blast gates on my 4" PVC-pipe system in
less than an hour. The gate assemblies nicely fit both the PVC and
the 4" flexible hose between the gate and tool. Oddly, there are no
keyhole slots or mounting tabs on the relay box to which all the
gates are wired, so you're on you own for where to put the thing. I
used some self-stick hook-and-loop strips to attach the box to the
wall near my collector.
, For $50, you get one MultiGate blast gate, 100' of low-voltage
wire, a bag of wire connectors, and the relay box. Additional blast
gates (part no. LRGATE) cost only $l I each, so I did my whole
shop for under $100.
wh-en you order, be Long Ra-nger MultiGate

sure tospecify Switch System

whether your dust
collector operates on
I l0 or 220 volts.
-Tested by 0wen Duvall

Per fo rmance  * * * *Y i

Price

Penn State Industries
8001377 -7 297, pennstateind.com

$50
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We test hundreds of tools and accessories, but only fiose fiat eam at least firee

stars for performance make fie final cut and appear in this section. Our testers ftis

issue include: retired high-school woodworking teacher John Cebuhar and W00tb

magzine projecb editor Owen Dwall. Bofi are avid woodworkers.l



lruhatts ahead
Come celebrate our 20th anniversaryin this special September issue (on sale July 20)
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Modular entertainment center . . . and more
Here it is: Our special 20th-anniversary project! You can build and
arrange the furniture pieces in this collection to suit a TV of nearly
any size and shape. Better still, its base doubles as a coffee table,
and you'll find matching end tables, too.

Sticky situation
See how 16 glues perform in our tests
of strength, open time, and water
resistance, among other things.

Save money on tools
Want to buy top tools at rock-bottom
prices? 0f coursel Products editor Dave
Campbell shows you how.

Guide to air-tight joints
Uncover the secrets to precise
machine- or hand-cut joinery, as well
as simple fixes for common flaws.

Jewelry box
Although you can
build this project

in no time, it is
sure to be treasured
by its recipient for
al l t ime.

Business card
holder
Propped open on a
desk, or folded up
inside a shirt
pocket, this slim
carrier delivers
your calling cards
in style.

Flower
aquarium base
Watch your garden
bloom again in this
water-filled globe
supported by your
shop-made base.

lmprove your woodworking
Take this fun quiz to learn how many habits of
successful woodworkers you have and how to
master those you don't.

Tools, Tips, artd Techniques
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